Old & New

As the rope horse industry continues to develop at lightspeed, the timeless classics like Shining Spark still hold strong as the foundation of the breeding business. Shining Spark has sired over $500,000 in progeny earnings, plus another $993,534 as a paternal grandsire in the roping disciplines alone.

His legacy continues through Carol Rose Quarter Horses, two years after his death at 33. Shining Spark's 2024 breeding fee, for ICSI-only contracts, is $5,000, and his legacy is detailed on page 67.
# The Team Roping Journal’s Breeder’s Guide

## STALLIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAGE #</th>
<th>HORSE</th>
<th>OWNER/MANAGER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67-69</td>
<td>Shining Spark</td>
<td>Carol Rose Quarter Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Feel the Sting</td>
<td>70 Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>KR Fantallic</td>
<td>70 Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Metallic Maize</td>
<td>70 Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>SR Industry Titan</td>
<td>70 Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>JM Steakin Guy</td>
<td>Audrey Daniel, A&amp;M Farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>BR Golden Leader</td>
<td>Baker Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Hired Gun</td>
<td>Billy &amp; Ann Burlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Axle</td>
<td>Bledsoe Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Watch Jack Winit</td>
<td>Bryant Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Born Ya Be Famous</td>
<td>C3 Ranch &amp; W3 Farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>A Blazin Dude</td>
<td>Busby Quarter Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Blazin Honor</td>
<td>Busby Quarter Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Fiestas Dynasty</td>
<td>Delaney Enterprises, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Heza Fiery Flagon</td>
<td>Delaney Enterprises, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>This Fame Is On Fire</td>
<td>Delaney Enterprises, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Promise of the Sun</td>
<td>David James, James Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Dash Ta Traffic</td>
<td>Eight Over Quarter Circle Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Stylin With Pep</td>
<td>Eric Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>A Car With Swagger</td>
<td>H &amp; H Horses LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Bringing The Luck</td>
<td>H &amp; H Horses LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>HP Dash Ta Fiesta</td>
<td>Highpoint Performance Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Slick By Design</td>
<td>Highpoint Performance Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Winners Version</td>
<td>Highpoint Performance Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Peppeos</td>
<td>Ingram Quarter Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>CT Show Me Your Guns</td>
<td>Hockenson Quarter Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>HQ Helleru Cat</td>
<td>Hockenson Quarter Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>Reys of Pep</td>
<td>Jake Cooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>CFR Aree Gun</td>
<td>Jared Crain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>REF Majestico</td>
<td>Jose Brineno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>Metallic Payday</td>
<td>Kaleb Driggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>PC Redwood Manny</td>
<td>Lance Robinson Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>Pound Sign</td>
<td>Lance Robinson Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>HR Smart Rey</td>
<td>Elsworth &amp; Kathy Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>Carry Hawk</td>
<td>Bill and Michelle Cowan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>Bowmans Metallic Car</td>
<td>Luke Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Four Chex Bay</td>
<td>Masingill Performance Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>WSR Hesa Dunofa Lena</td>
<td>Patrick Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>Reys Smokin Dually</td>
<td>Rhen Richard, A&amp;C Racing and Roping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Bet Hesa Ginnin</td>
<td>Premier Rope Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>One Fine Vintage</td>
<td>Robertson Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Lenas Frosted Jig</td>
<td>Robyn Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Probably a Shiner</td>
<td>Mike Van Egdom,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rolling V Performance Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>Bobby Gil Harlan</td>
<td>David Moss, Running M Farms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Charlie Truckin Chex</td>
<td>Russell Tharp, Russell Tharp Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>Metallo Select Horses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>Pride And Joyy</td>
<td>Solo Select Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>The Darkside</td>
<td>Solo Select Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>This Cart Shines</td>
<td>Solo Select Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>Four Bonnie Ray</td>
<td>St Clair Performance Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>Steamed</td>
<td>St Clair Performance Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>The Lady</td>
<td>St Clair Performance Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>The Notorious BIG</td>
<td>Southern Ranches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>Driftin French Cash</td>
<td>Tierney Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>Smart Chich Olena</td>
<td>Trevor &amp; Tiffany Bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>TRR Lucky Brans</td>
<td>Tripp &amp; Hope Townsend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>Jungle Cat</td>
<td>Amy Bush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Lazy E Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Big Lew</td>
<td>Lazy E Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Bucks Hancock Dude</td>
<td>Lazy E Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Coronado Cartel</td>
<td>Lazy E Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>Dirty Fling</td>
<td>Lazy E Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>Fiestas Gotta Gun</td>
<td>Lazy E Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>Hez Our Secret</td>
<td>Lazy E Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>One Fabulous Time</td>
<td>Lazy E Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Oz ONA Hot Streak</td>
<td>Lazy E Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>Show Me The Buckles</td>
<td>Lazy E Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Woody Be Tuft</td>
<td>Lazy E Ranch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BREEDING PROGRAMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAGE #</th>
<th>BREEDING PROGRAM</th>
<th>OWNER/MANAGER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>Ride The Buckles</td>
<td>Lori Lester &amp; Meredith Pierce, DVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Hillbilly Hallows</td>
<td>Robin Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>Fulton Performance Horses</td>
<td>The Fulton Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>88 Ranch</td>
<td>Garrett Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>Bar T Quarter Horses</td>
<td>Jamey Thompkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>BP Ranch</td>
<td>Brady and Savannah Pitchford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>Billadeau Quarter Horses</td>
<td>Billadeau Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>Cross 4 Performance Horses</td>
<td>Doug &amp; Lacey Kremer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>Cold Quarter Horses</td>
<td>Bobby Joe and Renee Jane Cudd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>DT Horses</td>
<td>Dean and Leslie Tuftin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>Dixon Flowers Quarter Horses</td>
<td>Duke and Lindsey Dixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>Muleshoe Ranch</td>
<td>John and Kevva Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>Myers Performance Horses</td>
<td>Bill Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>Pitner Ranch</td>
<td>Jim Brinkman and family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>Riata Buckle Program</td>
<td>Lance Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>Flag Ranch</td>
<td>Larry and Bobbie Rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>San Juan Ranch</td>
<td>San Juan Ranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>Wier Ranch</td>
<td>Marshall and Leslie Wier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Special Thanks to our Breeder’s Guide Contributors:
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If you are interested in advertising with us in the next Breeder’s Guide, please contact:

Nick Griggs: (806) 622-2225
NGriggs@EquineNetwork.com
SHINING SPARK

Carol Rose Quarter Horses
Gainesville, Texas

ICSI Only
$5,000 plus $500 administrative fee
940-372-2000
carol@carolrose.com
carolrose.com

The legend Shining Spark, sired by AQHA Superhorse Genuine Doc and out of AQHA Hall of Fame and 1979 AQHA Superhorse Diamonds Sparkle, was owned by AQHA Hall of Fame horsewoman Carol Rose.

Shining Spark was highly successful in the arena. QData reports his earnings to be $62,674 with 17 AQHA performance points in reining and an AQHA Open Performance Register of Merit (ROM). In 1993, Shining Spark ridden by Tim McQuay won the AQHA Junior Reining World Championship with a 227.5. In 1994, the duo won NRHA Open Derby Championship. Shining Spark was crowned the youngest NRHA $1 Million Sire in 2002. In 2011, he was inducted into the NRHA Hall of Fame. He then crossed the threshold of becoming an NRHA $4 Million Sire in 2013.

“My true passion has always been in team roping,” Rose said. “Shining Spark was an amazing head horse and a fabulous steer stopping horse. He was so fast out of the box and stopped so quickly. The public was never able to witness his roping abilities. Bobby Lewis was training him for the World’s Greatest Horseman when he had an unrelated illness that ended his riding career.”

In 2000, Shining Spark gained much attention in the team roping world when Miss N Shine was crowned the AQHA Junior Heading Champion. At the 2005 AQHA World Show, four Shining Spark progeny were crowned AQHA World Champions in their respective arenas: Amateur Heading Champion Bald N Shiney, Junior Heeling Champion Shyna Spark, Junior Working Cow Horse Champion Shiners Smart Chex and Amateur Working Cow Horse Champion Shine Smartly.

In 2018, grandson Sparks Peppy Doc (“Smurf”) was a PRCA Heel Horse of the Year nominee. In 2019, granddaughter DT Sugar Chex Whiz won PRCA/AQHA Horse of the Year. “Sugar” is the dam of many phenomenon rope horses, including The Notorious B I G and The Darkk Side. Shining Spark’s grandson, Chics Magic Corona, was crowned the 2022 ARHFA Heading World Champion.

According to QData, Shining Spark has sired 1,397 foals with earnings exceeding $10.4 million and 38,042 AQHA points, with 26 AQHA World Champions and 21 AQHA Reserve World Champions.

Shining Spark has also sired many other notable champions, including NRHA Open Futurity Champion Shining N Sassy; AQHA 2003 Superhorse Shine By The Bay with AQHA achievements including AQHA Performance Champion, Superior Tie-Down Roping, Superior Reining, Superior Heeling, Superior Heading, Open Performance ROM; and A Shiner Named Sioux, the 2010 AQHA World Junior Reining Champion and 2011 AQHA World Junior Working Cow Horse Champion.

Shining Spark is the Equi-Stat All Time Leading Maternal Grandsire of Reined Cow Horses, with broodmares producing horses with earnings totaling more than $27 million in different competitive arenas, reinforcing his broodmare sire credentialing. The Top 10 Reined Cow Horse lists include own daughters of Shining Spark, Shining Tari, Lil Miss Shiney Chex, Sparking Train, Sheza Shinette and Shiners Diamond Girl, as well as granddaughter Soula Jule Forever. Their earnings alone total more than $3.4 million.

Shining Spark has been a highly proven sire in the Western performance horse world. His offspring carry his superior athletic ability, trainability, cow sense and speed, making them highly desirable not only to the Western performance horse world, but to the team roping industry.

The Influence of 10M Sire SHINING SPARK continues to dominate in ALL Performance Horse Arenas.

“BLACK MAGIC WOMAN” Sold for $180,000

2022 Mare (Shining Spark x Carrera Cat by Metallic Cat),

Buyer: East West Equine, Agent: Deacon Equine

Bred by Renee Rodds/Rodds Quarter Horses

Consigned by Southern Ranches, Agent: Solo Select Horses
The sire of yesterday, today and tomorrow...

SHINING SPARK

GENUINE DOC x DIAMONDS SPARKLE

Photo taken at age 31

ICSI ONLY Breeding Contracts: $5,000 + $500 Ovary Fee

For contracts and info Carol Rose (940) 372-2000 carol@carolrose.com // www.carolrose.com
FEEL THE STING

Standing at and Owned by
70 Ranch Performance Horses
Gainesville, Texas
940-291-2030
70rph.com

STUD FEE: $3,500
SIRE: Dash Ta Fame
Dam: MP Meter My Hay by
PC Frenchmans Hayday

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Pink Buckle
Ruby Buckle
Royal Crown
Triple Crown 100
Future Fortunes
Select Stallion Stakes
Colorado Classic
Tomorrow’s Legends
Breeder’s Challenge
Legends of the South
70 Ranch Incentive

Feel The Sting, a byproduct of the No.1 leading barrel racing sire Dash Ta Fame and dam nine-time NFR qualifier MP Meter My Hay (Stingray), has won $138,000 in lifetime earnings and is an NFR qualifier himself. Brought into the limelight by Ryann Pedone, “Stinger” was set to storm the NFR when fate intervened—a fractured hock precluded his run in Vegas. Despite his setback, the stallion made a comeback to end up in the hands of his dam’s jockey, Sherry Cervi.

Raised by Highpoint Performance Horses, Feel The Sting was acquired by 70 Ranch Performance Horses during his comeback season. Under Sherry’s guidance, he excelled until an unfortunate knee injury led to his retirement. His progeny, however, speaks volumes of his ability as a competitor and sire—HP Feel The Fame, his first foal, clinched the 2021 Barrel Futurities of America Juvenile World Championship and now has lifetime earnings near $300,000.

Being a quick and agile competitor, Stinger passes those traits down to his offspring. Standing 15 hands tall, stout, and conformationally correct, Stinger has all the attributes of a standout team roping sire, with his offspring being able to be successful in barrel racing or as a head or heel horse.

KR FANTALLICKA

Standing at and Owned by
70 Ranch Performance Horses
Gainesville, Texas
940-291-2030

STUD FEE: $2,000
SIRE: Metallic Cat
DAM: Fancy Zack by Zack T Wood

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Pink Buckle
Ruby Buckle
Royal Crown
Select Stallion Stakes
Legends of the South
Future Fortunes
Tomorrow’s Legends
National Reined Cow Horse
Colorado Classic
Triple Crown 100
70 Ranch Incentive

KR Fantallicka, also known as Cadillac, is a 2013 AQHA/APHA 5-panel N/N red roan son of the legendary Metallic Cat out of a daughter of Zack T Wood. Coming from a family of winners, Cadillac has an impressive resume of his own, Cadillac has 197 AQHA points in the heading, heeling, tie-down, and cow horse events, as well as superiors in heading and heeling. Cadillac is also an NRCHA money earner, PRCA money earner, barrel racing money earner, has multiple all-around titles and was a 2019 Superhorse contender.

As a team roping sire, Cadillac offers more than his outstanding genetics. His ability to excel in multiple disciplines demonstrates his adaptability, intelligence and athleticism. Being a well-rounded competitor, Cadillac passes his incredible versatility to his offspring. With his oldest foal crop born in 2020, they are already showing promise in both roping and cow horse at just two years of age.

“His babies are just as pretty as they are talented,” Don Ham, stallion manager, said. “If you need a horse that is just the right combination between fast and agile, Cadillac offers just that.”
Feel The STING

2024 Stud Fee: $3,500
Chute and First Ship Included

Standing at
70 RANCH
PERFORMANCE HORSES
(940) 291-2030 • 70RPH.com

(Dash Ta Fame-MP Meter My Hay, aka Stingray, PC Frenchmans Hayday)
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METALLIC MALICE

Standing at and Owned by 70 Ranch Performance Horses
Gainesville, Texas
940-291-2030
70rphe.com

STUD FEE: $3,000
SIRE: Metallic Cat
DAM: High Boon by Mecom Blue

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Pink Buckle
Ruby Buckle
Future Fortunes
Breeder’s Challenge
Royal Crown
Triple Crown 100
Colorado Classic
Legends of the South
Tomorrow’s Legends
National Reined Cow Horse Association
70 Ranch Incentive

Metallic Malice is the exceptional 2015 son of Metallic Cat. Starting in the cutting arena, Metallic Malice boasts winnings there and transitioned into the cow horse under Brad Lund. A money earner in the cow horse and an AQHA World Show qualifier, the stallion flaunts substantial ability as a rope horse sire.

“Malice” stands 15 hands and wears a size 1 shoe, breaking the mold of typical cutters and boasting a stature that appeals broadly to cow horse and rope horse breeders alike. While Malice has the build and athleticism that breeders look for, the stallion also carries the homozygous roan gene—meaning he will throw a roan foal every time.

His oldest progeny, now 4-year-olds, have already made waves at the Royal Crown roping events. With the promise shown by his 3-year-olds, Malice’s influence is set to extend across various events. As versatile as they come, his offspring exhibit high-level potential for professionals while retaining the gentle disposition for amateur riders.

“I think once enough people ride his babies, they will be able to compete at all levels,” Don Ham, stallion manager, said. “Malice has such a good mind, is really quiet, and just a good horse to be around, and he passes that down to his offspring.”

SR INDUSTRY TITAN

Standing at and Owned by 70 Ranch Performance Horses
Gainesville, Texas
940-291-2030
70rphe.com

STUD FEE: $3,500
SIRE: Firewaterontherocks
DAM: Mulberry Canyon Moon by Marthas Six Moons

INCENTIVES:
Pink Buckle
Ruby Buckle
Breeder’s Challenge
Select Stallion Stakes
Future Fortunes
Legends of the South
Tomorrow’s Legends

A product of Firewaterontherocks and NFR mare Mulberry Canyon Moon, SR Industry Titan is a part of barrel racing royalty. Living up to—and exceeding—the expectations that come from being genetically gifted, “Titan” has proven himself time and time again. Trained and campaigned by Troy Crumrine, Titan placed in multiple go-rounds in the barrel racing at the 2020 NFR, and has repeatedly set ProRodeo arena records with Brittany Pozzi-Tonozzi.

Titan’s oldest foals, now 3-year-olds, are showing great promise. From barrel racing to team roping, his offspring are equipped with the genetics to excel. Titan stands 15 hands tall, has impeccable conformation, and carries all the traits that make a standout rope horse. Crossing well on various mares, Titan is the perfect fit for adding speed without adding too much height.

Acquired by 70 Ranch Performance Horses in September 2023, the purchase was driven by Titan’s exceptional pedigree and performance.

“I had been watching Titan on the Cowboy Channel and was curious about him,” said Don Ham, stallion manager for 70 Ranch. “He’s a fabulous horse to watch and, as I was researching him, every rock I would turn over, Titan would just keep checking all the boxes for everything that makes a great stud.”
METALLIC CAT X FANCY ZACK BY ZACK T WOOD
2013 APHA/AQHA
197 AQHA Points in Heading, Heeling, Tie Down and Cowhorse Events
2019 Super Horse Contender
Money Earner in Barrel Racing
Multiple All Around Titles
PRCA Money Earner

Cadillac
KR FANTALLYCKA

Standing at:
70 RANCH
PERFORMANCE HORSES
70RPH.com (940) 291-2030

2024 Stud Fee:
$2,000 with Chute and First Ship Included
METALLIC MALICE

Homozygous Roan Stallion
AQHA/APHA
7 Panel N/N

LTE: $5,939
114.5 AQHA Points
Superior in Heading

2024 Stud Fee: $3,000
Chute and First Ship Included

Standing at
70 RANCH
PERFORMANCE HORSES
(940) 291-2030 • 70RPH.com
(Firewaterontherocks-Mulberry Canyon Moon, Marthas Six Moons)

Broke Arena Records at Stephenville and Ellensburg

SR Industry Titan

2024 Stud Fee: $3,500
Chute and First Ship Included

Standing at

70 Ranch
Performance Horses
(940) 291-2030 • 70RPH.com

Created by SPEEDHORSE
JM STREAKIN GUY

Standing with Ryan Cook
Los Lunas, New Mexico
505-221-7179
Owned by A&M Farms
Lubbock, Texas

STUD FEE: $1,500
SIRE: A Streak Of Fling
DAM: Frenchmans Holey Sox
by Frenchmans Guy

Owned by Audrey Daniel of A&M Farms in Lubbock and raised by the Mattson Family of South Dakota. JM Streakin Guy’s pedigree has outstanding leaders in all aspects of the rodeo and horse show world.

His dam, Frenchmans Holey Sox, provides impressive mare power and a record as one of the most successful offspring by Frenchmans Guy. She has won both as a tie-down and team roping horse, winning in the arena whether at the ProRodeos or in the AQHA show arenas.

His sire, A Streak Of Fling, needs no introduction. He has over $7.5 million in progeny earnings and is ranked the No. 5 Lifetime All-Time Futurity Sires.

With a combination of performance and speed, JM Streakin Guy has had an incredibly successful year being ridden by Ryan Cook. They have led the New Mexico Rodeo Association in the heeling all year and were looking forward to a dynamite finals at the Ariat World Series Team Roping Finale in Las Vegas at time of press. They also were 2022 Colorado State Fair Reserve Champions in the Team Roping.

At 14.3 hands and 1,150 pounds, this stallion will be an asset to anyone looking to elevate their breeding program in the roping arena or performance pen. Between rodeos, Audrey Daniel is proudly standing JM Streakin Guy with Cook in Los Lunas, New Mexico.

BR GOLDEN LEADER

Standing at Brazos Valley Stallion Station
Owned by Baker Ranch
Stephenville, Texas
brazosvalleystallionstation.com

STUD FEE: $1,500
SIRE: Confederate Leader
DAM: KN Docs Gray Gold x Groanies
Gray Pony

INCENTIVES:
Triple Crown
Ruby Buckle
Select Stallion
Colorado Classic
Breeder’s Challenge
Blue Collar
Future Fortunes
Valley Girls
Gold Buckle

A son of Confederate Leader out of a ProRodeo money earning mare, BR Golden Leader is a 2013 gray stallion that has been successful in the barrel racing pen with top trainers Kassie Mowry, Angie Meadors and Dustin Angelle, amassing more than $58,000 in earnings. Still running barrels with owner and breeder Whitney Davison, BR Golden Leader is also used in the roping arena by Whitney’s husband, Cole Davison, as well as two-time ARHFA World Champion Tate Kirchenschlager. A true all-around stallion, BR Golden Leader passes his versatility and easy-going attitude to his offspring.

“If BR Golden Leader wasn’t so easy and great to be around, I probably wouldn’t want to do the breeding stuff—it’s just so hard,” Whitney laughed. “But he makes doing it easy, and the babies he produces makes it worthwhile.”

Fast and elevated, BR Golden Leader is an excellent cross on mares in the roping arena that aren’t as quick. Being an outcross in barrel racing, BR Golden Leader is a suitable match for Dash Ta Fame or Frenchmans Guy bloodlines. With his oldest foal crop coming 5, he’s had four earners gather up over $21,000 in extremely limited hauling in 2023. His offspring are placed with standout trainers for both barrel racing and roping, maximizing the promotion of your investment in BR Golden Leader.
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JM STREAKIN GUY

A STREAK OF FLING X FRENCHMANS HOLEY SOX

OWNED BY AUDREY DANIEL
A&M FARMS | LUBBOCK, TX

RIDDEN BY RYAN COOK
STANDING AT LOS LUNAS, NM
CONTACT: RYAN COOK- (505) 221-7179 or
AUDREY DANIEL- (806) 790-8416
SIRING 1D, BARREL FUTURITY, ROPE HORSE FUTURITY EARNERS IN TEAM ROPING & CALF ROPING IN HIS 1ST CROP!

2024 FEE: $1500

BAKERRANCHHORSES.COM
HIRED GUN
Standing at The Ranch Equine
Owned by Billy and Ann Burlin
Whitesboro, Texas
903-564-7883
theranchequine.com/hiredgun

STUD FEE: $1,800 (includes chute fee)
SIRE: Playgun
DAM: Peppys Serenade by Peppy San Badger

INCENTIVES:
NFQHA
Riata Buckle
NRCHA Stallion Stakes

**Hired Gun** is owned by Billy and Ann Burlin. The 14.3 hand, 1250-pound AQHA / FQHA gray stallion is by Playgun x Peppys Serenade by Peppy San Badger. Hired Gun’s sire, Playgun, won more than $186,000 during his career and his progeny earnings exceed $9 million with over 9,000 AQHA Points, 20 AQHA World Championships, and 15 AQHA Reserve World Championships.

Hired Gun’s accomplishments show his versatility. With earnings in NCHA and AQHA performance points in heading and heeling. He is a 2-time Aged Event Champion and a 6-time Limited Aged Event Finalist. In 2013, he was a West Texas Futurity Finalist and a Cotton Stakes Finalist. Hired Gun was also a 2013 Pacific Coast Cutting Horse Association Holy Cow Performance Horses Futurity Finalist. In 2015, he won 3rd in the Big Country Cutting Horse Association Maturity 5/6 Open Classic. Hired Gun won 3rd on day 2 and 2nd on day 3 of the 2015 Black Elk $15,000 NH. He was the 2015 Silver State 5/6 Open Classic Challenge Champion and the Idaho 5/6 Open Classic Challenge Champion.

Hired Gun passes on his strength, agility, good bone and big hip, great mind, and great conformation to his offspring. His first foal crop arrived in 2018. Foals are eligible for National Foundation Quarter Horse Association registration, NRCHA Stallion Stakes, and the Riata Buckle.

DUAL AXLE
Standing at and Owned by
Bledsoe’s Ranch
Springer, Oklahoma
712-577-2182
facebook.com/DualAxleStallion

STUD FEE: $1,200
SIRE: Dual R Smokin
DAM: CDS Modern Millie by Little Seabiscuit

**Dual Axle**, a son of Dual R Smokin and out of CDS Modern Millie, has an impressive record with wins as the 2019 American Rope Horse Futurities Association Heeling Champion, 2019 AQHA Heeling World Champion, 2020 Houston Livestock Hi-Point Champion, 2021 Houston Livestock Show Heading Champion and winner of the 2021 Art of the Cowgirl steer stopping with Samantha Robbins.

At just under 14.1 hands, his athletic build makes him an exceptional competitor, proven on both ends of the steer as a head horse and heel horse. Dual Axle’s size, athleticism and stout build make him a versatile sire that will allow his offspring to be successful in the cutting and cow horse arenas, as well as in the roping pen.

The rabicano stallion passes down not only his physical attributes but also his calm and intelligent mind. Dual Axle’s first foal crop hit the ground in 2022 and, as just yearlings, are proving to be quick on the uptake—and should be successful at jackpots, ProRodeos and working on the ranch.

“They are the smartest group of colts I’ve ever worked with, and I’ve worked with quite a few different studs,” said Sarah Skeeters, Bledsoe Ranch Manager. “You show them something once, and it just clicks.”
2010 AQHA/FQHA Gray Stallion - Playgun x Peppys Serenade

Hired Gun

Owned by: Billy and Ann Burlin
Standing at: Whitesboro, TX 76273
903-564-7883

Accomplishments:
- 2 Time Aged Event Champion
- 6 Time Limited Aged Event Finalist
- 2013 West Texas Futurity Finalist
- 2013 Cotton Stakes Finalist
- 2013 PCCHA Holy Cow Performance Horses Futurity Finalist
- 2013 BCCHA Maturity 5/6 Open Classic - 3rd
- 2015 Black Elk $15,000 NH - 3rd Day 2
- 2015 Black Elk $15,000 NH - 2nd Day 3
- 2013 Silver Slate 5/6 Open Classic Challenge Champion
- Idaho 5/6 Open Classic Challenge Champion

** Foals will be eligible for:
- NFQHA Registration
- NRCHA Stallion Stakes
- Riata Buckle

Stud Fee: $1,800
Includes chute fee

Versatility | Strength | Agility

Owned by: Billy and Ann Burlin

Standing at: The Ranch
Whitesboro, TX 76273
903-564-7883
WWW.THERANCHEQUINE.COM/HIREDGUN
2014 Stallion Sired by Dual R Smokin X CDS Modern Millie

LTE: $45,500+

2019 ARHFA Heeling Champion
2019 AOHA Heeling World Champion
261.5 AQHA Performance Points in Heading, Heeling, Working Cow Horse and Ranch Riding!
Superior Heading, Superior Heeling, and Open Performance ROM
2020 Houston Livestock Hi Point Champion
2021 Houston Livestock Show Champion Heading

Trained and shown by Bobby Lewis & Joseph Harrison

BLEDSOE’S RANCH
bledsoesranch@gmail.com
712-577-2182

Stud Fee: $1,200
PLUS THE CHUTE FEE FOR FRESH COOLED, FROZEN SEMEN AVAILABLE

Contact: Sarah Skeeters
bledsoesranch@gmail.com

OWNED BY BLEDSOE’S RANCH
**WATCH JACK WINIT**

Standing at FCG Equine  
Alton, Oklahoma  
Owned by Bryant Ranch  
s479-866-1185

**STUD FEE $1,200 + Shipping**  
Onsite AI / Cooled semen available.  
Multiple mare and proven mare discounts.  
**SIRE:** Jack To The Hilt  
**DAM:** Watch Renee

**INCENTIVES:**  
- Riata Buckle  
- Nebraska Ranch Horse Futurity  
- Pitzer Ranch Horse Invitational  
- International Ranch Horse Association Futurity

Bryant Ranch has prioritized elite rope-horse breeding for more than two decades. Jimmy and Kim Bryant, with daughter Jimmie, have shown their horses in every stock breed association possible, earning titles and points at every level. Bryant Ranch currently stands four stallions, including their Riata Buckle stallion, **Watch Jack Winit** (Jack To The Hilt x Watch Renee). In 2018, Watch Jack Winit was the AQHA Open High Point Tie-Down Stallion and the American Buckskin Registry Association World Champion in open heading and Reserve World Champion in heeling and calf roping. In 2019, he was AQHA World Show Top 10 in Open Level 3 Heeling and was eighth in AQHA’s Open High Point Year-End calf roping. Watch Jack Winit has accumulated 198.5 AQHA points in heading, heeling, calf roping and halter with superiors in both heading and heeling, and has 16 AQHA World Show qualifications to his name.

The 2012 buckskin stallion passes along his unsurpassable mindset, athletic ability and willingness to his offspring. His progeny has QData earnings from the Riata Buckle and other accredited team roping events. Watch Jack Winit stands 15 hands and is 5 Panel, LWO and IMM negative.

---

**BORN TA BE FAMOUS**

Standing at Collett Equine  
Henrietta, Oklahoma  
Owned by C3 Ranch & W3 Farms  
918-652-1709  
facebook.com/BornTaBeFamous

**STUD FEE: $2,000**  
**SIRE:** Dash Ta Fame  
**DAM:** SX Frenchmans Vanila  
by Frenchmans Guy

**INCENTIVES:**  
- Riata Buckle + The Diamond Classic + Ruby Buckle + Triple Crown + Future Fortunes + Legends of the South + Select Stallion Stakes + Colorado Classic + Tomorrow’s Legends + Top Shelf Breeders

In team roping and barrel racing arenas both, one stallion is making a name for himself: **Born Ta Be Famous**. A 2006 palomino stallion, “Famous” is sired by all-time leading barrel racing sire Dash Ta Fame and out of matriarch SX Frenchmans Vanila, the first—and only—triple crown winner in barrel racing with earnings in excess of $225,000 and progeny earnings of more than $240,000. Famous offers proven bloodlines that are successful when crossed on daughters of Image of Greatness, Judge Cash, Ivory James, Lanes Leinster, Smart Little Lena and High Brow Cat—these offspring stand out in both barrel racing and team roping.

At nearly 15.2 hands, Famous combines size and speed. Famous has already crossed the $1 million mark in progeny earnings, a testament to his ability as a sire. “Famous’ offspring inherit his size, [which is] especially beneficial for smaller cow horses, and they possess a trainable, good-minded nature, ideal for the demands of both barrel racing and team roping,” Eric Ward said. “He produces offspring that are versatile and capable of going to any event.”
WATC H JACK

A QHA WORLD SHOW TOP 10 IN OPEN LVL 3 HEELING

2018 AQHA OPEN HIGH POINT TIE DOWN STALLION
2018 ABRA WORLD CHAMPION - OPEN HEADING
198.5 AQHA POINTS IN HEADING, HEELING, Calf Roping, & Halter

STUD FEE $1,200 + SHIPPING
ONSITE AI / COOLED SEMEN AVAILABLE
$100 DISCOUNT IF BOOKED BY JANUARY 1ST
MULTIPLE MARE & PROVEN MARE DISCOUNTS

FOALS ELIGIBLE FOR THE RIATA BUCKLE NEBRASKA RANCH HORSE FUTURITY, THE PITZER RANCH HORSE INVITATIONAL, & THE INTERNATIONAL RANCH HORSE ASSOCIATION FUTURITY

STANDING AT BRYANT RANCH • JAY, OK • KIM BRYANT • 479-866-1185 • KIMBRYANT7771@GMAIL.COM
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY SHANE RUX PHOTOGRAPHY & MARIAH FARMER PHOTOGRAPHY
BORN TA BE Famous
Dash Ta Fame x SX Frenchmans Vanilla, Frenchmans Guy
BCB Stallion of the Year 2021
2024 Stud Fee
$2,000 WITH CONSIDERATIONS

Million Dollar Sire
Top Earners
BS Born Ta Cash
VF Born Famous
Im Little Bit Famous

Standing at
Collett Equine Veterinary Services
28585 S 180 Rd Henryetta, OK 74437
Semen available at Elwood Equine
Elwood, UT (801) 598-7048

Owned by
C3 Ranch & W3 Farms
801-564-1634 801-694-8737

#Born_Ta_Be_Famous  Born Ta Be Famous
A BLAZIN DUDE

Standing at 113 Equine
Millsap, Texas
Owned by Busby Quarter Horses
busbyquarterhorses.com/a-blazin-dude

STUD FEE: $3,000
SIRE: Blazin Jetolena
DAM: Dasher Dude by Texas High Dasher

INCENTIVES:
- Pink Buckle
- Ruby Buckle
- Royal Crown
- Colorado Classic
- The Diamond Classic
- Future Fortunes
- Select Stallion Stakes
- Triple Crown 100

While the Busbys weren’t looking for a new stud to add to their lineup, it was hard to pass up A Blazin Dude, a full sibling to Blazin With My Dude that Andrea Busby jockeyed in the barrel racing to a win at the 2022 Cheyenne Frontier Days and later became the 2022 Mountain States Circuit Horse of the Year. A son of Blazin Jetolena and out of Dasher Dude, an NFR go-round winner with lifetime earnings surpassing $570,000 and progeny earnings of more than $118,000, A Blazin Dude inherits a legacy of champions.

BLAZIN HONOR

Standing at 113 Equine
Millsap, Texas
Owned by Busby Quarter Horses
busbyquarterhorses.com/blazin-honor

STUD FEE: $2,500
SIRE: Blazin Jetolena
DAM: Viking Vixions Last by Power Train

INCENTIVES:
- Riata Buckle
- Pink Buckle
- Ruby Buckle
- Breeder’s Challenge
- Royal Crown
- Select Stallion Stakes
- The Diamond Classic
- Southwest Desert Classic
- Colorado Classic
- Blue Collar Breeders
- Future Fortunes
- Triple Crown 100

Blazin Honor, owned by Busby Quarter Horses, is a proven competitor with more than $90,000 in team roping earnings and a WPRA barrel racing money earner. The 2008 stallion has 57 AQHA Points—17 in heading, 39 in heeling and one in performance halter—as well as an AQHA Performance Register of Merit.

A product of elite lineage, Blazin Honor is a son of Blazin Jetolena, a $7.8 million sire, and a maternal grandson of Power Train, a $2.5 million track and barrel sire. Blazin Honor has the pedigree to win and the performance record to back it up.

Proving to pave his own way in the breeding industry, Blazin Honor is siring offspring that are just as versatile as he is. His offspring are making a mark in the roping arena, demonstrating his ability to pass on his characteristic talents.

Crossing well on mares with Stylish Rey, Highbrow Cat and Peptoboonsmal bloodlines, Blazin Honor produces horses that can rope on the head and heel side. Though siring many outstanding team roping horses, his progeny are also competing successfully in breakaway roping and barrel racing.

Blazing Honor produces versatile horses that can do it all, showing exceptional trainability and adaptability.

“The stallion game is tough; it’s a long process, to say the least,” Andrea said. “I’d watched A Blazin Dude, and I just thought, ‘Man, what better horse to add to our program?’ He’s had success, and we’ve had so much success with his full sister.”
Introducing a NEW STALLION to the Busby Quarter Horse Program!

A Blazin DUDE

Blazin Jetolena x Dasher Dude “Rootie”
2017 Black Stallion

- Son of $7.4 Million Dollar Barrel Sire, BLAZIN JETOLENA
  NFR Barrel Horse, 2003 Top Futurity Horse of the Year &
  Sire of NFR Qualifiers, Futurity, Derby, Slot Race & Open Champions

- Out of NFR Barrel Horse DASHER DUDE ($570,000+ LTE)
  NFR Go Round Winner, 2X NFR Qualifier, 3X CFR Qualifier
  Dam of barrel offspring earners of $118,000+

- Full Brother to BLAZING WITH MY DUDE
  2022 Cheyenne Frontier Days Champion
  2022 Mountain States Circuit Horse of the Year & Horse With The Most Heart

2024 Fee: $3,000
Proven Mare Discounts - Chute fee/processing fee not included

Will be added to ALL Major Incentives by 2027!

Standing at 113 Equine • 940-654-8013 • www.113Equine.com
Jeff & Andrea Busby • Millsap, TX • 817.598.0257
WWW.BUSBYQUARTERHORSES.COM
Prospects for sale at the ranch, contact us for information, photos and videos!
Blazin Honor
Blazin Jetolena x Viking Vixious Last, Power Train SI 101

• Maternal Grandson of $2.5 Million Track & Barrel Sire, POWER TRAIN
• Team Roping LTE $90,000
• WPRA Barrel Racing Money Earner
• 2016 World Series Finale Heading $10,000 Earner in Las Vegas
• 2014 AQHA National Leader Senior Heading Level 2
• AQHA Performance ROM
• 57 AQHA Points – 17 Heading, 39 Heeling, 1 Performance Halter

Fee: $2,500 LFG
Chute Fee/Processing Fee Not Included

Skeet Gibson, DVM
www.113equine.com

We’re Raising Your Future
Prospects for Sale at the Ranch
Contact us for Info, Photos & Videos!

www.BusbyQuarterHorses.com | Millsap, TX • (817) 598-0257
FIESTAS DYNASTY

Standing at Colorado State University
Equine Reproductive Laboratory
Fort Collins, Colorado
970-491-8626
Owned by DeLancey Enterprises, LLC

STUD FEE: $1,500
SIRE: FDD Dynasty
DAM: Firewater Fiesta by Fire Water Flit

INCENTIVES:
- Riata Buckle
- Royal Crown
- Ruby Buckle
- The Diamond Classic
- Future Fortunes
- VGTRA
- PESI/WPRA
- C-N Futurities
- Colorado Classic

Magic was born when legends like world-renowned trainer and NFR qualifier Kelly Yates and barrel racing’s all-time leading breeder Jud Little hatch a plan, breeding FDD Dynasty to Yates’ Firewater Fiesta to produce **Fiestas Dynasty**.

Both excellent producers and performers, FDD Dynasty, out of a daughter of Tolltac, earned $1.1 million, a pair of year-end racing titles and a top speed index of 102 while three-time NFR qualifier Firewater Fiesta has lifetime earnings above $800,000 and two AQHA/WPRA Barrel Horse of the Year titles. As a broodmare, her progeny earnings top $700,000; FDD Dynasty is a two-time World Champion Sire with progeny earnings over $31 million.

Fiestas Dynasty has earned 83 AQHA points across multiple disciplines and an AQHA Reserve Champion heading under J.D. Yates. With Raegan DeLancey, Fiestas is competing in the barrels and heading at the college rodeos.

Standing 15.3 hands and weighing 1,300 pounds, Fiestas Dynasty is used on the ranch in Wyoming when his competition and breeding schedules allow downtime. He is color tested, 7 panel n/n, AQHA/APHA eligible for breeding, EVA neg and vaccinated.

Fiestas Dynasty is passing on his outstanding pedigree, top notch gentle disposition and versatility to the next generation.

HEZA FIERY FLING

Standing at Colorado State University
Equine Reproductive Laboratory
Fort Collins, Colorado
970-491-8626
Owned by DeLancey Enterprises, LLC

STUD FEE: $1,500
SIRE: A Streak of Fling
DAM: Sheza Firen Bully by Bully Bullion

INCENTIVES:
- Riata Buckle
- Royal Crown
- Future Fortunes
- VGTRA
- CornHusker Futurity
- Grid Iron Futurity
- Colorado Classic
- C-N Futurity
- TQHA
- ARHFA Top Gun Stallion Incentive
- Platinum Medal Program
- The Diamond Classic
- 5 States Breeders

At 15.2 hands and around 1,200 pounds, Heza Fiery Fling is color tested, seven panel n/n, EVA neg and vaccinated, APHA and AQHA eligible for breeding, and enrolled in many of the biggest incentive programs.

Whether working on the ranch in Wyoming or competing in various arenas, Heza Fiery Fling is an outstanding stallion with a world class pedigree who has proven he has what it takes to win.

By the great A Streak of Fling, Mick has added $32,000 to his sire’s $9 million in progeny earnings. His dam, Sheza Firen Bully, carries the bloodlines of Bully Bullion and Fire Water Flit and has produced an arena record holder, a two-time World Champion barrel and pole stallion, and a barrel futurity winner.

Heza Fiery Fling is an open barrel horse with futurity earnings. He has won in breakaway and on both ends of the team roping, picking up his AQHA ROM in heeling in 2021, the same year he made the top ten at the AQHA World show in the heading with Tate Kirchenschlager.

This young stallion offers versatility, athleticism, brains and beauty, all the ingredients to produce an elite, all around prospect capable of winning in any arena.
FDD Dynasty (PE $33 Million+) x Firewater Fiesta (LTE $800,000+)

2024 Fee: $1500 + Shipping

$5K+ Progeny Earnings w Limited # of Foals Competing
AGHA Reserve World Champion Head Horse Shown by JD Yates
Raised on the Jud Little Ranch
Ridden by Raegen Delaney

1D Barrel Earner
15’3 Hands 7 Panel N/N
2011 Gray Stallion

Standing at CSU Equine Reproduction Lab

Create Your Dynasty!

Owned by Dave and Cindy Delaney | 307-331-2115 | rodeoranchwy@gmail.com | rodeoranchwy.com | @FiestasDynasty On Facebook
A STREAK OF FLING X SHEZA FIRED BULLY (BULLY BULLION)

2015 BAY ROAN STALLION

2024 FEE: $1500 + SHIPPING

15'2 HANDS | LTE $35K | 7 PANEL N/N | ALL AROUND MONEY WINNING STALLION

10 FUTURITY, OPEN BARREL MONEY EARNER & BREAKAWAY MONEY EARNER

AQHA WORLD SHOW FINALIST IN HEADING

MONEY EARNER IN THE HEADING & HEELING

ROM HEELING

2022 FAST TIME IN ROYAL CROWN 8 & UNDER HEADING SHORT GO

2021 AQHA WORLD SHOW FINALIST L3 HEADING

STANDING AT CSU EQUINE REPRODUCTION LAB

COLOR TESTED

OWNED BY DAVE AND CINDY DELANCEY

RODEORANCHWYO.COM

307-331-2115 | RODEORANCHWYO@GMAIL.COM | @HEZAFIERYFLING
FIRE WATER FLIT X FAMOUS SILK PANTIES (LTE $237K+)

THIS FAME IS ON FIRE

2024 FEE: $1250 + SHIPPING

$105k+ Progeny Earnings
1D Barrel Money Earner
15'1 Hands 7 Panel N/N
2012 Chestnut Stallion
Standing at CSU Equine Reproduction Lab

OWNED BY DAVE AND CINDY DELANCEY | 307-331-2115 | RODEORANCHWYO@GMAIL.COM
RODEORANCHWYO.COM | @THISFAMETIMEONFIRE
**THIS FAME IS ON FIRE**

Owned by DeLancey Enterprises, LLC  
Standing at Colorado State University  
Equine Reproductive Laboratory  
Fort Collins, Colorado  
970-491-8626

**STUD FEE:** $1,250  
**SIRE:** Fire Water Flit  
**DAM:** Famous Silk Panties by Dash Ta Fame

**INCENTIVES:**  
The Diamond Classic  
Royal Crown  
Future Fortunes  
Colorado Classic  
Pro Elite Sire Incentive (PESI)  
VGBRA  
C-N Futurities  
Tomorrow’s Legends  
TQHA

The perfect cross of brains and speed, **This Fame Is On Fire** boasts two legendary parents both in the arena and the breeding shed.

His sire, Fire Water Flit, has progeny earnings over $5 million while his dam, the Dash Ta Fame/Bully Bullion-bred Famous Silk Panties, won better than $240,000 in her career, setting a then-record for barrel futurity earnings by a mare, and has continued her legacy through her offspring.

With a limited number of foals competing, This Fame Is On Fire, aka “Drip,” has already garnered more than $113,000 in progeny earnings himself and was purchased by DeLancey Enterprises in 2023.

Drip’s versatility is shown in his work around the ranch in Wyoming, college rodeo competition, and 1D barrel racing earnings—and he’ll soon add roping to his repertoire. He has an exceptionally quiet and willing disposition and his foals are big boned, quick-footed and conformationally correct with straight legs.

Drip weighs in around 1,200 pounds and stands 15.1 hands. He is AQHA/APHA eligible for breeding, color-tested, seven-panel n/n, EVA negative and vaccinated.

This Fame Is On Fire is ready to pass on his outstanding pedigree and top-notch gentle disposition to the next generation. Put some FIRE and speed in your breeding program!

---

**PROMISE OF THE SUN**

Standing at Royal Vista Ranch  
Owned by James Ranch  
Wayne, Oklahoma  
RoyalVistaRanches.com

**STUD FEE:** $1,500  
**SIRE:** MP Jet To The Sun  
**DAM:** Pie Sky Promises

**INCENTIVES:**  
Riata Buckle

Owned by David James of James Ranch, **Promise Of The Sun** is a 2012 buckskin stallion by MP Jet To The Sun out of Pie Sky Promises, a proven dam with progeny earnings in excess of $479,000. Coming from a long line of winners and producers, Promise Of The Sun is continuing to carry that legacy on with his offspring.

From his first foal crop, Clay Smith rode both Apache Promise and A Magical Promise to nearly $50,000 in earnings and to the ARHFA finals with Apache Promise taking the reserve champion title in 2022 and winning the 2023 Red Bud Spectacular. Apache Promise and Smith teamed up with Sun N Sushi—also sired by Promise Of The Sun—and Cory Petska at the Riata Buckle Pro Futurity to cover both ends at the event.

“If you’re looking to breed the next generation of top rope horses, Promise Of The Sun should be at the top of every breeder’s short list for 2023,” James said. “Promise Of The Sun is a proven producer and we’re excited about what is yet to come.”
STANDING AT
Royal Vista Ranch, LLC.
Wayne, OK
(405) 449-7575

NOMINATED TO THE RIATA BUCKLE

PROMISE of THE SUN
MP JET TO THE SUN X PIE SKY PROMISES – PIE IN THE SKY

2024 Stud Fee: $1,500

“APACHE PROMISE”
Sired by PROMISE OF THE SUN
RES CHAMPION ARHFA FUTURITY IN FT WORTH
ARHFA REDBUD SPECTACULAR FUTURITY CHAMPION
$43,000 IN EARNINGS

“A MAGICAL PROMISE”
Sired by PROMISE OF THE SUN
2022 ARHFA FUTURITY 6TH PLACE
$10,000 IN EARNINGS
BREEDER’S GUIDE | Stallions | 2024

DASH TA TRAFFIC

Standing at and Owned by Eight Over Quarter Circle Ranch
Abilene, Kansas
facebook.com/dashtatraffic/

STUD FEE: $1,200
SIRE: Dash Ta Fame
DAM: French Traffic by Frenchmans Guy

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle

Dash Ta Traffic has a pedigree for speed and agility, known for his significant showing during his 2013 barrel racing futurity year, placing at the Lance Graves Futurity, Diamonds and Dirt, Southern Rebel, and Fort Smith. Notably, he ran the 14th fastest time at Fort Smith out of more than 500 runs.

Standing at 15.2 hands, Dash Ta Traffic exhibits a stout build, marked by a strong shoulder and big hip, and his offspring are praised for their proportionate conformation and good minds. They demonstrate his ability to cross well with both foundation and race-bred mares and show promise in continuing his legacy.

Dash Ta Traffic has adapted well to heading and breakaway roping and has plenty of cow sense. His participation in the Riata Buckle has garnered attention, with high expectations for his offspring in barrel racing and roping. Breeders have been particularly impressed with the sensibility and capability of Dash Ta Traffic’s progeny.

They are smart, people-oriented, have huge stops and exhibit a natural affinity for the sport, embodying their sire’s versatility and athleticism.

STYLIN WITH PEPTO

Standing at West Ranch, LLC
Abilene, Kansas
Owned by Eric Brown
785-489-0442
facebook.com/stylinwithpepto

STUD FEE: $1,000
SIRE: Peptoboosmal
DAM: Docs Stylenaette by Docs Stylin Oak

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle

Stylin With Pepto, a legacy of $28-million sire Peptoboosmal and out of Docs Stylenaette, is making his mark in the roping pen. His limited yet esteemed offspring have seamlessly transitioned into ProRodeo and Open rodeo homes after competing at the futurities.

This year will be Stylin With Pepto’s first large foal crop. This anticipated 2024 offering holds the potential for greatness, a characteristic that Stylin With Pepto’s foals have already begun to demonstrate. Whether for a beginner rider or a professional, these horses are proving to be a dream to train and compete on.

“We’re very hopeful, and we’ve believed in the potential of the horse for a long time,” Eric Brown said. “But the fact that we never bought him with the idea of breeding a ton of mares to him—we bought him as a private horse—then with the onset of the Riata Buckle, we just had the opportunity to breed more mares. Then, on top of it, the few that have been bred have just been fantastic.”

With fewer than 75 registered foals to date, the opportunity to breed with Stylin With Pepto remains an exclusive prospect for those wanting to produce capable and level-headed horses that excel in any arena.
Dash Ta Traffic

2009 Stallion

Bred by Alan Woodbury

- 5 Panel Tested N/N
- Approved for AQHA/APHA Mares
- Prospects Available

24" Breeding Fee $1200

Shipping/Chute Fees

Owned by The Samples Family
Eight Over Quarter Circle Ranch
Abilene, Kansas | (785) 470-6576
DashTaTraffic@hotmail.com
A Full Brother in blood to Peptos Stylish Oak

PEPTOBOONSMAL X DOCS STYLENETTE

$1000 WITH SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS TO PROVEN PERFORMERS AND PRODUCERS

6 PANEL NEGATIVE 15 HANDS

STANDING AT:
WEST RANCH LLC
785.489.0442

FOALS ELIGIBLE FOR:
RIATA BUCKLE,
IRHA STALLION INCENTIVE
NORTH AMERICAN REINING STAKES
**BRINGER'S GUIDE | Stallions | 2024**

## A CAT WITH Swagger

**Standing at Elwood Equine**  
_{Elwood, Utah}_  
**Owned by H&H Horses LLC**  
krystalh@elwoodequine.com  
801-598-7048  
elwoodequine.com/stallions/a-cat-with-swagger

**STUD FEE:** $950.00  
**SIRE:** Metallic Cat  
**DAM:** Lively Dual by Dual Rey

**INCENTIVES:**  
Riata Buckle

**A Cat With Swagger** is by the legendary NCHA Hall of Fame stallion, Metallic Cat and out of Lively Dual by Dual Rey, and is owned by H&H Horses, Inc.  
A Cat With Swagger’s phenomenal disposition sets him apart, and together with his solid conformation, natural cow sense and athleticism, the 15.1-hand, 2018 red roan stallion is excelling in the rope horse pen. With limited entries, A Cat With Swagger has $12,900 in lifetime earnings, including a World Series of Team Roping qualifier which will take him to the bright lights of Vegas at the 2024 World Series Finale. He also made his debut at this year’s 2023 Riata Buckle in the #14.5.

A Cat with Swagger has what it takes to produce a quality rope horse with color, conformation and the athletic ability necessary to get across the line quickly, rate and handle a steer. His first foal crop was born in 2023, and they do not disappoint. His foals all possess his size, balance, mind and, to top it off, color!

A Cat with Swagger foals are eligible for the Riata Buckle.

---

## BRINGING THE LUCK

**Standing at Elwood Equine**  
_{Elwood, Utah}_  
**Owned by H&H Horses LLC**  
krystalh@elwoodequine.com  
801-598-7048  
elwoodequine.com/stallions/bringin-the-luck

**STUD FEE:** $1,250  
**SIRE:** Lucky Wonder Horse  
**DAM:** Bring It On Guys by Frenchmans Guy

**INCENTIVES:**  
Riata Buckle

H&H Horses is proud to introduce **Bringing The Luck**. The flashy 15.2 hand, 1150-pound, buckskin stallion is by Lucky Wonder Horse and out of Bring It On Guys by Frenchmans Guy.

Bringing the Luck is currently in barrel training with Ryann Pedone. After his futurity year in barrel racing is complete, Bringing The Luck will make his appearance in the rope horse world.

From his attractive appearance to his impressive athleticism, Bringing The Luck is the result of years and years of breeding the industry’s best. In the mare power department, Bringing The Luck’s dam, Bring It On Guys, is as good as it gets.

This year was Bringing The Luck’s first year to stand. He was bred to several top-notch mares in a variety of disciplines and include own daughters of highly regarded stallions Dash Ta Fame, Coronado Cartel, Epic Leader, Metallic Grey, Highbrow Cat, and HF Mobster.

“’To say we are excited about his first foal crop would be an understatement,” said Krystal Hill of H&H Horses. “We can’t wait for these foals to hit the ground in 2024!’”

Foals will be eligible for the Riata Buckle.
NEW TO THE RIATA BUCKLE

435-553-0077
ElwoodEquine.com

2024 Breed Fee $950

Standing in Elwood, Utah at Elwood Equine

A Cat with Swagger

2018 RED ROAN STALLION

Sire: Metallic Cat
Dam: Lively Dual

NEW TO THE RIATA BUCKLE

435-553-0077
ElwoodEquine.com
RIATA BUCKLE STALLION

Standing in Elwood, Utah at Elwood Equine
2024 Breed Fee $1250

435-553-0077
ElwoodEquine.com

2020 BUCKSKIN STALLION

Dam:
BRING IT ON GUYS by Frenchmans Guy, $311,150.

Sire:
Lucky Wonder Horse

Paternal Dam:
ROSAS CANTINA CC by Corona Cartel, $472,078.

Paternal Grandam:
DASH TA VANILA by Dash Ta Fame, $117,074.

Paternal Great Grandam:
SX FRENCHMANS VANILA by Frenchmans Guy, $164,104.

Greatest mare genetics in the industry!
BREEDER'S GUIDE | Stallions | 2024

HP DASH TA FIESTA

Standing at and Owned by
Highpoint Performance Horses
Pilot Point, Texas
903-816-1428
highpointperformance.com

STUD FEE: $1,850
SIRE: Dash Ta Fame
DAM: Firewater Fiesta

INCENTIVES:
Pink Buckle + Ruby Buckle + Riata Buckle + Future Fortunes + Tomorrows Legends + Select Stallion Stakes + Colorado Classic + Cowboy States + VGBRA + Legends Of The South + Top Shelf Breeders + The Diamond Classic + Royal Crown

But Firewater Fiesta herself was a head horse first, and HP Dash Ta Fiesta could have easily gone to the roping pen with a picture-perfect, athletic build.

HP Dash Ta Fiesta is barrel racing royalty, by leading sire Dash Ta Fame out of Kelly Yates’ famous Firewater Fiesta.

“I love the way that horse is built,” Lovell said. “He caught my eye immediately. I wasn’t sold on the run-cow cross, honestly, for rope horses, but I believe that stallions like HP Dash Ta Fiesta are going to change my mind.”

Lovell crossed three of his own mares on HP Dash Ta Fiesta, while Torres crossed one on him, too.

“I want horses eligible for the incentives and, if you look at HP Dash Ta Fiesta, he could just as easily have been a heel horse or a cow horse,” Torres said.

SLICK BY DESIGN

Standing at and Owned by
Highpoint Performance Horses
Pilot Point, Texas
903-816-1428
highpointperformance.com

STUD FEE: $3,100
SIRE: Designer Red
DAM: Dreams Of Blue by Dream On Dancer

INCENTIVES:
Pink Buckle + Ruby Buckle + Riata Buckle + The Breeders Challenge + Royal Crown + Blue Collar + Future Fortunes + Future Champion (Canada) + Legends of the South + Select Stallion Stakes + Triple Crown 100 + Top Shelf Breeders + Tomorrows Legends + Southwest Desert Classic + Cowboy State Incentive + Colorado Classic, VGBRA + Cornhusker + Western Fortunes + TQHA Barrel Incentive + WPRA PESI + 2019 Futurity Sire of the Year + The Diamond Classic + Royal Crown Canada

Slick By Design needs no introduction in the barrel racing arena as the top-earning stallion of all time, with lifetime earnings of more than $643,000 and offspring passing the $6.4 million mark in earnings.

But in the last three years, “Slick” has made a major splash in the roping pen, with multiple offspring winning big across the sport’s major aged events, with wins and placings at the ARHFA events, Royal Crown ropings and Riata Buckle.

Probably By Design—a 2017 stallion under the guidance of J.D. Yates—won the 2021 AQHA World Championship in the Non-Pro Senior Heading with owner Phil Tearney, while the horse won the Reserve World Title in the Junior Heading with Yates in 2022 and the year-end highpoint in the heading, too.

“They’re really gentle, quiet and easy,” Yates said. “For a big horse, Probably By Design can really use his butt. You very seldom find horses at that age that like to do what they do.”

Slick’s offspring—in their very short time in the rope horse business—have already amassed over $100,000 in earnings and are eligible for $20 million in incentives across the Western performance industry.
HP Dash Ta Fiesta Sires Reserve CHAMPION of 10.5 Roping at Riata Buckle!

SWEET FRENCH DASH & Cody Taton
Reserve CHAMPION Heading
10.5 All Age Age at Riata Buckle!
Rotation 3 FAST TIME!
Split $81,360

HP Dash Ta
FIESTA
Dash Ta Fame-Firewater Fiesta, Fire Water Flit

2024 FEE: $1,850 (ICSI FEE: $975, considerations)
Standing at: HIGHPOINT PERFORMANCE HORSES - PILOT POINT, TX - 903.816.1428
www.HIGHPOINTPERFORMANCE.com
Breeding Manager: CHRISTI CHRISTENSEN - CHRISTI.HIGHPOINTPERFORMANCE@GMAIL.COM
$6.5 MILLION SIRE

ELIGIBLE FOR $20 MILLION IN INCENTIVES

#1 PINK BUCKLE SIRE
with earners of $384,000+ at the 2022 Pink Buckle

2007 Black AQHA Stallion
STUD FEE: $3,100
Sire: Designer Red, Dam: Dreams Of Blue
Tested NEGATIVE for: HYPP, HERDA, GBED, PSSM 1, MH

Slick By Design’s offspring have earned $106,000 in roping in just a few years!

2021 AQHA World Champions Phil Tearney & Probably By Design - World Champion Head Horse

2022 AQHA High-Point Heading Level 3 249.5 Performance Points
$23,427 IN EARNINGS

Standing at: Highpoint Performance Horses
Pilot Point, TX // www.HighPointPerformance.com
Breeding Manager: Christi Christensen
Christi.highpointperformance@gmail.com // 903.816.1428

HUGE BREEDING DISCOUNT to PROVEN rope mares or producers & MULTIPLE MARE DISCOUNT call for more details.
WINNERS VERSION si 103
2006 Brown AQHA Stallion
By Holland Ease out of The Jubilee Diamond

STUD FEE: $3,100
*Frozen Semen ONLY

Including $399,057 in race earnings

$7 million sire

Standing at: Highpoint Performance Horses
Pilot Point, TX // www.HighPointPerformance.com
Breeding Manager: Christi Christensen
Christi.highpointperformance@gmail.com // 903.816.1428

SHES MISCHIEVOUS
Winners Version x Miss Mischievous x Streakin La Jolla
$23,724 in earnings
Including 6th at the 2023 ARHFA World Championship with Kaden Richard!

Sire of BLACKKOUT
Pink Buckle's record-breaking 2-year-old sold for $875,000 by Solo Select & Relentless Remuda
WINNERS VERSION
Standing at and Owned by Highpoint Performance Horses
Pilot Point, Texas
903-816-1428
highpointperformance.com
STUD FEE: $3,100
SIRE: Holland Ease
DAM: The Jubilee Diamond by Runaway Winner

INCENTIVES:
Pink Buckle + Ruby Buckle + Riata Buckle + Future Fortunes + Tomorrows Legends + Breeders Challenge + Legends Of The South + Royal Crown + Select Stallion Stakes + Colorado Classic + Cowboy States + VGABRA + TQHA Barrel & Race Incentive + Southwest Desert Classic + Bitterroot + Top Shelf Breeders

Winners Version first made a name for himself with $399,057 in his offspring’s racetrack earnings, but he’s quickly excelled as a rope horse and barrel horse sire, and he stands at the official breeding farm of the Ariat World Series of Team Roping.

He is a full brother to Jubilant Version, the brown gelding that Trevor Brazile rode in his last year of ProRodeo in 2018, going on to carry Clint Summers to his first NFR on the head side in 2021.

The 2006 brown stallion also sired Hankies Version, the sorrel gelding Rhen Richard won over $50,000 on in his 5-year-old year at the rope horse futurities—including winning titles at Scottsdale’s ARHFA Sun Circuit and Rock Springs, Wyoming’s Royal Crown.

“They have that explosive speed,” Richard said. “On the track, it really shows when they come out of the gate. But in the team roping, it helps them come out of the box and run to the cow, hard. But they’re controllable.”

Kaden Richard won big on Winners Version daughter Shes Mischevious, placing sixth at the ARHFA World Championship and winning the Zesterra Open at the Royal Crown in Oklahoma City in May on the mare.

With a speed index of 103, Winners Version is one of the fastest incentive-eligible stallions available in the rope horse market.

PEPTOES
Standing at and Owned by
Ingram Quarter Horses
Gallatin Gateway, Montana
406-223-1959
ingramquarterhorses.com
STUD FEE: $1,000
SIRE: Peptoboonsmal
DAM: SR Jaguar by Doc O’Lena

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle

Mike and Sheila Ingram’s Spur Cross Ranch is the home of Ingram Quarter Horses. Located in beautiful Gallatin Gateway, just outside of Bozeman, Montana, they have been breeding, raising and training quality American Quarter Horses for more than 30 years.

Ingram Quarter Horses is dedicated to producing top quality horses with proven bloodlines. The star of the Ingram breeding program is Peptoes, their red roan stallion by the legendary Peptoboonsmal, out of a producing daughter of the great Doc O’Lena. Ingrams’ broodmares are individually selected based not only on their bloodlines, but their confirmation, disposition, color and overall looks.

All foals are mare-raised under the clear blue Montana sky and abundant green-grass pastures, and are nurtured and socialized by ranch managers Tyson and Wendy Wood. The resulting offspring have been performers in a variety of areas including the show arena, team roping, reining, cutting and barrel racing, and as solid working ranch horses.

Peptoes is a good-boned, thick son of the $26 million producer Peptoboonsmal and out of a producing daughter of Doc O’Lena. He has NCHA lifetime earnings of $11,583.68 and was a NCHA Super Stakes Semi-Finalist, as well as a Multiple Aged Event Finalist.

Peptoes sires colts that are good boned, thick and athletic. Peptoes inherited his very strong red roan genes from his handsome sire, and a great many of his colts could be considered his spitting image! Three different times Peptoes colts have topped the Colorado State University Legends of Ranching Sale in Fort Collins, Colorado. His colts are proven to be winners. Ingram Quarter Horses offers Frozen Semen.

Special Advertising Section
PEPTOES

2003 RED ROAN STALLION
PEPTOBOONSMAL X SR JAGUAR
STANDING AT SPUR CROSS RANCH

www.IngramQuarterHorses.com

NCHA MULTIPLE AGED EVENT FINALIST
NCHA SUPER STAKES FINALIST
SOUTH POINT DERBY FINALIST
RIATA BUCKLE STALLION

STALLION FEE $1000
FROZEN SEMEN

WENDY WOOD
406-223-1959
AQHA WORLD CHAMPION
SENIOR HEADING
AQHA CHAMPION
LTE $18,623 AQHA/ARHFA | 390.5 AQHA Points
sire of
World Champion | Reserve World Champion
AQHA Champion
Offspring Earnings Over $60,000 in his first 2 foal crops!

HOCKENSON QUARTER HORSES
Reid & Melanie Hockenson
1040 160th Street • Nichols, IA 52766
319.330.6862  hockensonquarterhorses.com

2013 AQHA Stallion
Sire: Show Me A Song Joes
DAM: Seven S Gunsan Roses
2024 Stud Fee $3,000
No Chute Fee

standing at
Abraham's Equine Repro Center
2550 Hindman Rd., Marion, IA 52302
319.366.6441 abrahamssequineclinic.com
ad 6 bar H Photography www.barhphtography.com
2019 NRCHA SNAFFLE BIT OPEN FUTURITY FINALIST

HQ HELLUVA CAT

NRCHA LTD $14,000
*limited showing due to injury

ALL AROUND RANCH HORSE VERSATILITY CHAMPION

PE $2,152 (First Foal Crop 2022)

2016 Palomino Roan Stallion
sire Metallic Cat
NCHA Hall of Fame/Horse of the Year
dam Bound To White Chex
AQHA Performance Champion

Reid & Melanie Hockenson
HOCKENSON QUARTER HORSES
1040 160th Street • Nichols, IA 52766
hockensonquarterhorses.com | 319.330.6862

2024 Stud Fee $1500
*10% discount to first 20 early bookings!
*multiple more 10% discount

standing at
ABRAHAM’S Equine Clinic
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
abrahamsequineclinic.com

hard work photo © Primo Morales | ad © bar H Photography
CT SHOW ME YOUR GUNS

Standing at Abraham’s Equine Clinic
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Owned by Hockenson Quarter Horses
319-330-6862
hockensonquarterhorses.com

STUD FEE: $3,000
SIRE: Show Me A Song Joes
DAM: Seven S Gunsan Roses by Playgun

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Pitzer Ranch Horse Invitational
South Dakota Reined Cow Horse Stallion Stakes
IQHA Ranch Horse Futurity

In the performance horse world, athleticism and intelligence are critical to success, but a little bit of pretty doesn’t hurt either.

All those attributes are found in Hockenson Quarter Horses’ CT Show Me Your Guns, the 2021 AQHA World Champion Senior Heading Horse and AHQA Champion.

“Joe” was a standout in the show pen: a Super Horse contender for multiple years after qualifying for the AQHA World Show in tie down roping, heading, heeling, ranch riding, barrels and performance halter.

With his oldest, limited first foal crop just being 5 years old, Joe quickly proved himself as a sire, turning out 2022 AQHA World Champion HQ Show Me The Gin in the L2 Junior Heading (one of two in his first crop), and 2023 Reserve World Champion in the L3 Junior Heading, HQ Top Gun.

Joe’s offspring have earned more than 244 AQHA points and $60,000 and climbing. Joe is also the all-time high-money producing Stallion in the IQHA Ranch Horse Futurity, just one of the many incentives for which his progeny are eligible.

In addition to his athleticism, the uniquely colored stallion carries the cream gene, gray gene and dun gene. His offspring are proving to have his dominance in the show pen and their beauty can’t be overlooked.

HQ HELLUVA CAT

Standing at Abraham’s Equine Clinic
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Owned by Hockenson Quarter Horses
319-330-6862
hockensonquarterhorses.com

STUD FEE: $1,500
SIRE: Metallic Cat
DAM: Bound To White Chex by Helluva Chex

INCENTIVES:
South Dakota Reined Cow Horse Stallion Stakes
NRCHA Stallion Stakes
IQHA Ranch Horse Stallion Breeder’s Futurity

HQ Helluva Cat is Hockenson Quarter Horses’s home-bred and raised champion, a winner in multiple disciplines who is passing on his stunning good looks and physical talent to his progeny.

Reid and Melanie Hockenson had a vision of raising a winner when they crossed NCHA Hall of Fame sire Metallic Cat on their own AQHA performance champion and third-place AQHA Senior Heading mare, Bound To White Chex.

Both sire and dam were also proven producers: Metallic Cat with progeny earnings topping $63 million and Bound To White Chex with progeny earnings of $54,000, 200 AQHA points, as well as a producer of multiple AHQA World Champion and Reserve World Champions.

“He was absolutely everything we hoped for,” Reid Hockenson noted.

HQ Helluva Cat qualified to the open finals of the 2019 NRCHA Snaffle Bit Futurity before being started in the heeling. Before an injury shortened his show career, HQ Helluva Cat also added the All Around Ranch Horse Versatility Championship to his resume.

HQ Helluva Cat carries both the cream and roan genes. His first foal crop just hit the ground in 2022 and are just being started under saddle and are bound to be outstanding athletes with a ton of look, just like their sire.
REYS OF PEP

Standing at 113 Equine
Millaps, Texas
Owned by Jake Cooper
reysofpep.com

STUD FEE: $3,000
SIRE: Dual Rey
DAM: Peppys Stylish Lena
by Docs Stylish Oak

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown Roping
Gold Buckle
Colorado Classic
Medal Program

Reys Of Pep is the winningest stallion in the history of the rope horse futurity business, having won under the likes of world champions Colby Lovell, Kaleb Driggers and Kollin VonAhn, amassing $114,599 in earnings in two years of competition.

Reys Of Pep, first started and shown by Brad Lund at the NRCHA Snaffle Bit Futurity, carried Lovell to the American Rope Horse Futurity Association’s Reserve Heeling World Title in 2022, marking the highest score of the entire show, qualifying for the short round in the heading, too.

The horse won the 2023 RFA Heeling Derby with Lovell, the 2023 ARHFA Cowtown Classic Heading Futurity with Lovell and the TX Best Heading Futurity with Driggers, too.

“He can do anything—he’s outstanding on each end—truly one of the best I’ve ever rode,” Lovell said. “He’s good-minded enough to take the heat of battle any time you ask. My little girl can warm him up, and I don’t give it a second thought.”

For his exceptional 2023 campaign, Reys Of Pep won the ARHFA Head Horse of the Year title, awarded at the World Championship in Fort Worth in October.

Owned by NFR header Jake Cooper, Reys Of Pep will stand at 113 Equine for 2024, where he’ll come and go in between a full jackpot and rodeo schedule.

CFR ARETE GUN

Standing at The Ranch
Whitesboro, Texas
Owned by Jared Crain, Buddy Wacaser and Jack Bogart
615-946-8198
theranchequine.com/cfr-arete-gun

STUD FEE: $1,500
SIRE: Gunnatrashya
DAM: Tribeca Tucker by Lenas Wright On

CFR Arete Gun—a son of $9 million sire Gonnatrashya and out of a daughter of Tribeca Tucker—has proven his mettle as a rope horse. With success at the AQHA World Show in the tie-down and heeling with Cody McCartney, Jared Crain, and Steve Orth, as well as wins at the Royal Crown and Red Bud Classic with Dakota Kirkenschlager, the 2016 stallion has surpassed $60,000 in lifetime earnings so far.

With his first foal crop hitting the ground in 2024, “Arete” is still competing and having success with riders of all levels—a trait that owners Jared Crain, Buddy Wacaser and Jack Bogart all hope is passed down to his progeny. Coming from a reining background, the stallion has proven to be versatile and steady, yet user-friendly.

“I got to take him home this summer and, once he got done breeding, I took him to jackpots myself as an amateur all summer and just had a blast and won quite a bit of money,” Crain said. “Then he gets back in the hands of Cody and Dakota and is competitive as ever at the World Show. Arete is such a solid horse—good-minded but also has the athleticism to do the job in each discipline. With Arete, you’ve got it all.”
Reys Of Pep

LTE $114,599
DUAL REY X PEPPYS STYLISH LENA X DOCS STYLISH OAK

REYSONPEP.COM

RIATA BUCKLE, ROYAL CROWN, MEDAL PROGRAM, COLORADO CLASSIC & GOLD BUCKLE ELIGIBLE STANDING AT 113 EQUINE. NOW BOOKING FOR 2024. OWNED BY JAKE COOPER
CFR ARETE GUN

$60,000+ LTE

2024 Stud Fee: $1,500 including chute fee and shipping

2021 AQHA World Champion Junior Tie Down Level 3
2023 AQHA Sr Tie Down Level 3 Top 5
5th 2022 AQHA World Show Senior Tie Down
Reserve Champion ARHFA Heeling Redbud 2022
Reserve Champion ARHFA Calf Roping Oil Can 2022
Reserve Champion Royal Crown 2022 6 and under heeling
Champion Tie Down AQHA Houston Rodeo 2022
Champion Tie Down Dixie Nationals 2022
5th 2021 AQHA World Show Level 3 Jr Heeling
AQHA Superior Tie Down

OWNED BY JARED CRAIN, BUDDY WACASER, AND JACK BOGART
CONTRACTS: JARED CRAIN 615-946-8198
Standing at: The Ranch in Whitesboro TX
Training with: Gary Wells Ranch Inc.
Shown by: Dakota Kirkenschlager in heading and heeling

CFR ARETE GUN

GUNNATRASHYA
COLONELS SMOKING GUN
NATRASHA
TRIBECA TUCKER
LENAS WRIGHT ON
TUCKERETTE COMMAND

2024 Stud Fee: $1,500
including chute fee and shipping
REF MAJESTICO

Standing at Millionheir Ranch
Dublin, Texas
Owned by Jose Briseno
facebook.com/REFMajestico

STUD FEE: $1,250
SIRE: Colonels Smoking Gun
DAM: Jameen Olena by
Hollywood Dun It

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown
Medal Program

REF Majestico, also known as “Magic,” is a 2013 red dun stallion by Colonels Smoking Gun out of Jameen Olena, a daughter of Hollywood Dun It. Magic stands 14.2 hands tall with a stout build and large bone structure. This stature allows Magic to excel as a head and heel horse. Magic has won money on some of the biggest stages, like the World Series of Team Roping and the Riata Buckle.

Magic’s first foal crop was born in 2019, and they are heading roping arena. Proving to be like their sire, Magic’s offspring carry a lot of trainability and are excelling on both ends of the steer.

With a focus on breeding for specific qualities like speed, a big stop and intelligence, Magic is not only a winner in the arena but a sire that promises to enhance the quality and performance of future generations in the roping arena.

“I’m excited with the Riata buckle promoting the breeding of rope horses,” Jose said. “We’re breeding for the roping industry now and not for another discipline waiting for the dropouts to turn into rope horses. And I think Magic brings a lot to the table being a rope horse sire.”

METALLIC PAYDAY

Standing at Outlaw Equine
Decatur, Texas
Owned by Kaleb and Nicole Driggers
940-626-8387
outlawequinevet.com

STUD FEE: $2,000
SIRE: Metallic Cat
DAM: Another Playgirl by Freckles Playboy

INCENTIVES:
Royal Crown
Riata Buckle
Gold Buckle
Diamond Classic
Medal Program

Kaleb Driggers has owned more elite-level performers than any header ever. So, it goes to reason that if he decides to stand a stallion, that stallion aligns with his exceptionally high standards for a great horse.

That stallion—Metallic Payday— came from fellow World Champion and ARHFA Reserve Champ Colby Lovell's program. Lovell, with his background in cutting, ranching and cow horse, put a foundation on Metallic Payday that’s earned him more than $60,000 in competition.

“He has colts that prove to be really willing and versatile,” Driggers said. “His oldest colts are 2-year-olds and in some of the best hands in the business. Kollin Vonahn has one that Chance Harman broke for me, and he said he is one of the best colts that he has had. Colby has a few that he has taken in different directions and says they are very willing to learn. All of them have big bones and good feet.”

Competing since his 3-year-old year, the 2017 stallion has placed in the average and go-rounds on both ends at the Riata Buckle, Royal Crown and ARHFA events under everyone from Lovell to Driggers to Andy Holcomb, Junior Nogueira and Dakota Kirchenschlager. In 2023, he finished his futurity campaign the ARHFA’s Reserve World Champion on the heel side with Kirchenschlager.

“I will continue to show him in the AQHA as a senior horse,” Driggers said. “But he is ready to move up. I am not going to rush him, but Junior has been practicing for the NFR on him. Dakota is going to start using him some at the jackpots, and he went to the World Series of Team Roping Finale in December and is working him into the rodeos.”
Majestico

"MAGIC"

14.2hh | 1,200lbs - 2013 Red Dun Splash Stallion
6 panel N/N - AQHA/APHA registered

2024 FEE: $1,250
SIRE: COLONEL'S SMOKING GUN
DAM: JAMEEN OLENA

BOOK NOW FOR 2024

MILLIONHEIR RANCH
PEPE BRISENO: 254-434-7461
PEPEBRISENO@ICLOUD.COM

OWNER: JOSE BRISENO
DUBLIN, TX 76446

/REF Majestico "Magic"
METALLIC PAYDAY

METALLIC CAT x ANOTHER PLAYGIRL PE: $300,000+

2023 AQHA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FUTURITY RESERVE CHAMPION
OWNED BY KALEB DRIGGERS

INCENTIVES
RIATA BUCKLE | ROYAL CROWN ROPING | GOLD BUCKLE FUTURITIES
PLATINUM MEDAL FUTURITY | THE DIAMOND CLASSIC

2024 BREEDING FEE: $2,000
STANDING AT OUTLAW EQUINE HOSPITAL AND REHAB CENTER
(940) 399-1360 | repro@outlawvets.com
**BREEDER’S GUIDE | Stallions | 2024**

**PC REDWOOD MANNY**

Standing at and Owned by Lance Robinson Quarter Horses  
Spanish Fork, Utah  
801-580-8588  
lancerobinsonquarterhorses.com

STUD FEE: $1,750  
SIRE: SUN FROST  
DAM: MANDRIFT MARI

INCENTIVES:  
Riata Buckle  
Pink Buckle  
Ruby Buckle  
Colorado Classic  
Future Fortunes  
Diamond Classic  
Royal Crown

**PC Redwood Manny** has made his mark in the roping and barrel racing, siring NHSRA world champs to PRCA money earners alike. The disposition he passes down to his colts is one of willingness and try, enabling them to succeed in several disciplines.

He puts a solid mind and big bones on his offspring, making them optimal performance horses. **PC Redwood Manny** is by AQHA Hall of Fame sire Sun Frost—sire of 101 money-earners and 37 AQHA point-earners—and out of Mandrift Mari, producer of several champions.

“Cowboy” is gentle and intuitive—a meet-you-at-the-gate type of horse; a competitor, a profound sire and gentle enough that the grandkids can love on him.

---

**POUND SIGN**

Standing at Lance Robinson Quarter Horses  
Spanish Fork, Utah  
Owned by McColee Land & Cattle  
801-580-8588  
poundsignstallion.com

STUD FEE: $1,750  
SIRE: Metallic Cat  
DAM: Dual Rey Tag by Dual Rey

INCENTIVES:  
Riata Buckle  
Ruby Buckle  
Diamond Classic  
Future Fortunes  
NCHA Stallion Foal Program

**Pound Sign** made his mark on the cutting world with incredible athleticism. He was crowned the 2021 AQHA World Champion Junior Cutting Horse, and also was a finalist at the NCHA Open Futurity, Arbuckle Mountain 4-year-old futurity and the NCHA Super Stakes 5-year-old Special Int. Non-Pro. He won reserve champion at the Breeders Incentive 5-year-old Special Limited Non-Pro, and was a finalist AQHA World Amateur Cutting, as well as many other accolades.

Pound Sign is a 2016 son of the legendary Metallic Cat, an NCHA Hall-of-Fame stallion and the No.1 All-Time NRCHA leading sire. **Pound Sign** is out of Dual Rey Tag by Dual Rey, the No.3 All-Time NCHA leading sire.

Pound Sign exudes confidence and composure passed down by generations of standout competitors. Since being owned by McColee Land & Livestock, Pound Sign has hit the roping pen with NFR qualifier Clint Robinson, showing incredible sense and flashy moves. His first foal crop of 2022 is showing exciting potential. The versatility **Pound Sign** brings will make them fierce competitors across disciplines.
PC REDWOOD MANNY

2002 BUCKSKIN STALLION
SUN FROST X MANDRIFT MARI

2024 FEE: $1,750
BACKED BY A WORLD CLASS PEDIGREE, VERSATILITY & VALUE!
Cutting, Penning, Roping or the Barrel Pen

(Metallic Cat x Dual Rey Tag by Dual Rey)
LTE $56,694 4 Panel N/N, GBED N/G

AQHA OPEN JUNIOR CUTTING
WORLD CHAMPION
Aqha Open Team Penning (3rd Place)

FULL BROTHER TO NCHA OPEN
WORLD CHAMPION
HASHTAGS - LTE
$485,293

2024 FEE: $1,750
Eligibilities: Pink Buckle, Ruby Buckle, Riata Buckle, Future Fortunes, Diamond Classic and NCHA Stallion/Foal Program

Keith@McColee.com
LanceRobinson11@hughes.net
HR SMART REY
Standing at Black Top Ranch
Bixby, Oklahoma
Owned by Harrison Performance Horses
918-640-9617
harrisonperformancehorses.com

STUD FEE: $1,000
SIRE: Smart Peppy Doc
DAM: OSU Sonny Rey Girl by Harlan Okmulgee

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle

Despite his challenging start, orphaned at six weeks, **HR Smart Rey**, known as “Gus,” has excelled with six AQHA World Show qualifications, a championship in L2 Amateur Heading, and several top 10 finishes. Beyond his accomplishments, Gus has proven his worth as a sire, with his offspring carrying forward his winning traits.

Producing winners like HR Barney Ray, HR Oscar Rey, CG McClintock, and Smart Reys Ellie May, Gus proves to sire winners that can be successful in both heading and heeling. Gus’ 3-year-old progeny, Smart Josie Rey and Smart Scottish Guy, are already making waves in the roping pen and have been at the top of their game all year—all while handling the pressure with the distinctive calm they inherit from their sire.

“We’ve crossed Gus on several different bloodlines, and every single one of the foals is good-minded with plenty of size and bone to do their job,” Kathy Harrison said. “The offspring all have that ‘chill factor’ and are always quiet, calm and ready to take on what’s next—whether that’s the bright lights in the arena or a new job.”

Gus exemplifies ‘old school cool’ with his vintage bloodlines, blending a gritty toughness with a quiet mind, setting a standard for both poise and resilience.

CATTY HAWK
Standing at Weatherford Equine Breeding Center
Weatherford, Texas
817-594-9181
Owned by Bill and Michelle Cowan
580-220-1281
cattyhawk.com

STUD FEE: $1,500
SIRE: High Brow Cat
DAM: Scarlet Dance x Peppy San Badger

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle + Breeder’s Invitational + Augusta Cutting Horse Futurity + Royal Crown + Abilene Spectacular + NRCHA + Pacific Coast Cutting Horse Association + APHA Chrome Cash + NCHA Kit Kat Sugar Super Stakes

Bill and Michelle Cowan are known for raising, training, and showing great performance horses. The Cowan’s program includes the great and very versatile **Catty Hawk** by the all-time leading cutting horse sire, High Brow Cat x Scarlet Dance x Peppy San Badger.

Catty Hawk is a 2005 AQHA/APHA Double Registered stallion with LTE $240,297. Catty Hawk has been racking up champion titles and earnings since his 3-year-old year in 2008 and has been a finalist at almost every aged event he’s shown at. Highlights of career successes include the 2008 NCHA’s 3YO Non Pro finalist and Limited Non Pro Champion, the 2009 Abilene Spectacular 4YO Open Reserve Champion, 2010 Music City Futurity 5/6YR Non Pro Finalist, 2011 NCHA Summer Spectacular 5/6YO Non Pro Finalist and 2019 AQHA World Show Cutting Amateur finalist. In 2014, Catty Hawk was awarded the Leading Freshman AQHA Sire of 2014.

Catty Hawk’s foal crops have each produced champions. His strong foundation results in exceptional performers and with progeny earnings over $3.3 million in cutting, reined cow horse, roping, ranch work and barrel racing.

“Catty Hawk is an impressive competitor in the show pen,” Michelle Cowan said. “We are seeing the incredible payouts in team roping. Makenzie Cowan, our daughter, along with others have had some great performances in the roping arena, so we felt the next logical step was to enroll him in the Riata Buckle and the Royal Crown, giving the owners of his offspring additional opportunities to do well!”
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Harrison Performance Horses presents a 2009 15hh Bay AQHA Stallion
Smart Peppy Doc • OSU Sonny Rey Girl (3x AQHA World Senior Qualified Tie Down Roping)

HR SMART REY

Breeding Fee: $1,000 + Chute fee
(Shipped Semen Available)
Now a RIATA BUCKLE STALLION
Foals eligible for RIATA BUCKLE INCENTIVES

HR SMART REY
World Champion Sire

6x AQHA World Show Qualified - Senior Tie Down,
3x Finalist - Senior Tie Down Roping,
2016 Reserve Champion LEVEL 2 Senior Tie Down Roping,
Superior in Tie Down Roping And Dally Team Roping Heading,
2017 Champion Amateur Heading LEVEL 2, 3rd Place Amateur Heading

Contact Elsworth Harrison (918) 640-9617 OR
Kathy Harrison (918) 671-4180
HARRISONPERFORMANCEHORSES.COM

STANDING AT BLACK TOP RANCH - DR. CARR
13721 E. 169TH ST. S GATE ON US 64, BIXBY, OK 74008
CattyHawk.com

2005 SORREL STALLION | HIGH BROW CAT X SCARLET DANCE BY PEPPY SAN BADGER | NCHA 3 MILLION DOLLAR SIRE
AQHA/APHA DOUBLE REGISTERED

HE: $240,297

$3.3 Million Dollar Sire

A Strong Foundation
Exceptional Performers

Reserve for 2024 Season - Fee: $1,500
First 25 contracts $500 off

145 Performers - Average $22,600+
Cutting | Refined Cow Horse | Roping | Ranch | Barrel

$3,378,100+

OWNED BY BILL & MICHELLE COWAN - wbcow@gmail.com
RAISING, TRAINING AND SHOWING GREAT PERFORMANCE HORSES

CALL FOR MULTIPLE & PROVEY MORE DISCOUNTS
STALLION MANAGER:
MICHELLE COWAN 580-220-1281
STANDING:
WEATHERFORD EQUINE 817-694-9181
We Have The Proven Pedigrees You Are Looking For!

Judge Cash x RR Frenchmans Smoke

Epic Leader x Frenchchilicious

Rare News x Tinkays Rainbow (LTE $15k)

Rare News x Oihaha Kitten 11

Corona Cassiel x Street Advice

LOI LESTER & MEREDITH PIERCE DVM | (541) 740-8142

RIDE THE RIM PERFORMANCE HORSES

FIND THEM ALL ON FACEBOOK!
Ride The Rim Performance Horses
541-740-8142
Klamath Falls and Tete Ronne, Oregon

Ride The Rim Performance Horses’ lineup of top stallions features some of the industry’s best bloodlines, all managed by equine reproduction veterinarian Meredith Pierce, DVM, and Lori Lester.

“This started as my side passion, with one stallion—One Nation—and then Lori was like, ‘I want a stallion!’” Pierce explained. “So we bred a mare and had Lesters Live Wire. And we went from there. This started out as kind of fun, and now it’s an obsession.”

Best Advice ($750, ICSI only)
Standing as ICSI only, Best Advice is by Corona Cartel out of Sweet Advice by Bully Bullion.

“He’s had fantastic horses on the track and in the barrel pen,” Pierce said. “He crosses well on the Dash Ta Fames, the Judge Cashes and even Thoroughbred mares.” Incentives: Ruby Buckle, VG-BRA Reference Sire

Lesters Live Wire ($1,000)
By First Down Dash son Rare News out of Thoroughbred mare Ochoco Kit- ten, Lesters Live Wire, at 17 hands, adds size and speed to any mare. Lesters Live Wire has produced exceptional colts with a kind disposition, good mind and athleticism to spare. Incentives: Top Shelf, Select Stallion Stakes, VG-BRA, Southwest Desert Classic

Bench Warrant ($1,250)
By Judge Cash out of Frenchmans Guy daughter RR Frenchmans Smoke, Bench Warrant is a go-to barrel horse for Lester, who’s earned arena records and spots in the American Semis. Incentives: Royal Crown Roping and Barrels, VGBRA, Top Shelf Breeders, Cowboy State Stallion Incentive

Something Epic ($2,000, frozen only)
Only 4 years old in 2024, Something Epic, by Epic Leader, is a full sibling to NFR qualifier Kassie Mowry’s massive superstar Epic Guy, both out of Frenchlilicious by Frenchmans Guy. He’s in training with João Leão, and will be campaigned throughout his futurity career and beyond.

One Nation (Private treaty)
One Nation was Ride The Rim’s first sire, but has since passed away. His frozen semen is still available. Incentives: VGBRA

BOWMANS METALLIC CAT
Luke Jones Performance Horses
Allerton, Iowa
facebook.com/BowmansMetallicCat

STUD FEE: $1,500
SIRE: Metallic Cat
DAM: Bowmans Fancy by Lenas Jewel Bars

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle + South Dakota Reined Cow Horse Association + IQHA Ranch Horse Futurity

Bowmans Metallic Cat (Metallic Cat x Bowmans Fancy) was trained and shown by Luke Jones Performance Horses of Allerton, Iowa. The red roan stallion is the 2019 Midwest Greatest Horseman Champion and has 325 AQHA points in heading, heeling, tie-down, working cow horse, ranch and trail, performance halter and LTE of $36,621.

“For the last two years, we’ve been standing Bowmans Metallic Cat,” says Luke. “We legged him back up so our 12-year-old son, Lane, could head on him in the #10.5 Jr Roping at the 2023 Riata Buckle. He made it to the short round. Our 15-year-old son, Cort, heeled on him at the 2023 AQHA World Show for Lane, who ended up winning 3rd in the L2 Senior Heading on his horse.”

Bowmans Metallic Cat is versatile, known for his athleticism, kind nature, and incredible mind, which he passes to his babies, with winners in both cow horse and roping arenas.

This year, Bowmans Metallic Cat offspring won the most money at the SDRCHA Stallions Stakes Futurity and Derby. His notable progenies include BMC Metallic Gem, the 2021 Badlands Bits and Spurs Futurity 4-year-old Open Heeling Champion, an NRCHA money earner, and an AQHA World Show Qualifier and AQHA World Show Jr Heeling finalist. BMC Wild Girl, a 2023 Open Snaffle Bit Futurity Finalist, SDRCHA Open and Breeders Open Futurity Champion, and a Southwest Reined Cow Horse Association Open Futurity Finalist, and Billions N Billions is the SDRCHA Non-Pro Breeders Futurity Champion.
2012 RED ROAN STALLION
15.2 H 1300 LBS
325 AQHA POINTS
STUD FEE: $1,500
4 PANEL N/N HERDA N/H
641-870-0090
ALLERTON, IA
FOUR CHEX BAY

Standing at KB Ranch
Comanche, Texas
Massingill Performance Horses
kbranch.biz/four-chex-bay

STUD FEE: $1,500
SIRE: Figure Four Chex
DAM: Bay Bonnie Raindrop by Eddie Eighty

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle

Originating from Haythorn Land & Cattle Co., this 2009 AQHA stallion, Four Chex Bay, known as “Doobie,” stands at 15.1 hands and weighs a solid 1,250 pounds. With his impressive stature, Doobie is not just a sight to behold but also a sire of winners. A full brother to Four Bonnie Bay—a winner in numerous AQHA events, including heading, healing, and calf roping—he brings a legacy of excellence to the breeding world.

Doobie’s foals, the oldest born in 2016, are already making a mark in roping arenas across Texas and Arizona, inheriting his desirable traits: big bone, striking color, luxurious mane and tail, and significant speed. While Doobie himself excels as a head horse, he produces versatile progeny suitable for both heading and heeling, with several being capable switchenders.

“He passes everything down—from his looks to his talent,” Danny Massingill said. “Doobie is as quiet and calm as they come, and all of his babies are that way. They are real easy to start and super easygoing, reflecting his calm disposition and athletic ability, making them suitable for a range of riders, from beginners to advanced ropers.”

WSR HESA DUNOFA LENA

Standing at Highpoint Performance Horses
Pilot Point, Texas
Owned by Patrick Smith
325-261-3966
raisingroosters.com
highpointperformancehorses.com

STUD FEE: $2,000
SIRE: Hesa Sonofa Dun
DAM: Paulena By Doc Olena

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle

Two-time World Champion Heeler Patrick Smith purchased WSR Hesa Dunofa Lena in 2019, offering the standout stallion to the public in addition to the horse’s full schedule on the ProRodeo road.

“The way this horse is bred is a bonus,” Smith said of the 2004 stud known as “Rooster.” “The reason I bought him is the way he is to heel on. I knew I needed a great one, and I want people to see that.”

In 2019, Smith, heeling for Aaron Tsinigine, won $35,000 for fourth aboard Rooster at the Bob Feist Invitational, helping boost the horse’s lifetime earnings well over $300,000.

Raised and trained by World Champion Randon Adams, Rooster appeared at the National Finals Rodeo with Cesar de la Cruz, and has been ridden by the likes of Russell Cardoza and Dakota Kirchenschlager, too.

“He’s so honest,” de la Cruz said. “He gives you a good throw and a great chance, no matter the situation. His ability to slide and get on his hind end really sets him apart—he’ll leave 11s at a trot.”

Adams said Rooster’s offspring are the best he’s ridden, and Rooster’s paternal sibling WSR Hesa Alive carried Kaleb Driggers to the $100,000 American Rodeo win in 2023 and helped secure Clint Summers’ NFR berth at Sioux Falls, South Dakota’s Cinch Governor’s Cup in September 2023.

“We had a 100% success rate on getting the mares we bred in foal,” Smith added. “Ropers are embracing the program, and we’re really excited about that.”
FOUR CHEX BAY

2009 BAY STALLION,
5PANEL N/N
FIGURE FOUR CHEX X
BAY BONNIE RAINDROP
(BY EDDIE EIGHTY )

BREEDING FEE: $1,500
(Chute Fee Included)

STANDING AT
KB Ranch
580-303-0453

MASSINGILL
PERFORMANCE
HORSES
WSR Hesa Dunofa Lena has over half-a-million in earnings, having competed at the Wrangler National Finals Rodeo under two of the sport’s most explosive heelers in Cesar de la Cruz AND Dakota Kirchenschlager. He came in clutch as they tapped him at the end of the season, too, to get them there.
REYS SMOKIN DULLY

Standing at Elwood Equine
Roosevelt, Utah
Owned by A&C Racing and Roping
aandcracingandroping.com

STUD FEE: $1,750
SIRE: Dual Rey
DAM: Smokin Pepto by Peptoboonsmal

INCENTIVES:
Royal Crown Roping
Riata Buckle

Utah’s Richard family has developed a special eye for the best horses in the business to cross on their standout line of mares, and they began offering their stud Reys Smokin Dually to the public in 2023.

The Richards bought him in Fort Worth at the National Cutting Horse Association’s sale as a yearling, standing out from the pack as the right kind of young stud to cross on the family’s race-bred mares.

“He was bigger than most of them, and he just looked like a rope horse in that sale ring,” Richard said. “He was really, really calm even then, and he had that eye appeal, too. And when we started him, he never got hot. You could put anybody on him, even early on.”

Before rope horse futurities really came of age in the U.S., Richard took the stud to Canada and won at the futurities there.

“He did really well,” Richard said. “But by the time the futurities became a big deal down here, he had aged out.”

So Reys Smokin Dually went to the A&C Racing and Roping breeding barn, crossing on the family’s running-bred mares, adding more trainability, bone and rate to the guaranteed run the family already counted on.

“He’s not a fast-minded horse,” Richard explained. “We can breed him to a hot-bred mare, and we can push the colts along as 4-year-olds without worrying about it. We can really get into them and ask them for 100%. That’s good for me and the way I like to rope, not having to slow one down. His colts just have natural rate.”

Never was that more evident than in Fort Worth in October, when Richard claimed the ARHFA’s 4-year-old Heading World Championship on Reys Smokin Dually’s own 4-year-old, Reys Sunset.

“He feels like a real deal horse,” Richard said of the up-and-comer. “He’s a freak athlete. He really runs. Going after that short-round steer was by far the most I’ve ever asked out of him. He felt nervous, so I thought he was going to leave on that last one but, when the gates banged, he just stood there, so I had to make up ground.”

But that horse isn’t even the stud’s most successful offspring to date. Rubys Rollin, the brown 6-year-old mare Richard won California Rodeo Salinas on in 2022—came straight off the futurity trail to win in one of the toughest setups in rodeo’s summer run, and she’s already banked over $50,000 in earnings.
Reys Smokin Dually

2011 Sorrel Stallion
Dual Rey X Smokin Pepto
Breeding Fee: $1750
Standing at Elwood Equine
Call (435)553-0077
Reys Smokin Dually is a 2011 stallion by the infamous Dual Rey and high producing mare, Smokin Pepto. “Smoke” is a huge asset in our breeding and training program, A&C Racing and Roping. He has produced exceptional horses that have won huge titles. Such as Rubys Rollin, a 2016 mare who won the historical California Rodeo Salinas as a five-year-old and many heading futurity titles. In 2023, Reys Sunset went on to win the four-year-old heading championship and the reserve heading title at the ARHFA in Fort Worth, Texas. Both of these athletes are extraordinary. Reys Smokin Dually is the perfect cross on running-bred and cow-bred mares. Smoke is eligible for the Royal Crown and Riata Buckle. To learn more about Smoke find his on Instagram and facebook as @reys_smokin_dually or reach out to A&C Racing and Roping.

Reys Sunset is a 2019 gelding by Reys Smokin Dually and out of Brookstones Sunset (Brookstone Bay). Reys Sunset has been special since day one. At his first show he won two big titles at the ARHFA Championships in Fort Worth, Tx. These wins gave kicked off his career with a LTE of $53,000.
BET HESA GINNIN

Standing at Outlaw Equine
Decatur, Texas
Owned by Premier Rope Horses
ecequine marketing.com/bethesaginnin

STUD FEE: $2,500
SIRE: Bet Hesa Cat
DAM: Ginnin Stoli by Stoli

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown
Gold Buckle
The Diamond Classic
Medal Program

From the 6666 Ranch, Bet Hesa Ginnin is a 2016 red roan stallion transitioning from a successful cow horse career under Terry Riddle to a promising future in heading with Clay Smith. By Bet Hesa Cat and out of Ginnin Stoli, he represents a lineage known for performance and versatility.

His cow horse achievements include the 2021 Colorado State Fair Open Derby Herd Work Reserve Champion, 2022 Panhandle Reined Cow Horse Open Two Rein Champion, NRCHA 2x Celebration of Champions Qualifier and AQHA Ranching Heritage World Qualifier.

At 15 hands, Bet Hesa Ginnin is being bred to produce top-quality horses, combining his size, speed and intelligence. This marks a strategic shift to use his traits to create a new generation of head horses.

“He’s smart,” Smith said. “He has a quick response off the reins across from the back of the box to the steer. We really have high hopes for him in the arena and as a sire.”

HILLBILLY HALLOWS

Yellowhead County, Alberta
780-779-0586
Facebook.com/HillbillyHal lows

INCENTIVES:
Royal Crown
Riata Buckle

Hillbilly Hal lows may well be a passion project for founder Robin Walker, but it was born from the straight up necessity for a rodeoing mom to have versatile horses capable of competing successfully in multiple events.

Today, in her pursuit of breeding the ultimate crossover horse, Walker blends her proven band of broodmares, such as Fols Dream Of Cash, who’s produced Canadian Finals Rodeo barrel horses and an AQHA world champion, with the outstanding performance and genetics of sire Big Shine In Cowtown, aka “Champ.”

Champ is a futurity and ProRodeo winner who competed at the Canadian Finals Rodeo as a 5-year old and has continued his successful show career with Jeremy Buhler.

“I added Trey Gallais, multiple CFR competitor, for full-time training and getting our colts the best start we can,” Walker added of the new addition to her budding program. With 20 new foals hitting the ground each year, Walker has progeny by Champ, as well as other outstanding stallions from hand selected, proven mares.

Champ balances breeding and showing and, new for 2024, is now a Royal Crown stallion for both of Walker’s favorite disciplines: team roping and barrel racing.

“That’s exciting, especially with my mares,” Walker said. “I’m sitting here giggling.”
BET HESA
Ginnin
Bet Hesa Cat x Ginnin Stoli by Stoli

THE TRUE COW x RUN CROSS.

Foals are eligible for
Royal Crown Riata Buckle The Diamond Classic Platinum Medal Futurity Gold Buckle Futurities

Owned by Premier Rope Horses | Standing at Outlaw Equine Decatur, TX | Contact BethesAGinnin@gmail.com
In training with Clay Smith Performance Horses
Sired by Shiners Nickle
Lte: $108,790+
x Shining Spark

Out of Lil Lena Long Legs
NCHA $1,000,000 Mare
x Smart Little Lena

Big Shine in Cowtown
14.2 HH 1,100 LBS
2016 AQHA Stallon

Futurity Champion
CPRA and PRCA Money Earner
Canadian Finals Rodeo Competitor

Kiata Buckle

Standing at Charles Ranch Equine
$5,000 Breeding Fee
Frozen Only
Limited Breedings

Hillbilly Hallows

Proudly Owned by Robin Walker
Yellowhead County, Alberta
Hillbillyhallows@gmail.com

AD Design by Fawcett Photography
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ONE FINE VINTAGE

Standing at Brazos Valley Stallion Station
Stephenville, Texas
Owned by Robertson Ranches
254-485-8280
onefinevintage.com

STUD FEE: $2,000
SIRE: One Time Pepto
DAM: Shiners Siena by Shining Spark

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown
Gold Buckle
ARHFA Top Gun
The Diamond Classic
NRCHA Stakes
PCCHA Stakes
Brazos Valley Super Stallion

One Fine Vintage, the AQHA and NRCHA World Champion known as “Vinnie,” is the cornerstone of Robertson Ranch’s breeding program.

Sired by $22 million producer One Time Pepto and out of Shiners Siena by Shining Spark, One Fine Vintage’s pedigree is stacked with impressive bloodlines that cross well on a number of mares.

“I think One Fine Vintages make a pretty picture,” ARHFA World Champion Andy Holcomb said. “Even when they aren’t perfect, they manage to catch your eye. They also learn fast and pattern well to the roping, so they fit my program well.”

Well enough that Holcomb won the 2022 ARHFA 4-Year-Old Heading World Championship on One Vintage Merada, by One Fine Vintage. In 2023, Holcomb and One Vintage Merada also won the futurity sidepot heading for Miles Baker at the Riata Buckle, banking another $51,750 in earnings.

Standing at 15.1 hands, Vinnie’s versatility and athleticism are unmatched. He not only holds two World Championship Working Cow Horse titles but also has an AQHA Open Superior in Working Cow Horse, Heading and Heeling with lifetime earnings of $135,187 and offspring earnings in excess of $337,000. His average money earner has won $18,755, according to QData, with five having won AQHA points early into his breeding career.

While originally a reined cow horse stallion, the majority of his offspring have won in the team roping—some $247,378 before the 2023 Riata Buckle earnings are even added in.

“That horse just gives you confidence,” said $2-million-rider Corey Cushing after winning the 2016 AQHA Senior Working Cow Horse World Championship on Vinnie. “I’ve watched him for a long, long time, and I’ve never seen him be outdone. There’s nothing that horse can’t do great. He’s a natural athlete.”

His offspring are not only excelling in cow horse events but have recently made waves in the roping arena, with Fine Vintage Cash becoming the No. 1 Highest Money Earning Rope Horse Futurity Mare in the Fall of 2023 with $112,361 in earnings.

In addition to riding several of his offspring, Daniel and Jazlyn Rice of Clements, California, have fit Robertson Ranches’ One Fine Vintage yearlings for sale over the past several years.

“We’ve been so impressed by the consistency in their size, build and demeanor,” Jazlyn said. “They are equal parts smart and sweet and possess the athletic ability to excel at multiple events just like Vinnie did. He puts his stamp on them every time.”

One Fine Vintage’s Top 3 Earners, per QStallions:
1. Fine Vintage Cash, 2016 mare out of Miss Catty Cash by Nu Cash; owned by Monty and Chris Avery and shown by Andy Holcomb; $112,661
2. One Vintage Merada, 2018 sorrel stallion out of Miss Merada Lee by Master Merada; owned by Fallon Avery and shown by Andy Holcomb and Kaleb Driggers; $60,814
3. First Class Vintage, 2018 chestnut gelding out of Tangys Last Chex by Tangys Classy; owned by Robertson Ranches and shown by Daniel Rice.
2009 AQHA/APHA Stallion
One Time Pepto x Shiners Sienna (Shining Spark x Taris Vintage)
LTE $135,187

$326,647
Total Offspring Earnings

2024 Breeding Fee: $2,000 + Farm Fee
Standing at Brazos Valley Stallion Station (Stephenville, TX)

Bred & Owned by Robertson Ranches

6 Panel N/N
Stands 15.1 HH
Cooled, Frozen & International Shipped Semen Available

FINE VINTAGE CASH
One Fine Vintage x Miss Catty Cash
LTE $112,361
#1 All-Time Earning
Rope Horse Futurity Mare

Owned by Monte & Cass Avery
Trained &Shown Andy Holland

www.OneFineVintage.com
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LENAS FROSTED JAG

Standing At 4S Equine
940-393-6306
Home, Texas
Owned By Robyn Fox
325-280-9978

STUD FEE: $1,300
SIRE: Bar Lenas Last
DAM: Letas Blue Best

Bred and raised by AQHA 15-year breeder Robyn Fox, an accomplished roper herself, Lenas Frosted Jag exemplifies all the qualities that breeders look for in a stallion.

This 5-year-old stallion stands at a solid 15 hands with great bone, excellent conformation and outstanding temperament and trainability.

Jag started his career in the reined cow horse pen and is an NRCHA money earner. Midway through his 4-year-old year, he was then sent to the capable hands of Clay Burnham for rope horse training. His “old soul” demeanor has allowed him to come to the show pen with minimum training time in the roping pen in both ends of team roping. He has excelled in AQHA roping classes, including bringing home the 2023 AQHA High Point Rope Horse Award at the historic Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo.

Although his demeanor is laid back, Jag offers plenty of speed when needed, but still manages to make his job look effortless. Jag is not the product of a program that promotes color over more important qualities, but his color genetics do offer multiple opportunities for those that like to add a little color to the mix. All his foals will have black points, and he offers the opportunity of a crème gene, a dun gene, and a grey gene for chances of lots of fun color options on top of his beautiful conformation.

Foals by Lenas Frosted Jag would be an excellent choice for a variety of mares from both the cow horse lines and the mares that have some run to them. His pedigree is old school, which allows you to bring nearly any bloodline to him for any discipline desired.

PROBABLY A SHINER

Rolling V Performance Horses
785-973-8217
tiengquarterhorses.net

STUD FEE: $2,000
SIRE: Smart Nu Shiner
DAM: Shortys Probability by With All Probability

Probably A Shiner might just be the winningest junior stallion on the rope horse market today, as the 2022 American Quarter Horse Association World Champion Junior Head Horse and Junior Heel Horse.

Raised by Rolling V Performance Horses in Rock Valley by the program’s AQHA World Champion Senior Heel Horse Smart Nu Shiner (now standing in Brazil), Probably A Shiner has been in the capable hands of Tyson Benson and J.D. Yates from the start.

“He’s been so easy to show,” said owner Mike Van Egdom, of Rock Valley, Iowa. “I owned his mother and his father, and he’s had a nice temperament from the day he hit the ground.”

Probably A Shiner topped the tough 6-and-Under Royal Crown Futurity in Rock Springs as a 5-year-old in August 2022, worth $9,750 to Rolling V and another $1,935 to Van Egdom who paid his sire in, and another $1,935 to him as the breeder, too.

He capped off the year earning $11,280 for winning the AQHA World Show in the junior heading and another $15,904 for winning the junior heeling, all under Yates.

The 15.1-hand stallion has also excelled in the calf roping, rounding off a career that Van Egdom is well-satisfied with. The stallion will occupy the breeding barn for good in 2024.
BAR LENAS LAST x LETAS BLUE BEST
2018 AQHA BUCKSKIN DUN/GRAY
15 HANDS • 6 PANEL N/N
EE HOMOZYGOUS BLACK
AA HOMOZYGOUS AGOUTI
D/nd2, N/Cr, G PRESENT
LIVE FOAL GUARANTEE
LIMITED BOOK
Multiple more discounts available

2023 AQHA JR HEADING & JR HEELING
OPEN LEVEL 3 WORLD SHOW QUALIFIER
2023 HLS&R HIGH POINT ROPE HORSE
NRCHA MONEY EARNER

2024 BREEDING FEE: $1300

Owned by Robyn Fox • Santa Anna, TX • 325-280-9978

2023 HLS&R HIGH POINT ROPE HORSE
2023 AQHA JR HEADING & JR HEELING
OPEN LEVEL 3 WORLD SHOW QUALIFIER
NRCHA MONEY EARNER
PROBABLY A SHINER
LTE: $67,893
Owned by Rolling V Performance Horses

2022 AQHA WORLD CHAMPION Junior Heading and Junior Heeling
ROYAL CROWN 6-8-Under Heeling Champion
By AQHA World Champion: Smart Nu Shiner
Out of: Shortys Probability by With All Probability

Owned by: Rolling V Performance Horses
Trained by J.D. Yates

Stud Fee: $2,000
For contracts, call 785-973-8287

Standing at: Tien Quarter Horses | 1263 W Navajo Rd, Prairie View, KS 67664
Ashlee Tien (785) 973-8287  Kent Tien (785) 973-8288  | www.tienquarterhorses.net
Bobby Glo Harlan has achieved:

2020 AQHA World Champion in Jr. Heeling
2022 AQHA Reserve World Champion in Sr Heading L2/L3
2020 Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo Jr. Heeling Champion

Paternal Half-Brother To:
Sevens Star Glo (CSR Dual Glo x Sevens Tootsie Time)

Standing at:
Northside Animal Clinic / Running M Farms
4715 W. Haven Rd.
West Haven UT, 84401
(801)732-8387

Introductory Breed Fee $1,500
Shipped Semen Available
Farm Fee included in Breed Fee

Why breed to anything less than a World Champion by World Champions
BOBBY GLO HARLAN

Standing at Northside Animal Clinic
West Haven, Utah
801-732-8387
Owned by Dr. David Moss

STUD FEE: $1,500
SIRE: CSR Dual Glo
DAM: Harlans Bobbi Jo by Jodie
Bob Harlan

Since acquiring Bobby Glo Harlan, Dr. David Moss has been building upon the bay stallion's already remarkable record. The bay stallion, sired by CSR Dual Glo, carries a lineage of athleticism and intelligence.

His training with Bobby Lewis and winnings with Joseph Harrison on the heel side position Bobby Glo as a standout. His relatives, like Sevens Star Glo, continue to uphold the family's reputation with wins at major roping events.

Bobby Glo's first foals are a testament to his potential as a sire. Even at a young age, these horses are demonstrating the same promising attributes as their sire, signifying a new generation of talent ready to enter the arena.

While the full impact of his offspring's abilities remains to be seen, the anticipation is high. Dr. Moss is dedicated to fostering their development, and aims to continue Bobby Glo's legacy through his progeny.

“Bobby Glo has proven everything that he could do,” Dr. Moss said. “I don't think there's any advantage to going back and trying to win more with him.”

CHARLIE TRUCKIN CHEX

Russell Tharp Horses
Las Cruces, New Mexico
facebook.com/lascrucescharliehorse13

STUD FEE: $1,000
SIRE: NMSU Truckin Chex
DAM: Loeletas Tivio by Loeletas Cody

INCENTIVES:
Royal Crown Roping

Charlie Truckin Chex is a 2017 brown stallion sired by NMSU Truckin Chex, a six-time AQHA and NRCHA world champion with lifetime earnings in excess of $200,000. Owned by Russell Tharp of Las Cruces, New Mexico, “Charlie” is a true all-around horse.

Beginning to prove himself in barrel racing and team roping, Charlie is now starting to expand into breakaway as well. He placed in the All-Ages Royal Crown Breakaway in February 2023, as well as the non-pro heading the same week. Charlie's first foal crop was born in 2023, with good shape, bone and size.

“We bred a select group of phenomenal mares—both running and cow bred—in 2022,” Tharp said. “Everyone who had a 2023 baby out of Charlie loved their babies as much we did. They are all fancy, straight legs, beautiful conformation and have their dad's willing and kind personality.”

Much like his sire, Charlie is being crossed on running-bred mares in hopes of having success in the barrel pen and team roping arena, but he is also being bred to cow-bred mares with the hopes of those offspring also excelling in team roping as well as going into the cow horse and reining. Coming from a strong maternal and paternal line, Charlie is an impressive up-and-coming sire with incredible athletic ability.
Charlie
TRUCKIN CHEX
2017 Brown Stallion/5 Panel Negative
Sired by NMSU Truckin Chex
6 Time AQHA and NRCHA World Champion with $200,000+ LTE

2024 Fee $1000
$750 if booked by 12/31/23
Mare Care & Chute Fees
Not Included

Shipped semen available • AI only to select mares • All normal guarantees
Standing At and Owned By: Russell Tharp Las Cruces, NM
Follow us on Facebook @charlietruckinchex • 575.636.5728 • bradyelizabethreno@gmail.com
PRIDE AND JOYY

Standing at Solo Select
Owned by Relentless Remuda and Solo Select
Whitesboro, Texas
soloselecthorses.com

STUD FEE: $5,000
SIRE: Stevie Rey Von
DAM: Fun N Fancy Free by Peptoboonsmal

INCENTIVES:
Royal Crown Roping

The son of $420,903-earner Stevie Rey Von out of the Peptoboonsmal daughter Fun N Fancy Free finished third at the 2022 NRCHA Snaffle Bit Futurity before starting his roping career, having won more than $87,000 since he began competing in July 2023. In the first week of November alone, Pride And Joyy won $56,383 between the American Quarter Horse Association World Show under Brazile and the Ria Buckle under Baker. “Our goals with ‘Kilo’ are expansive,” Solo Select’s Melanie Smith said. “So we’re offering his breedings as ICSI only—we don’t want anything to get in the way of the success this horse deserves to have in the arena at a time when the opportunities are so abundant in the rope horse business. But we take calls every day from people wanting a chance to breed to him, so offering him as ICSI only is the way we can make it possible.”

Double-registered AQHA/APHA, Kilo will be available to ICSI to Select Genes mares, too, including Relentless Remuda mares Golde Rush (by First Down Dash) and Big Time Movie Star (Queen), who is one of the highest-earning rope horse futurity mares of all time. “There’s no way to explain the amount of time and lessons-hard-learned that have gone into building a program like ours that has Kilo as one of our stallions and Glory and Queen as our flagship mares,” Brazile said. “By offering our best stallions and our best mares through Solo Select and Select Genes, we’re practically giving you the cheat code to building great horses that we wish we’d had when we started out. Our goal has always been to drive the horse industry forward, so by offering this combination of mares and stallions, we’re well on our way.”
Metallic Cat x Quiolena, CD Olena

WORLD CHAMPION- LTE $30,000+

2015 red roan overo stallion, Metallic Cat x Quiolena, CD Olena

2024 FEE : $1,800
+ Chute Fee
Riata Buckle, Ruby Buckle, Royal Crown Roping, NRCHA Stakes

Standing at
SOLO SELECT HORSES LLC
903-436-7021 - stallions@soloselecthorses.com
www.soloselecthorses.com
THE DARKK SIDE

Standing at Solo Select
Owned by The Darkk Side Syndicate
Whitesboro, Texas
thedarkside.com

STUD FEE: Available to shareholders only
SIRE: Once In A Blue Boon
DAM: DT Sugar Chex Whiz by King Snazzy Sugar

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown Roping

“She’s just built different.”
That’s how 26-time World Champion Trevor Brazile introduced The Darkk Side to the world, and since then he’s amassed $75,495 in earnings in just a few trips to town under the ownership of shareholders of The Darkk Side Syndicate.

“We’ve never ridden anything like The Darkk Side, and his abilities have us in uncharted territory,” Brazile said of the stallion enrolled in both the Riata Buckle and Royal Crown roping incentives. “When we realized how exceptional he really was, we wanted to offer the Western industry a chance to be a part of his process in a brand new way for the rope horse business.”

“The Darkk Side is a complete outcross,” Melanie Smith, owner of Solo Select, said. “This pedigree will add ability, speed and size to nearly every single horse in the industry. He’s 15.1 hands, 1,220 pounds and wears a size 2 shoe—that’s the kind of structure you cannot find anywhere else in the breeding game.”

THIS CATT SHINES

Standing at Solo Select
Owned by Ty Smith and Tom Lohse
Whitesboro, Texas
903-436-7021
soloselecthorses.com

STUD FEE: $1,200
SIRE: WR This Cats Smart
DAM: Shiners Bella Mia by Shining Spark

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle

Oklahoma’s Ty Smith bought This Catt Shines as a yearling, and he immediately put the colt in some of the best hands in the business to set the horse’s career up for success in every direction.

“I sent him off to Austin Johnson to start,” Smith said. “And then he went to Ty Benson’s for the Snaffle Bit, and he showed him at the Futurity. Right after that, Tom Lohse and I started a partnership to go into the roping. We both like him whether he wins or loses. We plan to keep taking him to the AQHA shows and the calf roping futurities, and we’ll see where he goes in the team roping, too.”

At 15 hands, This Catt Shines has the size to rope both ends, something Smith liked about him early on.

“From the time we bought him and put him to work, we knew he was put together and wanted to work like the kind of studs we need in the industry today: bigger boned, with the look, the run and the size,” Smith said. “Studs anymore are so small. We can cross him on mares that aren’t quite big enough and on mares that are big enough.”

This Catt Shines has won the AQHA’s Reserve World Championship in the Level 2 Junior Tie-Down and made the Open Finals in the tie-down there as well. Cody McCartney and Tavis Walters will share the training and competition duties on him in 2024.

“This horse is built uphill: He can run and stop, and he has all the factors,” Smith said. “He has all the attributes that a stud needs. He’s got big enough bone and all the right stuff.”
Pride And Joyy

LIFETIME EARNINGS: $133,271
2019 bay roan stallion, Stevie Ray Von x Fun N Fancy Free, Peptoboomsma!

2024 FEE: $5,000 + $700 Chute Fee
ICSI ONLY - NO EXCEPTIONS
Foals eligible for NRCHA Stallion Stakes & Royal Crown Roping

Standing at
SOLO SELECT HORSES LLC
903-436-7021 - stallions@soloselecthorses.com
www.soloselecthorses.com
WORLD CHAMPION - EARNER OF $75,495

THE DARKK SIDE

2019 bay roan stallion, Once In A Blu Boon x DT Sugar Chex Whiz

2024 FEE : SYNDICATED
Foals eligible for Rista Buckle and Royal Crown Roping

Standing at
SOLO SELECT HORSES LLC
903-436-7021 - stallions@soloselecthorses.com
www.soloselecthorses.com - www.thedarkkside.com

The Darkk Side owned by The Darkk Side Syndicate
RES WORLD CHAMPION, TIE DOWN ROPING

THIS CATT SHINES

WR THIS CATS SMART x SHINERS BELLA MIA, SHINING SPARK

AQHA RESERVE WORLD CHAMPION, LVL 2 TIE DOWN ROPING
AQHA WORLD SHOW FINALIST, LVL 3 TIE DOWN ROPING

15H 2 PANEL N/N
2018 palomino stallion, WR This Cats Smart x Shiner Bella Mia, Shining Spark

2024 FEE : $1,200

Foals eligible for Riata buckle & NRCHA Stallion Stakes

Standing at:
SOLO SELECT HORSES LLC
903-436-7021 - stallions@soloselecthorses.com
www.soloselecthorses.com
FOUR BONNIE BAY

Standing at and Owned by St. Clair Performance Horses
Kahoka, Missouri
660-727-3260
stclairfarms.com

STUD FEE: $2,000

SIRE: Figure Four Chex
DAM: Bay Bonnie Raindrop by Eddie Eighty

INCENTIVES:
- Ranching Heritage
- Iowa Ranch Horse Futurity
- Nebraska Quarter Horse Classic Futurity and Roping
- Riata Buckle

Four Bonnie Bay joined the St. Clair Performance Horse breeding program 17 years ago as a stallion prospect.

“I called Craig Haythorn and told him I needed a stallion prospect,” says Mike St. Clair. “Without hesitation Craig said, ‘I have one that fits the bill and trust me he will be an athlete.’ Four Bonnie Bay has taken us to the winner’s circle repeatedly. Four Bonnie Bay is an outstanding individual and his offspring get very gentle, but have big motors, lots of try and ability.”

Four Bonnie Bay stands 15.1 and weighs 1250 lbs. With tremendous cow sense, speed, stamina, power and wonderful disposition, he has earned an impressive 555 AQHA points in all-around, barrel racing, heading, heeling, halter, pole bending, tie-down, trail and working cow horse. He has $13,842 in earnings at the AQHA World Championship Show. At the 2010 AQHA World Show he won All-Around horse, placed third in Junior Heeling, fourth in Junior Heading, and was a contender in the Superhorse.

He has three AQHA Performance Superior Awards and LTE exceeding $50,000. Four Bonnie Bay produces big boned, strong, running horses that have the size and substance to hold up. His progeny are smart, which makes training easy and have a natural cow sense, resulting in exceptionally competitive horses in the team roping arena.

STUNNED

Standing at The Ranch Equine theranchequine.com/stunned

Owned by St. Clair Performance Horses
Kahoka, Missouri
660-727-3260
stclairfarms.com

STUD FEE: $1500

SIRE: High Brow Cat
DAM: Absolutely Stunning x Smart Little Lena

INCENTIVES:
- Ranching Heritage
- Iowa Ranch Horse Futurity
- Nebraska Quarter Horse Classic Futurity and Roping
- Riata Buckle

Stunned is by Equi-Stat’s and the NCHA’s all-time leading sire, High Brow Cat, with LTE of $126,000 and produce earnings exceeding $90 million and out of Absolutely Stunning (by Smart Little Lena). Absolutely Stunning has LTE of $107,000 and has produce earnings that exceed $753,000. Absolutely Stunning is a full sister to Boon A Little and half sister to Once In A Blu Boon and Im Countin Checks.

Stunned has won over $111,000 in NCHA, earned an NCHA Certificate of Ability, and he was the 2013 NCHA Futurity Open Reserve Champion with TJ Good.

Added to the St. Clair Performance Horse breeding program in 2020, Stunned has been bred to the program’s top mares including own daughters of A Shiner Named Sioux, Seven From Heaven, One Time Pepto, Dual Rey, Playgun, White Four Ike and Third Cutting. So far, his limited foal crop’s earnings have already exceeded $47,000. Several offspring have been successful in the roping arena, including the Riata Buckle.

Special breeding consideration is given to money earning and/or producing mares.
ST CLAIR PERFORMANCE HORSES

Four Bonnie Bay

FIGURE FOUR CHEX
[SNICKELFRITZ CHEX (KING FRITZ)] X
BAY BONNIE RAINDROP
*DAM LINE
[DRIFTING TULE (DRIFTWOOD IKE)]

St. Clair Farms.com
ST CLAIR

PERFORMANCE HORSES

42 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE

STUNNED

STUNNED | 2013 NCHA OPEN FUTURITY RES. CHAMPION LTE $111,797
HIGH BROW CAT X ABSOLUTELY STUNNING

St. Clair Farms.com
Kahoka, MO | 660.727.3260 | 319.795.4649
The Metallic Patron

Metallic Cat x Sweet Shorty Lena

StClairFarms.com
660-727-3260

43 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE
THE METALLIC PATRON
St. Clair Performance Horses
Kahoka, Missouri
660-727-3260
stclairfarms.com

STUD FEE: $2,000
SIRE: Metallic Cat
DAM: Sweet Shorty Lena by Shorty Lena

INCENTIVES:
Ranching Heritage
Iowa Ranch Horse Futurity
Nebraska Quarter Horse Classic Futurity
and Roping
Riata Buckle

The Metallic Patron is sired by the NRCHA's All-Time leading sire, Metallic Cat, with LTE of $637,711 and out of Sweet Shorty Lena by Shorty Lena with LTE of $114,276 and the dam of horses earning over $1 million.

He follows his sire's footsteps with his bold red roan color, combined with superb conformation, tremendous cow sense, and incredible athleticism. At 15 hands and 1325 lbs, The Metallic Patron has proven to be an outstanding all-around athlete.

The Metallic Patron has earned points in AQHA Versatility Ranch Horse, conformation, cutting, cow work, ranch roping, ranch riding, ranch trail, working ranch horse, reining, heading, heeling, ranching heritage, and won the Kansas Top Horse award two years in a row.

The Metallic Patron has been bred to several outstanding mares in the St. Clair Performance Horse program including own daughters of Gallow Del Cielo, Hydrive Cat, Bet Hesa Cat and Dual Rey. The results are very quick footed, athletic colts that are very trainable and are excelling in multiple disciplines, including roping.

THE NOTORIOUS BIG
Standing at Weatherford Equine
Owned by Southern Ranches
Waxahachie, Texas
817-205-8072
southernranchestx.com

STUD FEE: $2,800
SIRE: CD Lights
DAM: DT Sugar Chex Whiz

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown
Gold Buckle Futurity
Top Gun

The Notorious Big has continued his streak as a popular Junior Sire, booking full the two years the 2018 black stallion has stood to the public.

“He’s just the whole package,” owner Jessica Boston said. “People assume he’s a stud because of his looks. Honestly, while he is beautiful, it’s secondary. He’s freakishly good-minded and people are seeing that in his babies now, as well. He’s structurally appealing to a market that’s moving toward more bone and size and, of course, he boasts a pedigree that you just can’t go wrong with.”

He is sired by CD Lights, a million-dollar producer in the NCHA and NRCHA. His dam, DT Sugar Chex Whiz, was the 2019 AQHA/PRCA Horse of the Year, campaigned by Billie Jack Saebens, and has since gone on to top the charts as a rope horse dam with more than $242,000 in produce earnings to date. Saebens seemed an obvious fit to take the reins on The Notorious Big and has since piloted him to nearly $67,000 in earnings. They claimed the 2022 ARHFA 4-Year-Old Open Heeling Reserve World Championship and came back in 2023 to finish third in the Open Heeling of the same event. They also finished in the top 5 of the AQHA World Show in the Junior Heeling.

“Our plan for 2024 is just to get him to as many shows as possible,” Boston explained. “Juggling breeding and showing is tricky for a young stud. We feel like he deserves to compete the whole year his last futurity year. His oldest foals will be two, as well. They’ll go to Tyson Benson first and then some to Billie Jack. It will be cool to see Billie Jack jockey now three generations of such great bloodlines. We’re excited.”
STOP PLAYING SMALL

#GoBig

THE NOTORIOUS BIG

2022 ARHFA 4-YEAR-OLD RESERVE WORLD CHAMPION | HEELING

$67K LTE IN OPEN EARNINGS

2018 BLACK STALLION
(CD LIGHTS x DT SUGAR CHEX WHIZ x SHINERS LENA CHEX)

6 PANEL N/N

STANDING AT
WEATHERFORD EQUINE
WEATHERFORD, TX

2024 FEE
$2,800 + $650 CHUTE FEE

WWW.SOUTHERNRANCHTEX.COM
When Driftin French Cash was born in the spring of 2015 at Tierney Performance Horses, they knew he was special. Driftin French Cash was the last from their sire Frosted Cash. Frosted Cash, a gray son of Frosty Feature, stood by the great horseman and mentor from Nebraska, Bob Jordan. Frosted Cash’s dam, De Blitz was out multiple barrel futurity money earner, Big Sis owned by Wyoming horseman, Ray Wardell. The maternal side of Driftin French Cash is just as full of great horses and horseman who have greatly influenced the Tierney’s breeding program. Driftin French Cash is out of Frenchmans Driftin by Frenchmans Sanwood, a son Frenchmans Guy who was owned by longtime friend, Billy Myers.

Paul Tierney has been successful in the roping arena on Driftin French Cash. And, with a limited foal crop, Driftin French Cash’s progeny is proving to be not only easily trainable, but successful in the team roping arena as well. French Driftin, a 2018 gelding by Driftin French Cash was roped on at the 2022 and 2023 Riata Buckle. Driftin Quest, a 2019 stallion was roped on at the 2023 Riata Buckle. 

SMART CHIC OLENA *

Standing at Brazos Valley Stallion Station
Stephenville, Texas
Owned by Smoking Gun Performance Horses
smartchicolenacom

STUD FEE: $4,825 (ICSI only)
SIRE: Smart Little Lena
DAM: Gay Sugar Lena by Gay Bar King

INCENTIVES:
Royal Crown
Riata Buckle
NRBC
Stallion Stakes
Brazos Valley Stallion

Smart Chic Olena*, known as “Chic,” is an embodiment of equine greatness, is a dual AQHA World Champion in both cutting and reining—the only horse to ever accomplish this. Chic has also been inducted into the AQHA Hall of Fame, NRHA Hall of Fame and the NRCHA Hall of Fame. The 1985 stallion’s legacy, expertly preserved by Trevor and Tiffiny Bond, exemplifies a commitment to allow Chic’s legacy to continue to transcend time.

With more than $14 million in progeny earnings, his lineage boasts winners in every discipline. His offspring are renowned for their versatility and easy-to-ride nature, excelling in roping, reining, cutting, reining cow horse and barrel racing—a testament to the “magic cross” that Chic represents.

“As a versatile stallion himself, it’s easy to see why his offspring have been so successful in so many different disciplines,” Tiffiny said. “Chic has been gone for 11 years, but his legacy is as strong as ever.”

In a recent display of Chic’s lasting influence, Collen All Chics, a son of Chic, secured a victory at the Riata Buckle #9.5, earning $112,060. This success, under the guidance of Cody Marx, is a testament to Chic’s enduring impact in the roping world and all of the Western performance horse industry.
Driftin French Cash

2015 Buckskin Stallion

2024 Stud Fee:
$1,000
Live Cover and Frozen Semen Available

Paul Tierney
Performance Horses

Paul & Robin Tierney, Oral, SD
605.890.0200 | 605.890.9613 | rtierney2000@hotmail.com
SMART CHIC OLENA
PRESERVING THE LEGEND™

SMART CHIC OLENA
- Owned by Trevor & Tiffiny Bond
- 1985 Sorrel Stallion
- AQHA: 2283074
- ICSI Only
- 5 Panel N/N
- $167,472 – AQHA Hall of Fame
- An All Time Leading Sire of NRHA, NRCHA & AQHA Reining, Cow Horse & Ranch Horse money & Point Earners
- TOTAL EARNINGS $14,770,121 + and counting...

BREEDERS INCENTIVES
- ROYAL CROWN
- RIATA BUCKLE
- NRBC
- STALLION STAKES
- BRAZOS VALLEY STALLION

Brazos Valley Stallion Station, LP
BREEDER’S GUIDE | Stallions | 2024

TRR LUCKY BRAZOS

Sandhill Cattle Co.
Earth, Texas
806-647-6149

STUD FEE: $1,250
SIRE: Pepcid
DAM: TRR Ms Lucky Gun by Playgun

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle

Born on the Tongue River Ranch, TRR Lucky Brazos, “Hip Town,” is a 2016 son of Pepcid. Purchased as a yearling by Tripp Townsend of Sandhill Cattle Co., the young stallion has gone on to win the limited open at the 2019 National Reined Cow Horse Association Snaffle Bit Futurity and has since earned approximately $63,000 in lifetime earnings at reined cow horse events. And in November of 2023, Bruno Paoliello rode Hip Town to fourth place in the #9.5 at the Riata Buckle, adding another $23,705 to the horse’s lifetime earnings (with another son of Pepcid, TRR Pepcids Pick, on the head side).

Townsend knew exactly what he wanted when he purchased Hip Town. “The first horse I bought from Tongue River Ranch was a full brother to TRR Lucky Brazos. His name was TRR Lucky Play Gun and he won two AQHA world championships and my son won the 2020 Youth World’s Greatest on him,” Townsend said. “After that horse, we just kept buying full siblings every year. So now we have four of them, but Hip Town is the only one we kept as a stallion.”

As the first stallion that Sandhill Cattle Co. has stood at stud, the program has taken time to prove the stallion before breeding. Hip Town’s first foal crop is limited and will hit the ground in 2023. All foals will be eligible for the Riata Buckle.

JUNGLE CAT

Standing at 113 Equine
Millsap, Texas
Owned by Brian and Amy Busy
940-654-8013
113equine.com

STUD FEE: $2,500

INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown Roping
Top Gun Incentive
The Diamond Classic

It’s quite the story how Jungle Cat ended up in the hands of Brian and Amy Bush of Lehi, Utah. Amy’s father, Chuck Revill, had long been involved in the cutting industry, and this led to Amy’s dream of owning an own son or daughter of the prolific stallion, High Brow Cat.

In March of 2021 as Brian and Amy were watching sleeping grandchildren in the middle of Disney World, Amy was closely monitoring the Solo Select Sale, focused on one horse only, Jungle Cat. With a touch of a button on her phone, they had the winning bid!

The 2017 stallion was a finished cutting horse, but he had limited showing due to the pandemic. Because of his size, and the growing popularity of the rope horse industry, the Bushes decided to change direction and send him into the roping world.

With the help of their good friend, Rachel Primm, he ended up in the hands of Cade Rice, and magic was made. Jungle Cat has earned over $57,000 in the roping pen alone, and the Bushes are looking forward to seeing him compete with Cade in the cow horse events in 2024.
TRR Lucky Brazos

PEPCID X TRR MS LUCKY GUN

~ $63,000 LTE
RIATA BUCKLE ELIGIBLE

$1,250 + Chute Fee

OWNED BY: TRIPP & HOPE TOWNSEND
KYLE & BRANDY BREWER

CONTACT TRIPP: 806-647-6149
The King of the Jungle

LTE $57,000+

2017 AQHA RED ROAN STALLION

AQHA SUPERIOR HEAD & HEEL HORSE
2023 ARHFA SUN CIRCUIT OPEN HEELING CHAMPION
2023 ARHFA COW TOWN CLASSIC RESERVE HEELING CHAMPION
2023 RED BUD SPECTACULAR CIRCUIT CHAMPION
DIXIE NATIONAL HIGH POINT CHAMPION
2022 ROYAL CROWN HEELING RESERVE CHAMPION

STANDING AT 113 EQUINE
(840) 654-8013 | MILSAP, TX

JUNGLE CAT

High Brow Cat x Smokin Pepto (LTE $143,029, PE $357,481)

2024 FEE $2500

BRIAN & AMY BUSH | AMY@BBUSHEX.COM | (801)-420-1951
BIG LEW
Standing at Lazy E Ranch
Guthrie, Oklahoma
Owned by Reliance Ranches, LLC
405-282-3437
lazyeranch.com

STUD FEE: $2,500
SIRE: Corona Cartel
DAM: Executive Looks by Executive Menace

INCENTIVES:
Black Gold
Future Fortunes
Oklahoma-Bred Program
Pink Buckle
QHRA
Riata Buckle
Ruby Buckle
Select Stallion Stakes
Speedhorse
The Diamond Classic
TQHA Sires’ Cup

There’s good reason behind the buzz about Reliance Ranch’s Big Lew.

First, there’s his breeding: Big Lew is by AQHA Hall of Fame sire Corona Cartel, the AQHA’s number two all-time leading sire.

Second, there’s his record as a winner on the track. Big Lew had eight wins including the Grade 1 Los Alamitos Super Derby. He earned $638,878 and retired sound after three years.

“He was an amazing individual, just the picture of a horse that could do it all,” according to Bobby Mote, head of Reliance’s Second Career Program.

Then there’s his progeny. On the racetrack, sons and daughters of Big Lew have earned nearly $1 million from just three crops to reach racing age thus far.

But the buzz behind Big Lew also includes anticipation for his progeny to hit the performance arena, an anticipation based as much upon his demeanor and intelligence as his incredible athletic prowess.

All of Reliance’s trainers rave about the speed with which Big Lew’s foals learn and their retention, all signs pointing to horses that will shine behind the barrier in roping or running down a barrel racing alley.

Standing 15 hands, Big Lew can add brains to perform and speed to augment the cow breeding of many roping programs.

BUCKS HANCOCK DUDE
Standing at Lazy E Ranch
Guthrie, Oklahoma
Owned by Reliance Ranches, LLC
405-282-3437
lazyeranch.com

STUD FEE: $2,500
SIRE: Watch Me Dude To
DAM: San Tip Hancock by Leon JP Hancock

INCENTIVES:
Breeders Challenge
Future Fortunes
Pink Buckle
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown/Roping
Ruby Buckle
Select Stallion Stakes
The Diamond Classic
Triple Crown 100

Bucks Hancock Dude’s reputation as a sire and performer is as impressive as the gorgeous dappled buckskin himself. Joining Reliance Ranches in the fall of 2022 from Namgis Quarter Horses, Dude is a key piece of the Reliance’s strategy to grow their performance breeding program by adding a solid cross on their race bred mares.

The 2008 AQHA All Around Performance Stallion was shown in halter, tie down roping and heeling, earning accolades in each discipline, during a four year career. He was the 2007 AQHA Reserve World Champion in Junior Tie Down Roping, winning the NRHFA Futurity the same year.

As a sire, Dude’s progeny continue to accumulate accolades including AQHA World Show appearances across several roping disciplines and in the barrel racing pen. Perhaps the most famous thus far is Namgis D 33, “Chongo,” who helped Emily Beisel earn another Wrangler NFR berth in 2023; the duo has won seven go round at the Finals.

Dude’s foals are known for their athleticism and winning dispositions and have earnings better than $1.4 million and climbing.
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The Lazy E Ranch traces its roots in the performance horse industry back to World Champion and AQHA Hall of Fame Sire, Zan Parr Jack. We never rest on our past successes, but strive every day to improve, innovate, and find a better way.

That tradition continues...


We are proud to offer 11 Riata Buckle enrolled stallions for your consideration. With their combination of genetics and athleticism, this diverse group has found success across multiple disciplines in the performance horse industry.

Stop by, visit our stallions, and see what we have to offer. We look forward to working for you. Our gates are always open!

l a z y e r a n c h . c o m

405.282.3437 • 9601 Lazy E Drive, Guthrie, OK 73044 • ranchinfo@lazye.com
CORONA CARTEL X EXECUTIVE LOOKS (EXECUTIVE MENACE)

BIG LEW

2013 BROWN STALLION

2024 FEE: $2,500
Cooled Semen Available
Property of Reliance Ranches, LLC.

• In 2023, 20 Winners and 6 Stakes Horses
• Athleticism and Conformation to Excel in the Arena or on the Track
Total QData Progeny Earnings: $886,549

INCENTIVES: Black Gold, Future Fortunes, Oklahoma-Bred Program, Pink Buckle, QHRAI, Riata Buckle, Ruby Buckle, Select Stallion Stakes, Speedhorse, TQHA Sires' Cup, The Diamond Classic

Inquiries to: Monty McNair 405.368.8924
Para Español: Jose Mendoza 405.659.4211
9601 Lazy E Drive, Guthrie, OK 73044
lazyranch.com | ranchinfo@lazye.com

Excellence Is Our Tradition
INCENTIVES: Breeders Challenge, Future Fortunes, Pink Buckle, Riata Buckle, Royal Crown Roping, Ruby Buckle, Select Stallion Stakes, The Diamond Classic

• Sire of Emily Miller Beisel’s 4-time NFR performer Namigs D33 “Chongo”, & RNCFR & Praire Circuit Champion Namgis D35 “Pipewrench”
• 2008 AQHA All Around Performance Stallion
• 2007 NRHFA All Around Champion Calf Horse
Earned of 553 AQHA Points & $1.4+ Million Sire

2002 BUCKSKIN STALLION

2024 FEE: $2,500

Cooled Semen Available

Property of Reliance Ranches, LLC.

Inquiries to: Monty McNair 405.368.8924
Para Español: Jose Mendoza 405.659.4211
9601 Lazy E Drive, Guthrie, OK 73044
lazyranch.com | ranchinfo@lazye.com
CORONA CARTEL X FIRST CAROLINA (MR JESS PERRY)

CORONADO CARTEL

2011 BROWN STALLION

- Stakes Winner of $416,178, G1 Stakes Sire
- Son of Legendary Sire Corona Cartel
- Total QData Progeny Earnings: $6.95M

2024 FEE: $3,000
Cooled Semen Available
Property of Reliance Ranches, LLC.

INCENTIVES: Black Gold, Future Fortunes, Oklahoma-Bred Program, QHRAI, Riata Buckle, Select Stallion Stakes, Speedhorse, TQHA Sires’ Cup, The Diamond Classic

Inquiries to: Monty McNair 405.368.8924
Para Español: Jose Mendoza 405.659.4211
9601 Lazy E Drive, Guthrie, OK 73044
lazyranch.com | ranchinfo@lazye.com

Excellence Is Our Tradition
CORONADO CARTEL
Standing at Lazy E Ranch
Guthrie, Oklahoma
Owned by Reliance Ranches, LLC
405-282-3437
lazyeranch.com
STUD FEE: $3,000
SIRE: Corona Cartel
DAM: First Carolina by Mr Jess Perry

INCENTIVES:
Black Gold
Future Fortunes
Oklahoma-Bred Program
QHRAI
Riata Buckle
Select Stallion Stakes
Speedhorse
TQHA Sires' Cup
The Diamond Classic

With sound minds to go along with electric speed, the progeny of Coronado Cartel are a perfect fit for the ambitious plans of Reliance Ranches. Already a top breeder of racing Quarter Horses, Reliance is heavily invested in its Second Career Program and in bringing the awesome traits of Corona Cartel into the performance horse world.

Like his Hall of Fame sire, the stunning Coronado Cartel stood out in his racing career, collecting $416,178 in 12 starts on the track before moving to the breeding shed. His racing progeny are already in the bank for $6.9 million with 185 race winners.

As his first sons and daughters begin to reach the arena, it’s evident that Coronado Cartel is passing on not only his magnificent athleticism but also an early maturing, sound mind that is needed to stand out in the arena.

“The genetics certainly suggest they will have success,” Bobby Mote, who runs the Second Chance Program, said. “We don’t have that many out there yet.”

Despite limited numbers, Coronado Cartel’s performance progeny have racked up $85,516, a large chunk of that attributed to SR Roman Cartel who shined at the 2023 Pink Buckle Barrel Race.

DIRTY FLING
Standing at Lazy E Ranch
Guthrie, Oklahoma
Owned by Reliance Ranches, LLC
405-282-3437
lazyeranch.com
STUD FEE: $3,500
SIRE: Metallic Cat
DAM: Streak Of Gin by A Streak Of Fling

STALLION INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown Roping
Ruby Buckle
The Diamond Classic

Dirty Fling, a standout 2019 son of Metallic Cat out of A Streak Of Fling daughter, is paving his way both as a rope horse and a sire. Owned by Reliance Ranches, LLC, and in training with Relentless Remuda, this homozygous stallion brings guaranteed roan color and just the right blend of cow and run to the team roping pen.

With more than $29,000 in earnings, Dirty Fling has consistently showcased his talent. His notable achievements include becoming the Reserve Champion at the Texas Best Rope Horse Open Heeling Futurity and clinching the Round 4 Open Champion title at the RFA Timed High Stakes Slot Heeling. Dirty Fling also secured the Reserve Champion spot in the Royal Crown Breeders OKC Judged Heading 4-Under Futurity Round 3 Open.

Beyond his earnings, Dirty Fling impresses with his unique personality and physical skill. Known in the Relentless Remuda training barn for his fluid movements and exceptional cow sense, he has a big motor and exceptional foot speed. This combination of traits makes him an exceptional sire prospect for breeders making the next generation of rope horses.

“Dirty Fling is a really good mover with a ton of expression,” Miles Baker said. “He’s a cowy-type horse and tries hard every time he enters the arena.”
DIARY FLING
2019 RED ROAN STALLION

INCENTIVES:  Riata Buckle, Royal Crown, Ruby Buckle, The Diamond Classic

Cooled Semen Available
Property of Reliance Ranches, LLC.

2024 FEE: $3,500

• Earner of $29,051 in the Roping Futurites
• Currently Being Shown by Trevor Brazile and Miles Baker
FIRST FOALS ARRIVED IN 2023

Inquiries to: Monty McNair 405.368.8924
Para Español: Jose Mendoza 405.659.4211
9601 Lazy E Drive, Guthrie, OK 73044
lazyeranch.com | ranchinfo@lazye.com
Sire of PC Thisdudesgottagun, two-time runner up PRCA/AQHA Steer Roping Horse of the Year

Sire of Fiestas Cantina, 2023 NHSRA Barrel Racing World Champion and Futurity Earner

$500,000+ Progeny Earnings

2005 GRAY STALLION

Cooled Semen Available

Property of Fiestas Gotta Gun, LLC

2024 FEE: $3,250


Inquiries to: Monty McNair 405.368.8924
Para Español: Jose Mendoza 405.659.4211
9601 Lazy E Drive, Guthrie, OK 73044
lazyeranch.com | ranchinfo@lazye.com

Excellence Is Our Tradition
Hez Our Secret

2009 Gray Stallion

Incentives:
- Black Gold, Future Fortunes, Oklahoma-Bred Program, QHRAI, Riata Buckle, Speedhorse, TQHA Sires’ Cup, The Diamond Classic

- SI-98 $887,426 Champion
- Graded Stakes Sire
- 25 Blacktype Horses & 118 Winners
- Total QData Progeny Earnings: $3.7M

2024 Fee: $2,000

Cooled Semen Available

Property of Johnny Trotter & Reliance Ranches, LLC.

Inquiries to: Monty McNair 405.368.8924
Para Español: Jose Mendoza 405.659.4211
9601 Lazy E Drive, Guthrie, OK 73044
lazyranch.com | ranchinfo@lazye.com

Excellence Is Our Tradition
FIESTAS GOTTA GUN

Standing at Lazy E Ranch, LLC
Guthrie, Oklahoma
lazyeranch.com

STUD FEE: $3,250
SIRE: Playgun
DAM: Firewater Fiesta by Fire Water Flit

STALLION INCENTIVES:
- Breeders Challenge
- Cowboy State Stallion Incentive
- Future Fortunes
- PESI/WPRA
- Riata Buckle
- Royal Crown
- Ruby Buckle
- Select Stallion Stakes
- The Diamond Classic
- Tomorrow’s Legends
- Triple Crown 100

Fiestas Gotta Gun is a 2005 gray stallion known as “Curly,” combining the best of cow and run. His sire, Playgun, has more than $10 million in progeny earnings, while his dam, NFR mare Firewater Fiesta, boasts lifetime earnings of $800,000 and has produced winners totaling over $782,000.

Curly himself has sired offspring earning in excess of $500,000, with a progeny producing at all levels from futurities to ProRodeos to high school rodeos to open events. Curly’s notable offspring include Minnie Gun, the 2022 San Angelo barrel racing round two winner and round one winner of the 2022 Denver Stockshow and Rodeo, PC This Dude's Got a Gun, the two-time PRCA/AQHA reserve steer roping horse of the year, and Fiesta Cantina, the 2023 National High School Rodeo Association barrel racing champion. These achievements highlight the stallion’s versatility as a roping and barrel-racing sire.

Fiestas Gotta Gun’s unique pedigree makes him an ideal outcross for race-bred mares, offering breeders an opportunity to tap into his exceptional genetic qualities. Standing 15.2 hands, Curly is known for his strong build, great bone and good foot, traits he passes on to his foals. His offspring are highly trainable and good-minded, excelling in various disciplines.

HEZ OUR SECRET

Standing at Lazy E Ranch, LLC
Guthrie, Oklahoma
Owned by Johnny Trotter and Reliance Ranches
lazyeranch.com

STUD FEE: $2,000
SIRE: First Down Dash
DAM: Secret Separation by Separatist

Stallion Incentives:
- Black Gold
- Future Fortunes
- Oklahoma-Bred Program
- QHRAI
- Riata Buckle
- Speedhorse
- The Diamond Classic
- TQHA Sires’ Cup

Hez Our Secret, a 2009 gray stallion, continues to make waves as a sire. A top performer on the track, Hez Our Secret racked up $887,426 in earnings, solidifying his status as a graded stakes sire. His offspring, following in his footsteps, have now earned more than $3.7 million, showcasing the stallion’s genetic legacy.

Owned by Johnny Trotter and Reliance Ranches, Hez Our Secret is a standout for his impressive size and conformation. He’s one of the tallest stallions in the Lazy E lineup, with a physique that commands attention.

Hez Our Secret’s impact goes beyond the racetrack. His progeny are proving themselves in barrel racing and roping. The trend in the performance horse industry is leaning toward incorporating race-bred qualities like speed and size. Hez Our Secret is at the forefront of this shift, bringing these attributes to the breeding table. The cross-breeding strategy involving Hez Our Secret and various cow-bred mares yields promising results, suggesting a bright future for his offspring in performance arenas.

Hez Our Secret is a prime example of a stallion that offers the best of both worlds. His contribution to the next generation of performance horses is about creating well-rounded, capable athletes.
ONE TIME PEPTO X CAT MIST (HIGH BROW CAT)

ONE FABULOUS TIME

2008 BLUE ROAN STALLION

INCENTIVES: Riata Buckle, Royal Crown Roping, The Diamond Classic

- 2012 East Coast RCHA Classic Open Derby Champion
- 2012 NRCHA Stakes Novice Horse Open Champion
- Sire of AIR FORCE 1, a multiple round winner of ARHFA 2023 Futurities, and DOWNTOWN CASHBROWN, multiple 2023 1D winner in GTBRA

2024 FEE: $1,750
Cooled Semen Available
Property of Juan Patino

LAZY RANCH
Excellence Is Our Tradition

Inquiries to: Monty McNair 405.368.8924
Para Español: Jose Mendoza 405.659.4211
9601 Lazy E Drive, Guthrie, OK 73044
lazyranch.com | ranchinfo@lazye.com
A STREAK OF FLING X OZ ONE HOT MOMMA (ONE HOT JOSE)

OZ ONA HOT STREAK

2015 GRAY STALLION

2024 FEE: $1,750
Frozen Semen Only
Property of Rockin Oz Performance Horses

INCENTIVES: Riata Buckle, Royal Crown Roping, Platinum Medal Rope Horse Futurity Medal Program, The Diamond Classic

- World Champion Junior Head Horse
- Now Being Ridden by Ross Ashford in The PRCA With More Than $200,000 in Earnings

Inquiries to: Monty McNair 405.368.8924
Para Español: Jose Mendoza 405.659.4211
9601 Lazy E Drive, Cuthrie, OK 73044
lazyranch.com | ranchinfo@lazye.com

Excellence is Our Tradition
ONE FABULOUS TIME

Standing at Lazy E Ranch, LLC
Guthrie, Oklahoma
Owned by Juan Patino
lazyeranch.com

STUD FEE: $1,750
SIRE: One Time Pepto
DAM: Cat Mist by High Brow Cat

STALLION INCENTIVES:
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown
The Diamond Classic

One Fabulous Time, a 2008 blue roan stallion by One Time Pepto and out of Cat Mist by High Brow Cat, has made a significant mark in the performance arena. With lifetime earnings of $21,548, his achievements include the 2012 East Coast RCHA Classic Open Derby Champion and 2012 NRCHA Stakes Novice Horse Open Champion, showcasing his remarkable athleticism and versatility.

Owned by Juan Patino, this impressive stallion stands a stout 14.3 hands. One Fabulous Time offspring, ranging in height from 14.3 to 15.1 hands, inherit his exceptional conformation and speed, particularly in working with cattle.

“One Fabulous Time has a lot of bone and a lot of body to him,” Monty McNair, Lazy E Ranch manager, said. “He has a great hip, big hind leg, and most importantly, extremely good-minded.”

Crossed with a variety of mares, from racehorses to cow horses, One Fabulous Time’s progeny have excelled in multiple disciplines. His son, Air Force 1, ridden by Joseph Harrison, has already claimed multiple rounds at the American Rope Horse Futurity Association finals. On the barrel racing front, Downtown Cashbrown, another one of his offspring, has won multiple 1D events in 2023.

OZ ONA HOT STREAK

Standing at Lazy E Ranch, LLC
Guthrie, Oklahoma
Owned by Rockin OZ Performance Horses
lazyeranch.com

STUD FEE: $1,750 Frozen Semen Only
SIRE: A Streak Of Fling
DAM: Oz One Hot Momma by One Hot Jose

STALLION INCENTIVES:
Platinum Medal Rope Horse Futurity Medal Program
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown Roping
The Diamond Classic

The 2015 gray stallion, Oz Ona Hot Streak, knows what it takes to be a winner. Oz Ona Hot Streak is a son of A Streak Of Fling and out Oz One Hot Momma. With his beautiful gray coat and stout stature at 14.3 hands, Oz Ona Hot Streak turns heads in and out of the arena.

In 2019, Oz Ona Hot Streak clinched the AQHA World Champion Junior Heading title and secured a top 10 position in the AQHA World Junior Heeling L2 Open—proving his abilities on both ends of the steer. He has also been a force to be reckoned with at ProRodeos, ridden by Ross Ashford. His accolades include wins in 2023 at Ashley, North Dakota; Redmond, Oregon; Clovis, New Mexico; and stopping the clock with a 4.0-second run to win the 2022 Calgary Stampede, accumulating more than $200,000 in lifetime earnings. The stallion was also featured in the 2023 X-Factor Match Roping.

“He’s so versatile,” Monty McNair, Lazy E Ranch manager, said. “To be able to go win the [AQHA] World Show in the heading, be top 10 in the heeling the same year, then go out to win $200,000 plus in the PRCA, that speaks volumes of his versatility.”
WIMPYS LITTLE STEP X SUNSET WHIZ (TOPSAIL WHIZ)

SHOW ME THE BUCKLES

2008 PALOMINO STALLION

Show Me The Buckles

2024 FEE: $5,000
Cooled Semen Available
Property of Reliance Ranches, LLC.

INCENTIVES: Riata Buckle, Royal Crown Roping, Ruby Buckle, The Diamond Classic

- NRHA Earner of $156,943
- Sire of Top Earners Tuckin Away Buckles, Buckles Clubhouse, and A Big Vintage Buckle
Total QData Progeny Earnings: $265,087

Inquiries to: Monty McNair 405.368.8924
Para Español: Jose Mendoza 405.659.4211
9601 Lazy E Drive, Guthrie, OK 73044
lazyeranch.com | ranchinfo@lazye.com

Excellence Is Our Tradition
THE #1 ROPE HORSE SIRE FOR 2023.

#3 Reined Cow Horse Sire for 2023 | #13 Cutting Horse Sire for 2023

BREEDING FEE: $6,500
ICSI FEE: $4,500 | FROZEN SEMEN FEE: $6,500 (INCLUDES CHUTE FEE)

THE MOST PROVEN OUTCROSS IN THE INDUSTRY!

BREEDERS INVITATIONAL, GOLD BUCKLE FUTURITIES, NCHA STALLION STAKES, NRCHA STALLION STAKES
RIATA BUCKLE, ROYAL CROWN/ROPING, THE DIAMOND CLASSIC

LTE $351,063 | $11 MILLION IN OFFSPRING EARNINGS

BREEDING FEE: $6,500

USICI FEE: $4,500 | FROZEN SEMEN FEE: $6,500 (INCLUDES CHUTE FEE)

BREEDERS INVITATIONAL, GOLD BUCKLE FUTURITIES, NCHA STALLION STAKES, NRCHA STALLION STAKES
RIATA BUCKLE, ROYAL CROWN/ROPING, THE DIAMOND CLASSIC

Inquiries to: Monty McNair 405.368.8924
Para Español: Jose Mendoza 405.659.4211
9601 Lazy E Drive, Guthrie, OK 73044
lazyeranch.com | ranchinfo@lazye.com

LAZY RANCH

Excellence Is Our Tradition
BREEDER’S GUIDE | Stallions | 2024

SHOW ME THE BUCKLES

Standing at Lazy E Ranch
Guthrie, Oklahoma
Owned by Reliance Ranches, LLC
405-282-3437
lazyeranch.com

STUD FEE: $5,000
SIRE: Wimpys Little Step
DAM: Sunset Whiz by Topsail Whiz

INCENTIVES:
- Riata buckle
- Royal Crown Roping
- Ruby Buckle
- The Diamond Classic

As Show Me The Buckles embarks on his second year at Lazy E Ranch, courtesy of an acquisition by Reliance Ranches, his impact on the team roping world continues to grow exponentially. A former NRHA Open Futurity Co-Reserve Champion, “Buckles” has transitioned to a successful rope horse sire. His offspring, born as early as 2015, demonstrate his strong influence in the arena. Notable among Buckles’ offspring are Tuckin Away Buckles, shown by Trevor Brazile and Miles Baker to $103,827 in futurity earnings; RR Buckles Clubhouse, also shown by Brazile and Baker to $47,165 in earnings; and A Big Vintage Buckle with $43,782 in earnings under the Relentless Remuda. Buckles’ progeny have collectively earned more than $265,000 across various events. In 2023 alone, the total earnings of Buckles’ foals reached an impressive $60,086.

WOODY BE TUFF

Standing at Lazy E Ranch, LLC
Guthrie, Oklahoma
lazyeranch.com

STUD FEE: $6,500
ICSI: $4,500
SIRE: Nitas Wood
DAM: Tuffs Junie by Tuff Lena

INCENTIVES:
- Breeders Invitational
- Gold Buckle Futurities
- NCHA Super Stakes
- NRCHA Stallion Stakes
- Riata Buckle
- Royal Crown/Roping
- The Diamond Classic

At 23 years old, the 2001 sorrel stallion Woody Be Tuff continues to stamp his legacy in the Western performance horse industry. An NCHA earner of over $351,063 and a recipient of the NCHA Silver Award, Woody Be Tuff’s competitive career is marked by significant achievements, including semi-finalist positions in the 2004 NCHA Open and Non-Pro Futurities and multiple championship titles in subsequent years.

“Woody’s” genetic influence extends beyond his own performance and proves to be the ultimate outcross. Woody Be Tuff’s offspring, who have earnings surpassing $10.99 million, excel across a spectrum of disciplines, including team roping, cutting, cow horse, reining and barrel racing. His progeny include 2023 standouts like cutter turned rope horse, Kittyswood, and NRCHA Open Futurity Champion, Zak 34.

In 2023, Woody continued to dominate as a leading sire, becoming the No. 1 rope horse sire of 2023. Woody Be Tuff remains a vital asset in the breeding world. His calm demeanor and solid mentality make him a favorite among breeders, and his offspring inherit these desirable traits.

“He is the outcross that everyone has been looking for,” Melanie Smith, owner of Solo Select Horses, LLC, said. “There is almost nothing you can’t breed him to.”
FLINGIN JAMESON
2018 BAY ROAN STALLION - 5 PANEL N/N

- RUBY BUCKLE
- THE DIAMOND CLASSIC
- ROYAL CROWN JR STALLION
- THE MEDAL PROGRAM

A SON OF A STREAK OF FLING THE $9-Million SIRE

**Dam**

- PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY
- EASY APRIL WHISKEY
- EASY APRIL LENA

Breed For Diversity
STANDING AT FULTON PERFORMANCE HORGES IN 2024

A DASH TA STREAK
2018 BAY ROAN STALLION - 5 PANEL N/N

A SON OF A STREAK OF FLING THE $9-Million SIRE

**Dam**

- DASH TA FAME
- SILVER CREEK DASH
- WR CASSIA

2024 FEE: $2,000

$342,000 - PROGENY EARNINGS

9 MILLION DOLLAR SIRE

Now Standing at Lazy E Ranch

1999 ROAN STALLION - 5 PANEL N/N

A STREAK OF FLING

2024 FEE: $6,500

INCENTIVES:

A STREAK OF FLING IS ENROLLED IN 25 DIFFERENT INCENTIVES!

Eulton Performance Horses, LLC

A Family Owned Legacy: LISA, JAKE & LANEY, JARED & JOHN LLOYD FULTON
FULTON PERFORMANCE HORSES

Todd County, South Dakota
fultonranch.com
402-322-0110

INCENTIVES:
A Streak of Fling
Pink Buckle
Ruby Buckle/Roping
Riata Buckle
Breeders Challenge
The Diamond Classic
Royal Crown/Roping
Future Fortunes
Triple Crown 100
Tomorrow's Legends
Colorado Classic
Homegrown Classic
Select Stallion Stakes
VGBRA
PESI/WPRA
Corn Husker Futurity
MN Breeders Futurity/Maturity
Southwest Desert Classic
BBI Futurity
Go For Broke, Full House Incentive
Grid Iron Futurity
Western Fortunes (Canada)
Top Shelf Breeders
Medal Program/Roping
Gold Buckle Futurities/Roping
Legendary Stakes—Barrels

A STREAK OF FLING

FULTON PERFORMANCE HORSES has become synonymous with the great stallion, A Streak of Fling, but this outfit offers plenty more alongside Streaker, the No.1 living sire of barrel horses, a legend with progeny earnings north of $9.2 million.

Nestled on the Nebraska-South Dakota line, Fulton Performance Horses was created by the late Brian Fulton—an NFR competitor who, like the horses he raised, excelled in multiple disciplines—and his wife Lisa. They had a dream of creating versatile horses with the athleticism and brains to perform in any arena.

Just a quick peek at some of their 2023 success stories proves that Fulton Performance Horses—now run by Lisa and her family: Jake and Laney, Jared and John Lloyd—has reached its goal.

Among Streaker's many standouts in 2023 are Jake Clay's Streakin Sun Dew, who is headed to the NFR this year and has unofficial earnings pushing $1 million, and KN Bam Shake Da Room, WPRA World Champion Jordon Briggs' backup at the NFR, who has also been competing in ARHFA events with Briggs' husband, Justin. There is also Wesley Thorp's French Streakin, the 2023 RFA Heading Derby champ.

"I just love horses like that, that are that versatile," Fulton said. "To me, that's a signature part of Streaker. We use 'diversity' quite proudly."

Such versatility also leads to extra cash for those riding progeny, as Streaker is enrolled in 25 incentives. "That diversity is finally coming out with all this roping," Fulton said. "Now we have ropers coming to us to breed their good mares. And those are the kind you need to breed—the mares you loved to ride."

The Fultons have lived their mantra of diversity through a breeding program with proven producing broodmares as well as a lineup of stallions that also includes A Dash Ta Streak and young standout Flingin Jameson, who blends the best of what cow horse, speed horse and rope horses offer.

Buyers can occasionally find an older prospect at Fultons, but there's always a steady supply of everything from weanlings to 2-year olds. The Fultons continue to produce outstanding prospects, developed with an eye on physical ability and heart capable of succeeding in any event.
At the heart of the 88 Ranch Performance Horse program in Douglas, Wyoming, are stallions like Casino Heist and Roller And A Shaker, whose progeny illustrate the ranch’s unparalleled commitment to versatility—a hallmark trait for horses that can effortlessly transition between heading, heeling, breakaway, barrels, cow horse events and just about any event.

Nurturing a lineage that excels in the arena, 88 Ranch Performance Horses proudly presents their standout sire, Casino Heist. His progeny, like Summer Colada, ridden by Kaden Richard on the head side, and Bugzees Heist In 75, ridden by ProRodeo’s Anna Callaway in the breakaway, are testament to his ability to sire top competitors, adept in rodeo events from team roping to barrels.

“Everybody talks about wanting the big stout horse, the big foot and bone to go rope on. Well, there he is right there,” Garrett Henry remarked on Casino Heist’s desirable traits that echo through his offspring.

New to the arena, Roller And A Shaker’s progeny are stepping up, showcasing the raw potential and trainable minds that mark the next generation of 88 Ranch’s competitive edge. These foals represent the ranch’s longstanding tradition of excellence, now coming into their own in the arena and proving to be adaptable and competitive equine athletes. Roller And A Shaker produces those “feely” type horses that make you feel confident when you back into the box.

Looking to the future, 88 Ranch Performance Horses has a son of Epic Leader out of Brittany Diaz’s NFR mare, Rootie. The up-and-coming stallion is anticipated to excel in both barrels and roping. While not yet a sire, the 3-year-old stallion is the ranch’s rising star. Brimming with potential, he represents 88 Ranch Performance Horses’ forward-thinking vision of creating the next generation of rodeo horses by preparing to infuse the next generation with his genetics.

With each stallion carefully chosen for their exceptional traits, 88 Ranch continues to sculpt a future in which their horses are athletes ready to go into the arena or the pasture as good, using horses on the ranch, and anything in between.

“We’re trying to breed some horses that’ll be competitive in the futurities, open rodeos, ProRodeos, and just out on the ranch,” Garrett said. “A lot of our horses already kind of fit the mold of our vision, but we’re trying to push that maybe even a little further.”

**INCENTIVES:**
- **Roller And A Shaker**
  - Royal Crown
  - Cowboy State Stallion Incentive
  - Glacier Chaser
  - VGBRA
  - Colorado Classic
- **Casino Heist**
  - 5 State Breeders Futurity
  - Colorado Classic
  - Cowboy State Stallion Incentive
  - Future Fortunes
  - Glacier Chaser
  - Gridiron
  - Homegrown Classic
  - Royal Crown
  - Southwest Desert Classic
  - The Diamond Classic
  - Triple Crown 100
  - VGBRA
  - World’s Richest Breakaway
2013 BAY STALLION  
BOGIE BIANKUS X JOAKS LUCKY CHICK  
(MAUDIES JOAK)  

The ONLY STALLION in the WORLD with this pedigree!

NFR Connections on Top & Bottom!

SIRE: BOGIE BIANKUS was an NFR Average Check winner and has sired many rodeo CHAMPIONS.

DAM SIRE: MAUDIES JOAK
- WORLD CHAMPION ridden by Connie Combs
- 5X NFR Qualifier
- 3X NFR Average Champion WINNER
- Qualifying 2 different riders to the NFR

STUD FEE: $1,000
STANDING AT:
NORTHERN HILLS VETERINARY CLINIC  
STURGIS, SD 57785

88RANCHPERFORMANCEHORSES.COM
STUD FEE: $1,000
STANDING AT:
NORTHERN HILLS VETERINARY CLINIC
STURGIS, SD 57785

2010 PALOMINO STALLION
FRENCHMANS GUY X HAULINLOTSACASH
(HOLLAND EASE)

CONFORMATION
TEMPERAMENT
VERSATILITY

MONEY EARNERS IN PRCA BARREL RACING, BREAKAWAY, HEADING AND TIE DOWN ROPING, REINING COWHORSE, RANCH VERSATILITY AND HEELING!

888RANCHPERFORMANCEHORSES.COM
There’s no doubt the horse industry is not for the faint of heart, but Bar T Quarter Horses’ owner Jamey Thompkins wouldn’t trade it, current Texas drought conditions notwithstanding.

“It’s a fearless, endless cycle,” he joked. “We’re having to deal with Mother Nature and what cards she deals you, but we’re not going anywhere.”

Tompkins grew up on a Hereford ranch in Texas and always had a dream of breeding quality cattle and horses.

Life nearly derailed that dream. After nearly two decades on the rodeo trail as a steer wrestler, then time spent in the oil and gas industry, Tompkins dipped his toe back into horses with the intent of breeding a few mares.

Daughter Faith gets credit for bringing the idea of breeding horses back to Tompkins’ life and, armed with knowledge from working around great breeders, he started the Bar T in Haslet.

Today, the Bar T is an AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeder, relying heavily upon the bloodlines of Sugar Bars and Colonel Freckles to create horses capable of helping out with the ranch’s cow-calf and yearling operations and excelling in the roping arena, Thompkins’ new passion.

“We use them all, every day,” Thompkins said of his Bar-T-raised horses.

The Bar T’s broodmare band began with Doc-O’Lena-bred foundation mares brought back from California and today features as many daughters of CJ Sugar as Thompkins can get his hands on.

“I’ve always loved Sugar Bars; that’s why we keep them around,” he said.

With a team of trainers to help out, the Bar T offers about 10 prospects a year, from yearlings to 2- and 3-year-olds—sturdy, working horses that can perform any job offered to them.

“We are planning to branch out more to the horse sales a little more,” Tompkins noted of a shift from previous years in which they offered a production sale.

The Bar T also stands their own stallions, many Royal Crown-nominated: Double Shot of Sugar, Bar T Dry Pine, Bar T Dry Sugar and recently re-acquired T Paddys TNN—a bay son of the Paddys Irish Whiskey stallion TRR Paddys Hickory.

THE BP RANCH
Spanish Fork, Utah
thebpbranch@gmail.com
208-847-5505

INCENTIVES:
Catty Rey
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown/Roping

While social media has its downfalls, for Brady and Savannah Pitchford, it provided the catalyst to the creation of The BP Ranch, their passion project for training top quality prospects.

“I’ve always tried to have good, young horses around; get them starting roping and flip them to make a little money,” Brady Pitchford said, a practice designed to feed roping habits.

The Pitchfords went looking for more colts by Catty Rey after having several go through their hands, the first found by Savannah on a Facebook ad. That search eventually led to the opportunity to buy the stallion himself and offer him publicly for the first time.

“We didn’t really see ourselves in the breeding game, but we didn’t want to stop riding his colts,” Pitchford admitted, noting the stallion’s good mind is appreciated in light of the Pitchford’s two small children’s interest in the horses.

Catty Rey is the son of Smooth As A Cat out of a Dual Rey mare with progeny earnings already topping $150,000 in cutting, roping, ranch horse versatility and barrel racing. His son, Heavenly Catt, won the Royal Crown in Rock Springs with Jeremy Buhler this summer and made the Finals at the ARHFA.

“They’re versatile babies, just dynamic in all aspects.”
BAR T DRY PINE - 2015 CHESTNUT STALLION

OWNED BY: JAMEY THOMPKINS • 817-851-2870 • JAMEY_THOMPKINS@MSN.COM

2024 FEE: $1,250 SHIPPED SEMEN

BAR T DRY PINE

SOLID SUGARBAR

BAR T DRY PINE

COLONEL FRECKLES

BONANZA’S SUGARBAR

PINEY SUG

CJ SUGAR

MISS DRY PINE

BAR T QUARTER HORSES • Haslet, Texas

Jamey Thompkins • 817-851-2870
jamey_thompkins@msn.com

WWW.BARTQUARTERHORSES.COM
CATTY REY

NCHA MONEY EARNER
4 Panel Negative & N/Hnd
Sired By Smooth As A Cat
Out Of Reyling by Dual Rey

2024 Stud Fee: $1500
Includes First Shipment & Collection

Line Of
NCHA Futurity Finalist
Roping Winners
Ranch Horse Versatility Champion
1D Barrel Racing Champion
Rope Horse Futurity Champion
Get Earnings $150,000+

Standing At
The BP Ranch » Brady Pitchford » 208-847-5505 » Spanish fork, UT
Email: thebp ranch@gmail.com » Website: www.thebp ranch.com
BREEDER’S GUIDE | Programs | 2024

BILLADEAU QUARTER HORSES

Ryder, North Dakota
& Wickenburg, Arizona
billadeauquarterhorses.com
701-898-1448

INCENTIVES:
Shiners Suduko
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown
Homegrown Classic
5 States
Nexus
Platinum Medal Rope Horse Futurity and Sale

Ima Hired Gun
Riata Buckle
Royal Crown
5 States
Homegrown Classic
Platinum Medal Rope Horse Futurity and Sale

Exagereyt
Royal Crown
5 States
Homegrown Classic
Platinum Medal Rope Horse Futurity and Sale

Smart Shinin Spook
Royal Crown
Homegrown Classic
5 States
Platinum Medal Rope Horse Futurity and Sale

Billadeau Quarter Horses may have begun three decades ago with an eye strictly on racing bloodlines but, today, the family-owned and -operated business is striving for the “universal” horse: A performance horse that could cross from the team roping, barrel racing or working cow horse arenas.

“My dad, Wade Billadeau, has always had a love for speed, which has drawn him to the race horses, and I love the old foundation cow horse,” Layne Billadeau said. “So why not blend both worlds and see what happens?”

A sheer love of the horse is actually the foundation upon which the Billadeau family has built their program.

“We can come up with what we think might be a magical cross and do all the right things from feeding correctly, placing them in the right hands, paying them into all the incentives, showing up to all the events, but at the end of the day, you have to have a love, respect and admiration for the horse and the sport that we put our life efforts into,” Billadeau added. “My wife, Codi, reminds us every day: We need to do what’s best for the horses.”

Billadeau stands four stallions—two of them junior stallions—all relying heavily on the genetics of Shining Spark, the $4 million National Reined Cow Horse Association sire, for the cow side of their program.

“We really love the Shining Spark horses,” Billadeau said. “They are very trainable. They put substance and a mind on our foals.”

Shiners Suduko, an own son of Shining Spark, is their senior sire, along with Ima Hired Gun, a son of Play Gun. Their junior stallions are the Metallic Cat son Exagereyt and Smart Shinin Spook, whose dam is a daughter of Shining Spark. Each stallion offers the benefit of enrollment into various incentives, with Shiner Suduko’s early crops already finding success in the Royal Crown and Riata Buckle.

Along with the outstanding attributes of their stallions, the Billadeau program relies upon proven broodmares that mostly enjoying first careers in racing, roping or barrels.

The Billadeaus now spend summers in central North Dakota and pack up the entire herd to winter in Arizona and marvel that the effort to mount themselves on good roping and barrel racing horses has evolved into something much more than intended with their stallions now offered to the public for just the second year.

“It was what we’d always done, but more as a hobby for ourselves,” Billadeau said. “It seemed a little selfish. We wanted to share these horses with the industries that we so enjoy.”

Today they are looking forward to participating in the rapidly growing rope horse futurity world with horses they are producing.
Own Son of
Play Gun
All Time Leading
Cutting & Reining Cowhorse sire
since 2003

MA Hired
Gun

Incentives

IMA Diamond in Ruff

Billadeau
Quarter Horses

Breeding Contracts Available
For 2024
$2,000

Son of NRHA
Hall of Fame
A
7 Million
Dollar Sire

SMART SPOOK

Incentives
Sired by Legendary **Shining Spark**
The Influence of 1OM Sire Continues to dominate in All Performance Horse Arenas
Out Of **Docs Sulena**

**Shining Suduko**

**Incentives**

**Billadeau Quarter Horses**
Breeding Contracts Available For 2024 $2,000

**Sire** **Exageruyt**
**Metallic Cat**
LTE: $837,711 NCHA Hall of Fame
**Dam** **Reytaliate**
Producer of over $250,000+

"SHYNY COYOTE"
CROSS 4 PERFORMANCE HORSES

Cody, Wyoming
cross4ranch.com
520-235-6778

INCENTIVES:
Famous
Royal Crown Roping
World’s Richest Breakaway

Though only 17, Audrey Kremer gets credit for crystalizing the family’s passion for raising and riding good horses into the business known as Cross 4 Performance Horses when she talked her parents, Doug and Lacey, into the purchase of yearling stallion, MrBuddyToYou.

Eight years later, all four Kremer kids continue to contribute to the operation, adding their own unique talents.

“Buddy” is the cornerstone, competing at the Riata Buckle, World Series Team Roping, youth rodeos and every other event the family decides to try, including recent forays into dressage and jumping.

But now, Cross 4 is excited to introduce their new stallion, Famous, and their website, cross4ranch.com.

A son of Dash Ta Fame out of the Peptoboonsmal mare Shegetscash, Famous’ first crop will hit the ground in 2024. Famous has completed a year of reining training and is now home at the ranch learning about roping and barrels. As he ages, it is very likely that he will compete in multiple disciplines.

“He’s so chill, on the verge of lazy,” Audrey noted. “It’s easy to show him things. He’s very smart.”

“He’s got a lot of those things that we love about Buddy: the versatility, athleticism, and personality,” Lacey added. “And that’s awesome.”

CROSS 4 PERFORMANCE HORSES FAMILY

THE CROSS 4 PERFORMANCE HORSES FAMILY

CUDD QUARTER HORSES
Woodward, Oklahoma
facebook.com/CuddQuarterHorsesLLC
580-515-3133

INCENTIVES:
Metallic Gray
Riata Buckle
One Time Genuine
Riata Buckle

Nearly four decades ago, newlyweds Bobby Joe and Renee Jane Cudd launched Cudd Quarter Horses, determined to breed sound, tough working horses for the ranch or the performance arena. Though Renee lost Bobby Joe in 2005, his legacy continues every day through the quality horses raised through their program.

Cudd Quarter Horses’ program is built upon the outstanding genetics of AQHA Supreme Champion Goldseeker Bars, sire of working horses renowned for their versatility and good looks. Each June, these proven bloodlines are offered through their annual production sale.

Among the 2023 highlights for this historic program were the sale of Cudd-bred yearling Black Magic Woman, a daughter of Shining Spark out of Cudd favorite Carrera Cat, for a record amount of $180,000 at the NRCHA Snaffle Bit Futurity Sale. Also purchased through the Cudd sale and program is Hotrod Song, the phenomenal gelding Taylor Munsell has shown to her third National Finals Breakaway Roping.

Cudd Quarter Horses stands two young stallions to the public, One Time Genuine, a son of One Time Pepto, and the Metallic Cat son Metallic Gray.

“Those Metallic Grays are looking super good in the roping pen,” Renee said, noting that both are Riata Buckle enrolled. “We’re excited about the future of all the Riata Buckle colts.”

METALLIC GRAY AT HOME AT CUDD QUARTER HORSES
Cross 4 Ranch

2020 RED ROAN STUD
DASH TA FAME
X
SHEGETSCASH
BY PEPTOBOOMMAL

FAMOUS

Cross4Ranch.com

Contact Doug Kremer: 520-507-0471
or Lacey Kremer: 520-235-6778

*Includes 1st collection and shipment. After that $650 for collecting and shipping.
CUDD QUARTER HORSES
Leading breeder of AQHA Ranch and Roping horses for over 30 years!

ONE TIME
GENUINE

2016 sorrel AQHA stallion - 5 Panel N/N
ONE TIME PEPTO x PLAYGUNS DESIRE
2024 FEE: $3,500 (chute fee included)

METALLIC GRAY

2011 gray AQHA stallion
METALLIC CAT x SMOOTH SAGE
2024 FEE: $3,500 (chute fee included)

Direct breeding inquiries to RENEÉ CUDD
"Working horses with the ability to do it all!"

(580) 515-3133 | RENEJANE.CUDD@GMAIL.COM
Woodward, OK
DT Horses
Scottsdale, Arizona
DTHorses.com
480-471-4348

INCENTIVES:
Hickory Holly Time
Riata Buckle

DT Horses, owned by Dean and Leslie Tuftin, is about much more than just breeding futurity-winning horses. DT Horses’ mission is to instill excellence at every step of the process: from crossing the best bloodlines to create premium prospects, to fostering the growth of young trainers to build exceptional horsemen and horsewomen and people, to educating the average team roper who comes to DT Horses looking for a rope horse or looking for advice. In the end, these three prongs of the DT program are pushing the industry forward like few others have done before.

The Horses
DT Horses is headlined by the $2 million sire Hickory Holly Time (2024 stud fee of $3,000), who won multiple world titles and has earned more than $260,000 in his career. Tuftin crosses Hickory Holly Time on his exceptional mare herd, all ridden and proven in the arena and on the ranch. Tuftin raised the stakes for 2023, with a DT Horses incentive that paid out $50,000 to top-earning DT Horses offspring competing at the Riata Buckle. Douglas Rich, won the the Riata Open on a Hickory Holly Time son, won an additional $16,000, while Dave Williams won $12,000, Dwight Adams won $8,000, and Marissa Boisjoli won $4,000—all for winning on Hickory Holly Time offspring at the Riata.

The People
Currently, seven trainers work at DT Horses, and Tuftin has made their continuing growth and education a major priority at his Scottsdale, Arizona, ranch. Tuftin’s goal isn’t just to help the top prospects get into the top hands. He wants his trainers riding every prospect to the best of that horse’s ability and finding that horse’s highest potential—whether it’s at the Ariat World Series of Team Roping or the NFR, in the barrel racing arena or at the local cow horse competition or at the World’s Greatest Horseman.

What’s more, Clinton Anderson himself is starting some colts for Tuftin and will show some of Tuftin’s horses in the reining and cow horse.

The Education
Tuftin’s doors are always open to horsemen and horsewomen looking for their next mount or just wanting to learn how the DT Horses’ program works.

“An impressionist artist said, ‘Perfection is not in the eye of the beholder. Perfection is in the eye of the creator.’ Anyone can slap paint on a canvas, but a great artist puts perfection in every stroke of the brush. For me, I’ve built [this program] in the same way. A great artist holds themselves accountable for every stroke of the brush. People say they’re a trainer, but a great trainer holds themselves accountable for every move that horse takes, every feel. For me, that’s a big piece of it. My mission statement is to build champion horses with solid training techniques while developing the mind of a horse positively. It’s not just, ‘Let’s go win at the futurities.’ And I want to pass that all on to the horse industry as a whole. So, our doors are open to those who want to learn.”
MILLION DOLLAR SIRE

DTHORSES.COM
SCOTTSDALE, AZ  480-471-4348

HICKORY HOLLY TIME
DIXON FLOWERS
QUARTER HORSES
Nowata, Oklahoma
dixonflowersropehorses.com
573-205-0443

Dixon Flowers Quarter Horses’ program revolves around crossing their proven mares with top stallions across the industry’s team roping, barrel, cutting, reining, racing and cow horse arenas.

ARHFA World Champion and two-time NFR heeler Billie Jack Saebens manages the program with the Duke and Lindsey Dixon, with mares in their lineup including matriarch and PRCA/AQHA Horse of the Year DT Sugar Chex Whiz, Seven S April Fools, Gunna Be A Legend, DT American Honey and Special High Brow.

“These mares have been competed on by Billie Jack and have their own set of accolades from rodeos, AQHA shows, futurities and Open ropings,” Duke said. “Our end goal is to match up our breeding program with the right owners that will place them with the top horse trainers to continue proving each mare as a producer. We have laid the initial groundwork carefully and have already produced futurity standouts like The Notorious BIG, DT Hickory Blu Steel, The Darkk Side, DF Bet Hesa Legend and DF American Starlight.”

Dixon Flowers is your one-stop shop to buy anything ranging from a weanling to a 4-year-old prepping for the futurities, with world class genetics from top to bottom.

MULESHOE RANCH
Gail, Texas
facebook.com/muleshoeranch1913
806-759-5019

INCENTIVES:
Boy Boon
Riata Buckle

Lena Stylish Doc
Riata Buckle

The Muleshoe Ranch is a 33,280-acre working cattle ranch with history dating back to the early 1900s. The sixth-generation operation and 2014 recipient of the prestigious Zoetis AQHA Best Remuda Award is located in Gail, Texas, and is currently managed by John and Kevva Anderson.

The Muleshoe, which has been consecutively registering AQHA horses for more than 70 years, currently runs 60 head of broodmares and 5 stallions, including Riata Buckle stallions Boy Boon and Lena Stylish Doc.

Boon and Lena Stylish Doc.

Riata Buckle stallion Boy Boon (Cee Play X Sugar Boon) was purchased in 2006, making the perfect addition to the Muleshoe’s breeding program. At 15 hands, Boy Boon produces babies that are athletic and quick-footed with great dispositions and good bone. Boy Boon has close to 200 AQHA-registered babies.

Riata Buckle stallion Lena Stylish Doc (Lena Barbie Doc x Playin Stylish) was then purchased in 2019 and used as a heel horse until an injury fated him to the breeding barn, exclusively. At the 2022 National Finals Rodeo, Cody Snow won money heading on Play Sleeping by Lena Stylish Doc. Play Sleeping was the first ARHFA finalist to make a debut under the lights of the Thomas & Mack.

“Muleshoe Ranch wanted to be a part of The Riata Buckle because of Denny Gentry,” John said. “Stallion incentive programs like Riata Buckle will help the horse market. Despite the economy, the horse market is still strong.”
Dixon-Flowers Rope Horses

Home of Blue Hen Mare

Sugar Chey Whiz

AQHA/PRCA
Heel Horse of the Year

AQHA
Reserve Super Horse
World Champion Jr Tie Down

PE: $242,000+

Dam of:
AQHA World Champion
The Darkk Side
DT Hickory Blu Steel
The Notorious BIG

& Billie Jack Saebers

573-205-0443
ARHFA Heeling Champion
BFI Champion
Multiple NFR Qualifer

Dixon-Flowers Rope Horses

Nowata, OK
Breeding quality performance horses for over 70 years!

- 2014 AQHA Remuda of the Year -

JOHN ANDERSON 806-710-5019 | BAILEY HALVERSON 806-534-7423
MYERS PERFORMANCE HORSES

St. Onge, South Dakota
FrenchmansGuy.com
myerstrainingstable@gmail.com
605-641-4283

In the 30 years since they first stood South Dakota native Frenchman’s Guy, Bill Myers and his family have added blistering speed to their stallions and mares, plus retained the potent traits of their famous palomino.

On top, the line boasts Sun Frost—that magic combination for roping of Doc’s Jack Frost and Driftwood Ike. On the bottom, Frenchmans Guy’s dam is out of AQHA Hall-of-Famer Caseys Ladylove that was raised by Frances Loiseau, hence the iconic “French” in the name. Incidentally, Kristie Peterson’s four-time world champion barrel horse, Bozo, was also by Sun Frost and out of a Casey’s Ladylove daughter. That kind of notoriety helped Frenchman’s Guy’s stud fee go from $300 in the early 1990s to $6,000.

“He could have been just as famous as a rope horse sire,” said Myers. “Our theme for 2024 is all-around versatility. While this has always been the goal for Myers Performance Horses, it has come to the forefront with the rise of roping futurities and increased reporting. Myers horses have always performed well in all performance arenas, from steer wrestling to steer roping to heading/heeling, calf roping, breakaway roping and of course barrel racing.

“Promoting genetics (both paternal and maternal) is essential for a breeder’s growth in this competitive field,” Myers added. “By presenting pedigrees in the event draws, webcast, announcing and results, it helps the public make their own analysis and what might work with their breeding program. We are excited to be in on the ground floor of this in the roping industry!”

Ima Special Kindaguy, Mr Sassy Frenchman and Lucky Wonder Horse are the next generation for Myers Performance Horses. Through years of riding these genetics, trial and error and lots of sweat equity, Myers Performance Horses feels confident in what these young studs have to offer. Their first progeny are just now hitting the performance arena.

“I think any rodeo event needs a great-moving horse with a great mind,” Myers said. “And conformation is a factor some people leave out when they breed horses, but we try to be really strong in that in our program. We’re pretty strict on bone, substance, straight legs—just overall balance.”

Historically, many rope horses have come from straight cutting- or reining-bred stallions, but with the coming explosion of rope horse futurities using hard-running steers, it pays to include a little racing blood.

“In these horses of ours, you get that speed but don’t lose that good common sense and cow,” Myers said. “They leave the box flat and can fly. Plus, they’re cowy and know how to rate, so they’re real easy to train as rope horses. Mentally, they can handle the pressure.”

MYERS RAISED YES IM SASSY AND COLBY LOVELL WINNING THE ROYAL CROWN ALL-AGES HEADING IN AUGUST 2023.
FEES: $2,000

A PROVEN PRODUCER BY FRENCHMANS GUY!

Special Leader $1103
Sire: Dead Eyes 13
Dam: Dead Eyes 13
(�)

COMING IN A LIVE 83
DAM: MELT AWAY
Proven Broodmare

MISS EYE OPENER $198
DAM: BUGS ALIVE IN 75
Proven Broodmare

SPECIAL EFFORT $1104
Sire: Effort 75
Dam: Effort 75
(�)

Earnings: $32,400

CHICARIC $195
DAM: CHICARIC $195
Proven Broodmare

Earnings: $32,400

HINT OF TONIC $1104
Sire: Effort 75
Dam: Effort 75
(�)

Earnings: $32,400

SPRING SUGAR $1104
Sire: Effort 75
Dam: Effort 75
(�)

Earnings: $32,400

Special Consideration to Proven Mares

$160,000 in Progeny Earnings

With Limited Offspring
LUCKY WONDER HORSE
2015 BUCKSKIN STALLION 15.2 HANDS / 1,300#

FEE: $3,000
Special Consideration Mares with Earnings of $50,000 +
$3,000 Cooled Semen • $2,750 Frozen Semen • $2,000 ICSI

100% OF THE 1ST CROP OF LUCKY’S TO THE PERFORMANCE ARENA ARE MONEY EARNERS!

The GREATEST RACE HORSE GENETICS in the INDUSTRY! A STRONG MATERNAL LINE with ALL 3 NFR QUALIFIERS!

FIRST DOWN DASH SI 105
Multiple World Champion; Race Earnings $85,726

DASH FOR CASH SI 114
Race Earnings $107,089; 2X World Champion; AQHA Hall Of Fame Horse

FIRST PRIZE ROSE SI 98
LTE $22,794

CORONA CARTEL SI 97
Stakes Winner of $357,126; World Champion Sire

DASH TA VANILLA
NFR Qualifier; LTE $150,000+

ROCKET WRANGLER SI 97
Leading sire on Race Track and Performance Arena

FIND A BUYER (TB)

GALLANT JET SI 102

ROSE BUG SI 96

HOLLAND EASE SI 109
Stakes Winner of $301,227

CORONA CHICK SI 113
AQHA Supreme Race Horse; 3-Time Champion; Bloodmare of the Year; AQHA Dam of Distinction

DASH TA FAME SI 113
Nation’s Leading Barrel Sire; Race Earnings of $290,812

SX FRENCHMANS VANILLA
NFR Qualifier; LTE $325,000+

Incentives

Bill, Deb, Chad, Billy, Brandon & Brady Myers
605.642.9789, 605.641.4283 (Bill) • 605.641.4282 (Deb) • MyersTrainingStable@gmail.com • FrenchmansGuy.com
MR SASSY FRENCHMAN
2013 PALOMINO STALLION 15.2 HANDS /1,200#
A SON OF FRENCHMANS GUY out of ONE OF THE BEST FEMALE FAMILIES and PRODUCING FAMILIES in the QUARTER HORSE RACING INDUSTRY
Half Brother to World Champions JESS WALK THRU SI 92 LTE $447,255 and SASS ME BLUE SI 94 LTE $296,378

DAM
JESS SASS ME SI107
Stakes Winner; LTE $110,503; 2x Nominated for Broodmare of the Year; AQHA Dam of Distinction; Producer of Race Earners of $2.2 Million

MR JESS PERRY SI 113
Champion 2-Year-Old; Race Earnings $687,164; Pregancy Earnings $577 Million

SASSY SMITH SI 99
Race Earnings $412,011; Dam to Earners of $245,682

STREAKIN LA JOLLA SI 99
LTE $56,222; Pregancy Earnings $22 Million

SCOOPIE FEIN SI 99
LTE $137,511; Produced 3 AAA, 3 AAAT, 2 Superiors & 1 World Champion

CORONA CARTEL SI 97
Pregancy Earnings $54.5 Million

A SPECIAL SMITH

Incentives

Total Progeny Earnings $225,000+

2024 FEE: $3,000
Special Consideration Mares with Earnings of $50,000+

Bill, Deb, Chad, Billy, Brandon & Brady Myers
605.642.9789, 605.641.4283 (Bill)
605.641.4282 (Deb)
MyersTrainingStable@gmail.com
FrenchmansGuy.com

SASSY LITTLE MERRY
LTE $13,000

MR SASSY FRENCHMAN
LTE $55,000+

YES IM SASSY
LTE $43,500+
In 2023, Colby Lovell won the Royal Crown in Rock Springs, Wyoming, on Yes Im Sassy, a 6-year-old Myers mare trained by Dakota Kirchenschlager by Mr Sassy Frenchman out of Full Irish Whiskey.

“She tries hard, and you can see the emotion when she’s running to the cow through her ears,” Lovell said. “She’s good in the box. She runs right to the cow, finishes good, is strong to the horn, really doesn’t make any mistakes. She’s felt solid.”

Frenchmans Guy and A Smooth Guy are paid up in Riata Buckle and Royal Crown futurities, and the extra bonus is that their progeny historically sell super-high at auction. They’re a good financial investment. The line is one of very few that have stayed popular for three decades—and there’s no magic cross, because Frenchmans Guy produced winners with a great variety of mares. At the end of the day, this line makes heavy-boned, good-minded, fast horses with lots of natural collection, Myers said.

“The Frenchmans Guy genetics provide athletic ability along with trainability, for all levels of riders—professional to amateur, young and old. The heart and soul of the horse industry is the owner/ rider. We want to cater to this group as much as possible. We also love to see the longevity of these horses’ careers! That is a true test of time.”

Myers’ 2023 Sale Averages
2- & 3-year-old prospects
Mr Sassy Frenchman: $36,500 (6 head)
Lucky Wonder Horse: $45,000 (3 head)
Ima Special Kindaguy: $26,500 (2 Head)
Pitzer Ranch

Dukes N Divas
World Show Finalist—185 points

Mia Browbeater
Cat Stud over $60k in earnings

Gunna Wimp Em
La Rcy
World Champion Heeling
NRHA Money Earner

Gold Money Joe
89 Performance points

Favorable Intentions
AQHA Champion—165 points

Dukixote
73 Performance points

Oh Hell Yes
AQHA Champion—107 points

Stud Fees $1,500
All are 5 Panel N/N

ERICSON, NE  (308) 653-2134
pitzerranch.net / pitzerranch@gmail.com
**Stallions**

**NEW in 2024**

**Metallic Casanova**

Earnings over $200,820

**Metalllic Casanova - $2,000 Stud Fee**

Standing @ Cinder Lakes Ranch through May 1, 2024

For contracts email info@cinderlakesranch.com

After May 1, 2024 contact Pitzer Ranch

**BOON SAN**

$56k earnings
Cal. Stud with over $840k in get earnings

**Quixote Two Show**

AQHA Champion

**Two Song Edie**

World Show Qualifier

**Duke Got Jack**

World Show Qual & Performance ROM

**Down N Dash**

1.27 million get earnings

For booking info: pitzerranch.net
$200,820 under NRCHA showman Clay Volmer. Metallic Casanova’s commanding arena presence, versatility and undeniable athletic ability make him a valuable outcross to the ranch- and rope-horse-based breeding program that Pitzer Ranch is known for.

The “line-bred” Jack stallions like Dukes N Divas and Favorable Intentions carry the blood that the program was built upon. Both are paid Riata Buckle sires and their get has had great success recently. There truly is a Pitzer Ranch stallion for any type of mare customers may want to breed. The focus of the ranch is to produce sound, good looking, user-friendly horses that can compete in a variety of areas and win.

You can browse the latest offspring at the two annual sales held at the ranch. The Spring Sale is scheduled for April 27, 2024, and includes several broke horses, high-quality rope horses and yearlings. The Fall Sale, set for Sept. 6-7, 2024, is a production sale with mostly HPI, Riata Buckle & Top Gun eligible weanlings. It also includes broke horses, prospects, stallions and broodmares.

A big draw during the Fall Sale is the annual HP Ranch Horse Invitational, scheduled for Sept. 4, 2024. Now in its 14th year, it’s the highest-paying ranch horse competition in the entire country. It’s open to 4- to 6-year-old horses from HPI paid-up sires, with new eligible sires added each year.

The HPI paid out more than $110,000 last year, testing horses in a five-event format, in and out of the arena. They compete in heading, heeling, cowboy trail, one-man ranch sorting and barrel racing.

Pitzer Ranch horses cover every facet of what you need in a performance or working horse. The vast Nebraska Sandhills serve not only as a breathtaking location for the ranch, but it also provides Pitzer horses a strong foundation in ranch country.
Over $120k in cash and prizes

2 Sales a year Spring & Fall
Spring Sale - April 27, 2024—Deadline January 1, 2024
Fall Sale - September 6 & 7, 2024 Deadline June 1, 2024
HPI - September 4, 2024 Entry Deadline June 30, 2024

**Congratulations**
To all HP ranch bred Riata Buckle money winners in capturing over $312k this year. Come and get your next Riata eligible horse at one of our sales.

PITZER RANCH
ERICSON, NE (308) 653-2134
pitzerranch.net / pitzerranch@gmail.com
IT PAYS TO RIDE A RIATA

See the Full 2024 Stallion List
RiataBuckle.com
FLAG RANCH
Purcell, Oklahoma
flagranchllc.com
910-734-7772

INCENTIVES:
One Time Honor
Royal Crown
Riata Buckle

First Prize Diver
Royal Crown
Riata Buckle

Oklahoma’s Flag Ranch, owned by Larry and Bobbie Rice, raised some of the sport’s winningest futurity horses—including Rhen Richard’s 2022 ARHFA World Champion Chics Magic Corona, Tate Kirchenschlager’s 2022 Royal Crown Champion Meradas First Diver, Trevor Brazile’s 2023 leading 4-year-old Bama Fury, and Colby Lovell’s Riata Buckle #14.5 champ Pepinstep.

The Rices’ Flag Ranch program is based on a deep understanding of the attributes needed to produce horses capable of winning from the racetrack to the arena.

Their horses dominated the roping futurity scene a year ago, and they followed with more successes including a couple of 2023 Royal Crown roping wins and a $51,000 victory in the Riata Buckle’s #14.5 for Pepinstep and World Champion Colby Lovell.

“What really separates their program is the way they find the right cross of size, athletic ability, run and cow,” said Kirchenschlager, who has ridden several Flag Ranch bred horses. “They are just built to be head horses. They are the top tier for producing head horses right now.”

Strategically mixing run and cow, Flag Ranch offers Riata Buckle and Royal Crown prospects with proven genetics.

“Larry is just extremely knowledgeable. He knows his crosses—what goes well with what.”

Flag Ranch’s own stallions, One Time Honor, First Prize Diver and Bobby Starlight, along with stallions they have owned in the past—Vabellez and BR Best Asset—illustrate their variety of proven cow-bred and race-bred mares.

According to QData, Flag Ranch is one of 2023’s top five breeders of rope horses and a top five breeder of all time, having produced earners of $325,128.

Each year, Flag Ranch sells a select group of 2-year-olds through the January Triangle Sale in Oklahoma City, with this year’s sale running Jan. 25-27. Most consignments in this year’s sale are Royal Crown and Riata sBuckle eligible, by stallions like One Time Honor and First Prize Diver.
ONE TIME HONOR
(One Time Pepto - Honor Ease by Holland Ease)

A CROSS DESTINED TO PRODUCE VERSATILITY!

A $300,000-earned cutting stallion crossed on a $369,000-earned racebred mare results in powerful genetics!

Sire of
LUNCH BOX LTE $21,153
One Time Honor - Young Lanesa Paint by Smart Painted Lena
RESERVE CHAMPION 4-AND-UNDER
HEADING FUTURITY!
Ridden by
Mike Baker

Sire of
CARTERS WON TIME OUT LTE $20,046
One Time Honor - Carters Time by Carters Cartel
CHAMPION 6-AND-UNDER
FUTURITY!
Ridden by
Rian Richard

Sire of
GUNNIN FOR HONOR
One Time Honor - Chars Gun by Playgun
2023 WYOMING HSRA HORSE OF THE YEAR!
Ridden by Sid Peterson

2024 FEE: $2,500 WITH CONSIDERATIONS

ELIGIBILITIES: Riata Buckle, Royal Crown

FLAG RANCH LLC ■ LARRY AND BOBBIE RICE ■ 20266 HOLIDAY COURT ■ PURCELL, OK 73080 ■ 910-734-7772
FLAG RANCH PROUDLY INVITES YOU TO
OUR ANNUAL 2-YEAR-OLD PRODUCTION SALE!

Flag Ranch has been raising superior rope horses for many years. Don’t miss this opportunity to purchase from the elite breeding program that produced athletes like these:

**BAMA FURY**

LTE: $71,520

Ridden by Trevor Brazile
Owned by Relentless Remuda

**PEPINSTEP**

LTE: $90,051

NRCHA: $133,051
Roping: $37,000

Ridden by Colby Lovel
Owned by Theorem Ranch

2023 CHAMPION
ROYAL CROWN 4-6-UNDER HEADING

2023 CHAMPION
RIATA BUCKLE #14.5

JANUARY 25-27, 2024 - OKLAHOMA STATE FAIR PARK, OKC

Flag Ranch LLC

Breeders of ARHFA World Champion CHICS MAGIC CORONA & Royal Crown Champion MERADAS FIRST DIVER!

FLAG RANCH LLC • LARRY AND BOBBIE RICE • 20266 HOLIDAY COURT • PURCELL, OK 73080 • 910-734-7772
Nestled in the heart of horse country in Weatherford, Texas, the San Juan Ranch operates with a commitment to breeding elite performances horses: athletes who are excelling not only in cutting, reining and working cow horse events, but also in the budding rope horse futurity world.

San Juan Ranch is a National Reined Cow Horse Association Million Dollar Breeder—a rare milestone that was achieved in just 10 years—and its sister company, UltraCruz, produces a supplement line that keeps their horses in optimal health.

The ranch boasts award winning broodmares and champion stallions, such as CD Diamond and his son SJR Diamond Mist, both NRCHA Open Futurity Champions and Horse of the Year winners whose progeny are eligible for the Royal Crown and Medal Roping incentives.

San Juan’s success stories grew in 2023 with SJR Diamond Bond, who finished third in the Royal Crown Open Heading with Rhen Richard after a stellar 2022 campaign, along with SJR Diamond Billy, SJR Diamond Len and others.

Additionally, they raised mare SJR Diamond Salsa, who was the high seller at the Platinum Medal Rope Horse Sale, proving a desire for top prospects like those San Juan is turning out.

INCENTIVES:

- **CD Diamond**
  - Royal Crown (Roping Only)
  - NRCHA Stallion Stakes
  - NCHA Super Stakes
  - NRHA Sire & Dam Gold Buckle
- **SJR Diamond Mist**
  - Royal Crown (Roping Only)
  - NRCHA Stallion Stakes
  - NCHA Super Stakes

**Congratulations**

**Hickory Holly Time**

TO THE WINNERS OF OUR FIRST RIATA BUCKLE HICKORY HOLLY TIME INCENTIVE

- **Douglas Rich**, Weatherford, TX & “Time To Get Wreckless” $16,000
- **Dave Williams**, Ord, NE & “Stray With Me” $12,000
- **Dwight Adams**, Linwood, NE & “Sue C Time” $8,000
- **Marissa Boisjoli**, Dublin, TX & “DT Hickory Blu Steel” $4000

**DT Horses, LLC**
Scottsdale, AZ
www.dthorses.com
BOOK FOR 2024
TWO NRCHA OPEN FUTURITY CHAMPIONS

2012 NRCHA OPEN FUTURITY CHAMPION
#1 NRCHA 2012 HORSE OF THE YEAR
2018 NRCHA OPEN FUTURITY CHAMPION SIRE
5 PANEL N/N
LTE: $153,320
CD OLENA X SHINERS DIAMOND GIRL
BY SHINING SPARK

2018 NRCHA OPEN FUTURITY CHAMPION
#1 NRCHA 2018 HORSE OF THE YEAR
5 PANEL N/N
LTE: $179,883
CD DIAMOND X CAT MIST 1998
BY HIGH BROW CAT

BRED & OWNED BY
SAN JUAN RANCH
SANJUANRANCH.COM

TOP PLACING CD DIAMOND -OR- SJR DIAMOND MIST
FOALS THRU 2028 NRCHA FT. WORTH FUTURITY FINALS RECEIVE
$25,000 (OPEN) | $10,000 (NON-PRO)
Limited to one winner each, Open & Non-Pro.
Does not include Intermediate, Limited or Novice Open or Non-Pro.

STANDING AT
WEATHERFORDEQUINE.COM
817-594-9181
2022 & 2023 ARHFA TWO TIME HEELING WORLD CHAMPION
2023 AQHA HEADING WORLD CHAMPION & RES. SUPER HORSE

Sevens Star Glo
AKA “Hank”
LTE $140,000+ • 214+ AQHA Pts.
2017 Buckskin Stallion
(CSR Dual Glo x Sevens Tootsie Time)

Hank!

Wier Ranch
Ad by Jessica Mather Marketing
Sire: DUAL SPARK
- $85,000 LTE AQHA, NRCHA, NCHA
Two Time AQHA High Point Cutting Horse, 197.5 AQHA points
Sire of Multiple World Champions
Dam: LOOK AT HER GLO
- 1008 AQHA Points, $62,781 LTE
World Champion Jr Heading
AQHA All Around High Point Horse
Dam of Multiple World Champions

Sire of SEVENS STAR GLO
LTE: $140,000+, 214+ AQHA Pts.
2022 & 2023 ARHFA Two Time Heeling WORLD CHAMPION
2023 AQHA World Show:
Senior Heading WORLD CHAMPION
AQHA Reserve Champion SUPER HORSE

AQHA WORLD CHAMPION
Junior Heading (2015), LTE $27,702,
371 AQHA points in multiple events!
2016/2015 FW Stock Show AQHA Heading Res. CH
2015 AQHA High Point Stallion Open Heeling
2015 AQHA High Point Stallion Open Ranch Riding
2014 SRCHA Fall Derby LO Champion & Open Res. CH
2014 SRCHA RodetoReno LO Derby Champion & IO Res. CH
2014 NRCHA Celebration of CH IO & LO Derby World Champion

Breeding Fee: $2,500
Homozygous Black EEAA = No Sorrel Foals
15 hands - 6 Panel Test: Negative
NRCHA Stallion Stakes, Pitzer Ranch HPI,
Iowa Buckle Stallion &
Brazos Valley Stallion Station

Standing at
Stephenville, TX
254-485-8280
Ad by Jessica Mather Marketing
With a proven track record of siring athletes who capture world titles with ease, CSR Dual Glo, the bay stallion with a legacy of championship bloodlines, stands as a cornerstone of the Wier Ranch breeding program. CSR Dual Glo proves to be an investment for mare owners who aim to produce the next generation of champions.

When CSR Dual Glo first graced the Wier Ranch, his potential was unmistakable. The son of Dual Spark and Look At Her Glo, also known as “Betty,” carries the torch passed on by champions.

A stop at Bobby Lewis’ ranch in 2014 reminded Marshall Wier of Dual Glo’s illustrious dam, leading to the acquisition that would shape the future of Wier Ranch.

Now, the circle of life continues at the Wier Ranch as CSR Dual Glo stamps his legacy into the future of team roping with his progeny.

Marshall and Lezlie Wier’s dedication to quality, proven by CSR Dual Glo’s impressive list of accolades, extends an invitation to mare owners to partake in their exceptional breeding program. CSR Dual Glo himself boasts titles such as AQHA Junior Heading World Champion, AQHA High Point Junior Heading Champion, and multiple high-point awards, which speak volumes of his abilities and the caliber of athletes he produces.

Highlighting the breeding program’s success, CSR Dual Glo has sired noteworthy champions who have left their mark in the arena. Bobby Glo Harlan emerged as a stellar product of Dual Glo’s genetics, snatching the 2020 AQHA Junior Heeling World Championship and the 2022 AQHA Reserve World Champion in Senior Heading. WQ Stonestimetoglo followed suit, bagging the 2022 AQHA Junior Heeling L2 championship. These champions echo their sire’s titles, including AQHA Junior Heading World Champion and a suite of AQHA High Point awards.

But the standout progeny, Sevens Star Glo, known fondly as “Hank,” is as a testament to the legacy CSR Dual Glo is crafting. As Hank clinches victories like the American Rope Horse Futurity Association Open Heeling World Champion and AQHA World Show titles, he not only mirrors his sire’s success but also shows a promising future for Wier Ranch’s breeding program.

“It’s cool when we raise one, train one, and have the success we’ve had in the arena with the team that we’ve got helping us,” Marshall said. “From T. Richardson and his sons, Tanner and Hayden, and Tell Good starting these horses and taking them to the ranch for day work before they head to the arena to the photographers and writers who tell the stories of what our horses have done, we’ve got really great people. It’s a big deal to go and get done what those horses have done.
The Wier Ranch’s commitment to excellence extends beyond the impressive titles and large checks. It’s found in the breeding decisions that place an equal emphasis on both sire and dam. It’s this emphasis on the strength of the dam that forms the cornerstone of Wier Ranch’s strategy, blending the traits of exemplary stallions with exceptional mares to produce quality horses.

“Everybody goes on about the stallions, but the mare power is what makes those horses,” Marshall said. “And that’s what we’ve tried to focus on, probably as much as anything, is having good mares.”

The approach at Wier Ranch is holistic, aiming not only to produce champions within the team roping arena, but also to have horses with the same quality and demeanor outside the competitive setting—the types of horses that can go do any event with anyone on their back. The horses that emerge from this program are a testament to the balance between athleticism and temperament—a trait combination sought after by all but achieved by few.

INCENTIVES:

CSR Dual Glo

Riata Buckle
Pitzer HPI

Two Eyed Brazos

Riata Buckle
Pitzer HPI

Sevens Star Glo

None at this time

with Bobby Lewis and Dual Glo and then Cade with Sevens Star Glo.”

Under the skillful guidance of Bobby Lewis, CSR Dual Glo made a name for himself, and now, with Cade Rice, Hank is continuing that tradition. These victories on the back of the horses from Wier Ranch are not merely individual accomplishments; they are the fruits of a collective passion—a convergence of lineage, training and a supportive environment that allows these wins to occur.

This year, Hank has continued to impress, displaying the same championship quality that his sire is known for. In 2023, Hank was the AQHA World Champion in Senior Heading and the American Rope Horse Futurity Association Word Champion in heeling—a back-to-back win from 2022. His victories at major events are a testament to the powerful combination of CSR Dual Glo’s genetics and the mare power that Wier Ranch so profoundly respects. Hank’s wins are not just a reflection of his talent but a demonstration of the breeding program’s foresight and the fulfillment of a vision that began years ago—even before CSR Dual Glo first arrived at the ranch.
TWO EYED BRAZOS
2004 Palomino Stallion
(Two Eyed Red Buck x Hilda Jo Jack)

AQHA CHAMPION
Multiple AQHA World Show Top 10
184.5 AQHA Points

Breeding Fee: $1,500
Frozen Semen Only
Enrolled in the Riata Buckle & Piters HPI

SEND A CANDY GUY
2010 Gray Stallion
(PYC Paint Your Wagon x Send The Guys Candy)

SI 103, LTE $136,785

Breeding Fee: $1,500
Enrolled in Future Fortunes & Iowa Bred
Standing at: Whitehill Quarter Horses
Sidney, Iowa - ph: 712-246-9500

HES DUN HIS TIME
1992 Palomino Stallion
(Hollywood Dun It x Betsy Bar Cody)

NRHA Open Futurity Reserve
Champion! LTE $108,722

Breeding Fee: $1,500
Frozen Semen Only

WIER RANCH


Ad by Jessica Mather Marketing
Sevens Spanish Gold

AKA “Austin”

Sire: DUAL SPARK
- $85,000 LTE AQHA, NRCHA, NCHA
Two Time AQHA High Point Cutting
Horse, 197.5 AQHA points
Sire of Multiple World Champions

Dam: MADRID by GALLO DEL CIELO
- 308 AQHA Points
Superior Heading & Heeling

2021 ARHFA Intermediate Heading Champion
2023 AQHA World Show Finalist - Sr. Heading

Breeding Fee: $1,500

Ad by Jessica Mather Marketing